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Summary 
Masonry vaults are common structural elements in historical buildings, often 
employed because more durable than timber floors. They were built with various 
materials and construction techniques, but when blocks were adopted (i.e., stone 
or bricks), specific rules had to be followed to create the masonry apparatus. Great 
attention to this topic was given in the European technical literature published 
between the 18th and the 20th centuries, which has deeply dealt with the 
constructive phases of vaults. This careful description of brick laying techniques, 
often accompanied by technical drawings, probably highlights the desire to 
increase the strength of vaults, also through the building process, namely brick 
laying and the orientation of principal joints. Various authors (Breymann 1849; 
Chevalley 1924; Donghi 1906; Formenti 1893; Gelati 1907; Levi 1932) describe 
different possible brick configurations for various vaults typologies and offer 
some considerations regarding when and why it is more suitable to choose a 
pattern instead of another. However, this speculations were grounded on empirical 
observations of vaults’ behavior. In recent structural engineering literature, despite 
the structural behavior of vaults has been extensively investigated (e.g., Lourénço, 
De Borst, and Rots 1997; Huerta 2001; Milani et al. 2006; Milani et al. 2016; 
Rossi et. al 2016; Tralli et al. 2014), the role of the masonry apparatus is still 
addressed far less often. 

The present thesis aims to deepen our knowledge about the structural behavior of 
masonry vaults, by taking into account some novelty aspects that have not been 
thoroughly tackled by the scientific literature, i.e. the masonry apparatus and 
construction techniques, that may increase the accuracy of interpretative models. 
A simplified micro-modelling approach is employed, in which real brick 
dimensions and configuration are taken into account. A commercial software with 
built-in interface models is employed and the proposed simplified-micro 
modelling approach is validated through experimental tests on an in-scale 
specimens of a cross vault and a round arch. The validated modelling strategy is 
then applied to ideal masonry cross vaults and barrel vaults arranged with 
different brick patterns and subjected to various load conditions, in order to 
investigate the advantages (constructional and structural) that different masonry 
apparatus could offer. Finally, the modeling strategy is proposed for the analysis 
of a real case study. Comparison of results allows observing different structural 
behaviour (displacement field, elastic stiffness, reaction forces, collapses shapes) 
for different brick patterns and makes it possible to provide a scientific validation 
to some speculations found in historical technical literature regarding vault 
construction. Moreover, interpretation of results can offer a guide for the 
explanation of crack patterns on existing structures, which may help professionals 
in designing less invasive and more cautious strengthening interventions on  
historical masonry vaults.  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settlement.  

Fig. 5-64 Deformed shapes for opening settlement: axonometric view (first row), y-z 
plane view (second row), x-z plane view (third row).  

Fig. 5-65 Contour plot of uz displacement [m] corresponding to an imposed opening 
settlement ux /L= 3.3 % for confined vault without infill (a), not confined vault 
without infill (b) and with infill (c).  

Fig 5-66 Collapse shapes for shear settlement: axonometric view (first row), y-z plane 
view (second row), x-z plane view (third row).  

Fig. 5-67 Contour plot of uz displacement [m] corresponding to an imposed shear 
settlement uy /L= 2.67 % for confined vault without infill (a), not confined 
vault without infill (b) and with infill (c).  
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Fig. 5-68 Collapse shapes for vertical settlement: axonometric view (first row), y-z plane 
view (second row), x-z plane view (third row).  

Fig. 5-69 Contour plot of uz displacement [m] corresponding to an imposed vertical 
settlement uz /L= 3.23 % for confined vault without infill (a), not confined vault 
without infill (b) and with infill (c).  

Fig. 5-70 Plan view of the cross vault and direction of the monotonic lateral load (a) and 
definition of control nodes at the crown and one head-arch key, and 
enumeration of abutments (b).  

Fig. 5-71 Boundary conditions used in the pushover analyses. Boundary deformable 
arches (DA) (a) and no confinement (NC) (b).  

Fig. 5-72 Collapse shapes in Pushover analysis for θ =0 : axonometric view (first row), y-
z plane view (second row), x-z plane view (third row), planar view and contour 
plot of uz displacement [m] (fourth row).  

Fig. 5-73 Collapse shapes in Pushover analysis for θ =45 : axonometric view (first row), 
y-z plane view (second row), x-z plane view (third row), planar view and 
contour plot of uz displacement [m] (fourth row).  

Fig. 5-74 Pushover analysis for θ =0. Capacity curves for two control nodes for confined 
radial and diagonal cross vaults.  

Fig. 5-75 Pushover analysis for θ =45. Capacity curves for two control nodes for confined 
radial and diagonal cross vaults. 

Fig.5-76 Reaction forces Rx and Ry at the abutments vs. time step (or horizontal 
acceleration). Refer to Figure 70 for reference for enumerations of abutments.  

Fig. 5-77 Collapse shapes in Pushover analysis for θ =0 : axonometric view (first row), y-
z plane view (second row), x-z plane view (third row), planar view and contour 
plot of uz displacement [m] (fourth row).  

Fig. 5-78 Collapse shapes in Pushover analysis for θ =45 : axonometric view (first row), 
y-z plane view (second row), x-z plane view (third row), planar view and 
contour plot of uz displacement [m] (fourth row).  

Fig. 5-79 Pushover analysis for θ =0. Capacity curves for two control nodes for confined 
and unconfined radial cross vaults. 

Fig. 5-80 Pushover analysis for θ=45. Capacity curves for two control nodes for confined 
and unconfined radial cross vaults. 

Fig. 5-81 Reaction forces Rx and Ry at the abutments vs. time step (or horizontal 

acceleration). Refer to Figure 70 for reference for enumerations of abutments. 
Fig. 5-82 Chart of the registered crack patterns for different loading conditions and 

different brick patterns in barrel vaults.  

Fig. 5-83 Chart of the registered crack patterns for different loading conditions and 
different brick patterns in cross vaults. 

Fig. 6-1 The Sanctuary of Vicoforte and the Palazzata (in color).  
Fig. 6-2 View of the central wing of the Palazzata.  
Fig. 6-3 View of two different vaults of the portico, with radial masonry pattern (right) 

and diagonal pattern (left), both built in the XVIII century.  
Fig. 6-4 Scheme of the Palazzata and identification of construction stages.  
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Fig. 6-5 Identification of construction stages, numbering of the vaults of the central wing 
and identification of the brick pattern of vaults.  

Fig. 6-6 Identification of the three blocks subject of the survey campaign.  
Fig. 6-7 LiDAR (left) and photogrammetric survey (right). 
Fig. 6-8 Photogrammetric survey.  
Fig. 6-9 Point clouds of the Palazzata.  
Fig. 6-10 From point clouds (left) to mesh (right).  
Fig. 6-11 Mesh model of the three blocks (left) and of a single vault (right) in Rhinoceros.  
Fig. 6-12 Detection of bed joints on intrados surface of two vaults of block 2 (left) and 

block 1 (right).  
Fig. 6-13 Workflow of the modeling process in Rhinoceros.  
Fig. 6-14 Simplification process of construction lines for sweep-surfaces (left) and 

creation of a 3D volume corresponding to a brick course.  
Fig. 6-15 Ortho-photos of the intrados surface of the three blocks.  

Fig. 6-16 Ortho-photos of the intrados surface of the three blocks and identification of 
existing cracks.  

Fig. 6-17 Identification of existing cracks, schematization.  
Fig. 6-18 Geometric model for FE analyses: V2B1 (left) and V1B2 (right).  

Fig. 6-19 Scheme of the imposed displacements and measured reaction forces at the 
abutments: opening (a), shear (b) and vertical (c) settlement.  

Fig. 6-20 Volume of infill (in blue).  
Fig. 6-21 Deformed shapes for opening settlement: axonometric view (first row), x-z 

plane view (second row), y-z plane view (third row), extrados plan view (fourth 
row), intrados plan view (fifth row).  

Fig. 6-22 Total reaction forces Ry (left) and reaction forces Ry at the vault’s abutments 
(right) versus imposed displacement for Horizontal settlement.  

Fig. 6-23 Reaction forces Ry on Boundary Arches (left) and differential vertical 
displacement (right) versus imposed displacement for Horizontal settlement.  

Fig. 6-24 Deformed shapes for shear settlement: axonometric view (first row), x-z plane 
view (second row), y-z plane view (third row), extrados plan view (fourth row), 
intrados plan view (fifth row).  

Fig. 6-25 Total reaction forces Rx (left) and reaction forces Rx at the vault’s abutments 
(right) versus imposed displacement for Shear settlement.  

Fig. 6-26 Reaction forces Rx on Boundary Arches (left) and differential vertical 
displacement (right) versus imposed displacement for Shear settlement.  

Fig. 6-27 Deformed shapes for vertical settlement: axonometric view (first row), x-z 
plane view (second row), y-z plane view (third row), extrados plan view (fourth 
row), intrados plan view (fifth row).  

Fig. 6-28 Total reaction forces Rz (left) and reaction forces Rz at the vault’s abutments 
(right) versus imposed displacement for Vertical settlement.  

Fig. 6-29 Reaction forces Rz on Boundary Arches (left) and differential vertical 
displacement (right) versus imposed displacement for Vertical settlement.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation and research goal 

The art of building masonry vaults can be dated back in history to almost 
seven thousand years and they can be found in a variety of regions all over the 
world (Becchi and Foce 2002, Choisy 1873, Gulli and Mochi 1995, Huerta 2004). 
They probably represent the first form of permanent construction in prehistory, 
and have assumed an important religious and political symbolism. The Arch of 
Constantine, Baths of Caracalla and the Pantheon are a few examples of 
impressive vaults built by the Romans (Adam 1988, Marta 1990). In the Middle 
Ages, vaults have become a great fire-resistant technological substitute for timber 
beam floors, and -due to their success- their design has reached incredible level of 
complexity and beauty. However, despite the fact that vaults have been 
constructed for many centuries, which should indicate a consolidated design 
methodology, masters masons followed what would be today called “a 
rudimentary scientific approach”, i.e. trial-and-error. In fact, each construction 
may be intended as a scaled specimen of a new one to be built, if not by 
effectively using a scaled model, as for the case of Brunelleschi’s dome (Heyman 
1966). The positive outputs of this trial-and-error approach allowed builders to 
define the so called  rules of thumb. Until the end to the 18th century, these rules 
were based on geometrical proportion, in line withe the idea of beauty found in 
classical architecture. The theory of proportions allowed for notable outcomes, 
especially if strength is not considered (Di Pasquale 1996), but it is not possible to 
state if these rules were exclusively based on formal aspects, or if structural 
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requirements were considered. However, masonry vaults soon reached high level 
of complexity and advancement, even if theory was not able to describe and 
control their construction.  

It is only since the beginning of the 20th century that new attention is being 
paid to the structural analysis of these elements - and masonry constructions in 
general - especially due to the increasing awareness about the catastrophic 
impacts that earthquakes produce on the built heritage. To this end, structural 
analysis begins to be part of the restoration process and engineering enters the 
field of architectural preservation. Heavy and invasive strengthening designs, 
often in reinforced concrete, were the product of scientific calculations that 
engineers performed by using analytical tools available at their time. As a matter 
of fact, the first half of the 20th century is characterized by a complete absence of 
adequate interpretative tools for masonry constructions, in favor of the Theory of 
Elasticity that was generally used in the calculation and design of reinforced 
concrete or steel structures (Calderini and Lagomarsino 2006). For this reasons, 
the engineers responsible for strengthening works tended to insert beams and 
frames within historical masonry in order to be able to calculate it. Only starting 
from the 1980’s important scientific advancements have been made and the 
resulting new interpretative tools for masonry structures have produces less 
invasive strengthening designs. Today, the great advances made in the past 40 
years in terms of modeling and analysis techniques allow us to have a robust 
theoretical framework for correctly interpreting masonry structures. However, 
masonry vaults still represent a challenge for engineers and researchers, as their 
curved three-dimensional geometry makes them a complex structural element, 
which structural behavior is for some aspects still an open field of research.  

This thesis aims to deepen our knowledge about the structural behavior of 
masonry vaults, by taking into consideration some novelty aspects that have not 
been thoroughly tackled by the scientific literature, i.e. the masonry apparatus and 
construction techniques, that may increase the accuracy of  interpretative models. 

Masonry vaults were built with various materials and construction 
techniques, but when blocks were adopted (i.e. stone or bricks), specific rules had 
to be followed in order to create the masonry apparatus. Great attention to this 
topic was given in the European technical literature published between the 18th 
and the 20th centuries (e.g. Lassaulx 1829; Breymann 1849; Curioni 1870; Choisy 
1883), which has deeply dealt with the constructive phases of vaults. This careful 
description of brick laying techniques, often accompanied by technical drawings, 
probably highlights the desire to increase the strength of vaults, also through the 
building process, namely brick laying and the orientation of principal joints.  
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Various authors (Breymann 1849; Chevalley 1924; Donghi 1906; Formenti 
1893; Gelati 1907; Levi 1932) describe different possible brick configurations for 
various vaults typologies, and offer some considerations regarding when and why 
it is more suitable to choose a pattern instead of another. Often, the choice of a 
certain brick pattern was dictated by the possibility to build without formwork 
(Wendland, 2007).  

As stated in several of the aforementioned treatises, brick pattern played a 
key role, both in terms of construction feasibility and expected structural 
performance. However, this speculation was grounded on empirical observations 
of vaults behavior. In recent structural engineering literature, despite the structural 
behavior of vaults has been extensively investigated (e.g., Lourénço, De Borst, 
and Rots 1997; Huerta 2001; Milani et al. 2006; Tralli et al. 2014), the role of the 
masonry apparatus is addressed far less often, with a few exceptions (Baratta and 
Corbi 2003; Barbieri et al. 2004; Calderini and Lagomarsino 2004; Romano and 
Grande 2008; Foraboschi 2014, Foti et al. 2018, Boni et al. 2021). In particular, 
Baratta and Corbi (2012) stressed that the brick pattern plays a role of paramount 
importance in the definition of the equilibrium of the vaults because it is useful to 
individuate the path stresses within the structure. As an example, these authors 
compared the response of two pavilion vaults of equal geometry but with masonry 
apparatus (bed joints parallel to the vault perimeter, in one case, and bed joint 
orthogonal to the perimeter in the other case). So doing, they were able to 
demonstrate that a different distribution of the horizontal thrust occurs along the 
perimeter, the preferred equilibrium path being that of having compression normal 
to the bed joints. Other authors stressed the role of the brick pattern also in 
masonry domes. In particular, Foraboschi (2014) compared the behavior of the 
monumental dome of Santa Maria del Fiore in Florence by Brunelleschi and the 
Vasari’s dome in Basilica della Madonna dell’Umiltà in Pistoia, finding that the 
Vasari’s dome, similar to Brunelleschi’s dome but built with a different brick 
apparatus, underwent cracks at the ribs (instead of in the webs) and therefore the 
dome needed to be immediately reinforced after its completion. 

A very limited number of scientific studies have been devoted to 
systematically investigate the effects of the brick pattern on the behaviour of 
masonry vaults by adopting a numerical approach. In the literature few studies are 
available; among them, Barbieri et al. (2004) adopted the Finite Element Method 
to investigate the behaviour of a barrel vault under self weight, with five different 
orientations of bed joints. The model of the vault was built using shell elements 
and giving orthotropic linear elastic material properties to masonry. The vault was 
modeled through a macro-modelling approach and, therefore, the orientation of 
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the bed joints was reproduced by properly rotating the shell element local axes. 
Different results in stiffness were put into evidence; in particular, the authors 
showed that the vault with widespread pattern (90° between the bed joints and the 
head arch plane) exhibited the lowest stiffness. Opposite to the macro-modelling 
technique, other authors proposed a micromechanical constitutive model for 
masonry, to be implemented within finite element codes: Calderini and 
Lagomarsino (2004) used the homogenization theory for specifically taking into 
account the peculiarities of the brick pattern. Their model was used for developing 
non linear analyses on an ideal vault subjected to both self weight and asymmetric 
concentrated force; different stress distributions and failure loads were found 
depending on the brick pattern. The influence of the masonry apparatus was also 
investigated by Romano and Grande (2008) on barrel vaults, adopting both micro- 
and macro-modelling approaches and analysing the case of both vertical and 
horizontal loading conditions. Also in these cases, non linear analyses were 
performed for showing that different brick patterns bring different stiffness and 
ultimate load at failure. 

The most recent works adopt a micro-modelling approach, which is more 
suitable to properly account for the actual brick laying. Foti et al. (2018) and Boni 
et al. (2021) modelled vaults using Discrete Element Method (DEM), adopting a 
macro-block discretization of the vault surface. Specifically, Foti et al. studied the 
behaviour of cross vaults undergoing settlements of the supports, while Boni et al. 
modelled barrel, cross and pavilion vaults subject to self-weight and concentrated 
loads. Both studies demonstrated the influence of the masonry apparatus on the 
vault collapse mechanism. However, the application of this approach has shown 
two main limits: i. a huge numerical effort, mainly due to the need to adopt ad-hoc 
written numerical codes to overcome the limits of commercial software in 
correctly describing the behaviour of block-to-block interfaces; ii. the scarce 
availability of experimental data on real scale masonry specimen, which can be 
used to validate numerical models.  

In the present thesis a more geometrically-refined model is proposed, in 
which the real brick dimensions are taken into account on the surface 
discretization. The aforementioned difficulties are overcome by using a 
commercial software with built-in interface models and by validating the 
proposed simplified-micro model through experimental tests on an in-scale 
specimen of a cross vault and a round arch. The validated modelling strategy is 
then applied to ideal masonry cross vaults and barrel vaults arranged with 
different brick patterns and subjected to various load conditions, in order to 
investigate the advantages (constructional and structural) that different masonry 
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apparatus could offer. Finally, the modeling strategy is proposed for the analysis 
of a real case study. Comparison of results allows observing different structural 
behaviour (displacement field, elastic stiffness, reaction forces, collapses shapes) 
for different brick patterns and makes it possible to provide a scientific validation 
to some speculations found in historical technical literature regarding vault 
construction. Moreover, interpretation of results can offer a guide for the 
explanation of crack patterns on existing structures, which may help  
professionals in designing less invasive and more cautious strengthening 
interventions on masonry vaults.  

1.2 Knowledge and structural analysis tools 

Safety of historical buildings, and consequently its responsibility, has been at the 
center of the debate between restorers and engineers since the beginning of the 
20th century. As a matter of fact, if the fulfillment of a minimum structural safety 
level is required for new structures, this is not necessarily true for existing 
buildings, especially for monumental ones. This is due to two main reasons: the 
actual necessity to attribute to a historical construction the same safety level of a 
new one and the possibility of evaluating this safety level with adequate 
interpretative tools for historical buildings. This last point is of crucial 
importance, since the reliability of analytical tools for the structural analysis of 
existing buildings is still an open field of research.  

To decide whether historical buildings should have the same level of safety of 
new buildings is not a technical problem: it is a cultural and social issue. Society 
needs to decide what should be an “acceptable” level of safety for a historical 
building, considering the issues related to the preservation of the architectural 
heritage, related to people’s safety and to the economical sustainability of the 
interventions. On the contrary, the quantitative evaluation of safety is a mere 
technical problem. Structural analysis tools are based on mathematical models, 
and their reliability depends on the the knowledge of the real structure (geometry, 
boundary conditions, technological details, materials), of actions and on a 
thorough description of the behavior of the structure under those actions. In our 
recent past, the difficulty of correctly modeling historical buildings were huge: 
very few diagnostic techniques were available and very few were the studies 
related to the behavior of masonry structures. But since the end of 1980’s an 
exponential increase of research in the field of masonry mechanics has occurred 
(Sirovich 1988), at first in Italy with the fundamental contributions of A. Giuffrè, 
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S. Di Pasquale, M. Como, and E. Benvenuto. These important advancements have 
lead to a paradigm shift of the code and regulations framework in Italy, which in 
the past 20 years has deeply changed.  

The concept of “improvement” (miglioramento) was introduced (D.M. 
24/01/1986) and consisted of the idea that historical buildings should not reach 
the safety levels of new constructions, but improve their structural performance 
after major restoration works. This caused the necessity of evaluating the 
structural behavior before and after interventions, in quantitative terms, with the 
aid of adequate analytical and numerical models. The role of knowledge of the 
built heritage has therefore gained a new importance and centrality in the process 
of structural assessment, as it is necessary to inform the mathematical models in 
order to have a plausible output. The most recent Italian technical regulations 
have introduced a new safety coefficient, called confidence factor (fattore di 
confidenza), which quantifies the level of knowledge we have about the structure: 
the deeper the knowledge, the lower the factor. This coefficient aims at reducing 
the mechanical resistance of materials, hence the capacity of the whole structure. 
Therefore a smaller coefficient (hence a broad knowledge about the construction) 
leads to a smaller reduction of the theoretical capacity. Consequently, a higher 
theoretical structural capacity means less invasive strengthening interventions.  

Modeling strategies are based on several approximations of the structure and its 
boundary conditions, which allow to simplify a complex problem and obtain 
through calculations a credible description of its real behavior. It is quite clear that 
these approximations are crucial in order to obtain plausible results. Studies have 
shown that numerical models are most times unreliable in correctly representing 
the real complexity of existing structures, due to personal decisions that operators 
have to make regarding input coefficients (Coisson 2016). Only the systematic 
collection of knowledge regarding the construction history and building 
techniques can reduce the approximations, however still necessary. Certainly, 
more refined and more complex models that are able to represent in a more 
trustworthy way the reality of an existing structure can increase our capacity of 
understanding its possible behavior. However, a critical review of the results is 
always necessary.   
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1.3 Outline of the thesis  

The second chapter is devoted to discussing morphological and 
technological aspects of vaults, and an extensive overview of the construction 
processes is offered. This chapter aims at investigating the most frequent building 
practices in historical masonry vault construction, with a prominent focus on brick 
laying techniques described in the technical literature published in Europe 
between the 19th and 20th century. Chapter three proposes a description of 
historical and modern analysis tools for the interpretation of the structural 
behavior of vaults. This survey is crucial in order to acquire an essential baggage 
of knowledge for tackling  a  detailed  modeling  phase  necessary  in  a  micro-
mechanical modeling approach, which is described in chapter four. The proposed 
method is  validated in this  section with the use of  two in-scale models:  a  bi-
dimensional structure, such as an arch, and a three-dimensional model, such as a 
cross vault. The arch in-scale model is made of wood block and mortar joints. The 
cross vault model was built and tested by Rossi et al (2015) and it is made of  dry-
jointed 3D printed blocks. The quasi-static tests regarded imposed displacements 
of the abutments and, for the vault model, tilting tests (according to different 
seismic directions). After a brief description of both physical and numerical model 
with few comments on the block pattern and consequent interlocking, the results 
were compared in terms of both ultimate strength capacity and failure 
mechanisms. A parametric analysis is conducted, in order to investigate the 
principal mechanical properties. The validated modeling strategy is then used to 
study masonry vaults of ideal geometry in chapter five. Two types of vaults are 
analyzed: a simple geometry such as barrel vaults and a more complex geometry 
such as cross vaults. These models are the full scale replica of the 1:5 in scale 
model of the cross vault analyzed in chapter 4. Few parametric analyses are 
performed in order to assess the influence of brick pattern, boundaries conditions 
and infill. Charts that summarize the different crack patterns for different block 
arrangements are provided at the end of the chapter, in order to give a qualitative 
trend of cracks formation as function of the loading conditions, boundaries 
conditions and brick pattern. Finally, in chapter six a real case study is shown: the 
porticos of the Palazzata di Vicoforte. The portico of the central section of the 
building is constituted of a sequence of cross vaults that have approximately the 
same dimensions (height to span ratio), but present two types of brick patterns. 
Being the intrados of the vaults deprived of any plasterwork, it was possible to 
survey the actual brick arrangements. LiDar and photogrammetric surveys are 
performed, in order to acquire all geometric informations so as to perform a 3D 
modeling of two vaults. Careful reproduction of the intrados surface as well as the 
real masonry apparatus for each vault is performed through a detailed Nurbs 
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modeling phase. Simplified micro-mechanical models are then generated with the 
same methodology used in chapters five and six. Quasi static analyses regarded 
imposed displacements of the abutments. Once again, the role of brick 
arrangements is discussed, and the advantages of using  micro-mechanical models  
are highlighted.  
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Chapter 2 

Vaults’ morphological aspects and 
construction techniques 

2.1 Introduction 

Construction techniques and materials used to realize vaults have changed 
in time due to the evolution of the technical capabilities of masons and the 
expected formal results. Economic reasons also contributed to the definition of 
new construction techniques, but it is thanks to the cumulative experience 
gathered along centuries - which was collected and disseminated in the technical 
literature - that it was possible to realize exceptional vaulted structures. 

Since ancient times, masons, architects and engineers realized vaults by 
using available materials and tools, entrusting the practical knowledge they 
acquired on the field. It is then important for us to know the way builders of the 
past conceived their structures and to understand the construction sequences in 
order to obtain solid knowledge indispensable for a correct analysis of such 
structures and, therefore, for the design of efficient and compatible strengthening 
interventions. 

This investigation can be performed by studying the historical technical 
literature, which can give us an overview of the knowledge of construction 
techniques used in the past and in modern times. In this chapter, after a brief 
description of the historic evolution of vaulted structures, an analysis of the 
information contained  in European treatise is performed. Particular attention is 
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given to the techniques and solutions implemented in order to make the structures 
stronger, such as the use of a particular masonry apparatus. 

2.2 Origins and historic development 

2.2.1 Arches and vaults in ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia  

Arches and vaults have been a crucial part of Roman architecture, but 
primitive examples of this structures can be actually found in Egypt and 
Mesopotamia, starting from the 3rd millennium BCE. These roofing systems is an 
arch-like construction that uses the architectural technique of corbeling to span a 
space or a void in a building, such as an entranceway in a wall or the roof of a 
room. A corbel vault uses this technique to support the superstructure of a 
building's roof. A corbel arch is constructed by offsetting successive courses of 
stone (or brick) at the springline of the walls so that they project towards the 
archway's center from each supporting side, until the courses meet at the apex of 
the archway (often, the last gap is bridged with a flat stone). For a corbeled vault 
covering, this technique is extended in three dimensions along the lengths of two 
opposing walls. Corbeled arches and vaults are not entirely self-supporting 
structures, and they are sometimes referred to as “false arches” and “false 
vaults” for this reason. Different from "true" arches, "false" or corbel arches are 
built of horizontally laid stones or bricks, not of wedge-shape voussoir converging 
towards the center of the arch (Buti 1972). However, this vaults can still be 
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Fig. 1 A corbel arch at the tomb of Nasir uf din Mahmud, commonly known as the tomb 
of Sultan Ghari constructed in 1231 CE, before the true arch was introduced to India 
(left) (Photo by Warren Apel). The entrance of the Crskij tomb in Kerc (center) and its 

interior (right), IV BCE (in Buti 1972).



considered “true” vaults since every horizontal voussoir transfers vertical and 
horizontal forces to adjacent blocks, as shown in (Mirabella and Spina 2001). This 
study also demonstrates how the infill is  of crucial importance in stabilizing the 
structure and avoiding the overturning of blocks.  

Another building technique later diffused in Mesopotamia, Egypt and the 
Byzantine world, consists in creating vaults formed by leaning arched courses 
made with bricks disposed vertically. This techniques allows for the construction 
without centering or scaffolding, since every new course of bricks is self 
supporting (Lancaster 2015). It is usually referred to with its Arabic name “iwan” 
and its most famous example is the Ctesiphon Arch in Iraq. 

2.2.2 Vaulting techniques in the Roman Empire 

The Romans inherited Greek and Etruscan building techniques that have 
penetrated in Italy, but they innovated them and reached great mastery for what 
concern materials and the building processes. They have also acquired knowledge 
regarding the structural behavior of vaults, as stiffening methods can be found in 
roman structures as well as elements meant to counteract the thrust of vaults. 
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Fig. 2 Assur, Royal Palace. Construction details of the arches and vaults. (Lancaster 2009). 



Romans mostly used round arches, contrary to the middle-eastern vaults 
where the intrados shape was usually a catenary. The voussoirs where perfectly 
wedge-shaped, so as to create thin mortar joints of constant thickness in order to 
make the structure more robust. Initially, in Roman architecture arches where 
constructer with large stone voussoirs, disposed radially. Only later, thanks to the 
technical improvements of construction techniques, concrete vaults (opus 
caementicium) where introduced (Lancaster 2005). Among the many example of 
vaults realized in opus caementicium, we can find the temple of Giove Anxur in 
Terracina, from the first half of the 1st century BCE.  
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Fig. 3 Example of a vault realized with the opus caementicium technique. Bricks 
stiffening ribs where used to reinforce the structure (Lugli 1957) (left) and arches made 

of stone voussoirs in Smyrna (modern Izmir) basilica (right) (Lancaster 2009).

Fig. 4 Different vaulting techniques used in the Roman Empire (Lancaster 2015).



Vaults realized in opus caementicium where thought to behave as a 
monolith, therefore as structures that do not thrust on supporting walls. However, 
due to the limited tensile strength of the material, these vaults would crack along 
the keystone line and therefore start acting as a three hinged arch, generating 
horizontal thrust on the supports (Buti 1972). This was probably the reason why 
Romans started inserting brick stiffening ribs in their vaults, as shown in Figure_. 
Sometimes, the voids between ribs where used to insert decorations at the 
intrados. When vaults began to be built with greater dimensions, another problem 
arose: the vault’s weight. For the first time in the Pantheon in Rome the opus 
caementicium was used in a way that the density of the material would decrease 
while reaching the crown, in the attempt of reducing the thrust at the supports and 
increase the vault’s stability. Other ways of reducing the vault’s weight were 
employed by the Romans: an example is the use of amphoras inserted in the 
concrete in order to create voids, thus reducing the structure’s mass (Lugli 1957) 
or the use of hollow voussoirs and armchair voussoirs (Lancaster 2015) . 

2.2.3  Vaults in Byzantine architecture  

With the political division of the empire in Western and Easter Empire (395 
BCE),  a new chapter of history began: the Byzantine empire was born and will 
last until 1453. A new architectural language was developed, with influences from 
Egypt, Persia and Syria. Also the construction techniques used in Byzantine 
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Fig. 5 Use  of  the  pitched  and  radial  techique  in  building  apsidal  domes:  (a)  examples  
gathered by  Choisy  (1883);  (b)  Saint  Aberkios  at  Kursunlu  (Ousterhout  1999)  (c)  Saint 

John  of Troullo in Istanbul (Mathews 1976). 



architecture represented a change: as a matter of fact, vaults where no longer 
realized in opus caementicium, but entirely with bricks. The complexity of the 
architectural spaces allowed for the construction of vaulted structures whose 
thrust could be absorbed by adjacent, smaller, vaults (Mainstone 1987). One 
example of this solution is certainly the Hagia Sophia Church, (now Hagia Sophia 
Grand Mosque), built 532 ACE: in this system, the smaller domes, barrel vaults 
and cross vaults of the lateral naves have an active role in contrasting the 
horizontal thrust of the great central dome of the church. However, since 532 ACE 
it collapsed several times before an effective system to contrast thrust (including 
tie rods) was found. 

The use of brick work improved greatly in this cultural context and new 
brick laying techniques where found in order to build complex vaults, also 
without the use of centerings. Choisy’s “L’Art de bâtir chez les Byzantins” (1883) 
represents the greatest reference for this matter.  

2.2.4 The construction of vaults in Medieval times 

The development of medieval architecture can be outlined by observing 
great religious and civil buildings, in which particular technical innovations can 
be seen. The construction principles that led the construction of vaults in the 
Middle Ages were substantially different from the ones of the Romans. As a 
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Fig. 6 Spandrel walls were used to stiffen the vaults and avoid excessive deformation 
(Rondelet 1831).



matter of fact, vaults from imperial Rome were monolithic (or supposedly so, as 
already discussed in previous paragraphs), whereas in medieval architecture the 
supporting walls were not as strong and as rigid as the roman ones, therefore 
starting from the 11th century vaults where constructed by means of bricks or 
stone blocks (Tomasoni 2008). Vaults began to be a less rigid system compared to 
the roman opus caementicium, therefore more likely to withstand differential 
settlement of the perimetral walls.  

In order to increase vault’s resistance, “arcs-doubleaux” - literally double-
arches -  made of large stone voussoirs, began to appear in what where considered 
the weakest points of the structures. In Viollet le Duc’s “Dictionnaire raisonnè de 
l’architecture francaise”, these elements were considered as permanent centerings 
meant to act as elastic parts that could adapt to eventual differential settlements of 
the abutments and support the masonry webs (Viollet le Duc 1875). This 
assumption was soon discredited by Pol Abraham which states that the structural 
role of double-arches in medieval masonry vaults is negligible (Abraham 1935). 

Cross vaults where often used because of one main advantage: they could be 
supported by 4 pillars without the need of perimetral walls, therefore allowing the 
architects to place large widows between the supports. Gothic architects used 
buttressing arches to actively neutralize the vaults’ thrust forces, or by inserting 
point loads where needed, such as pinnacles or statues (Nikolinakou 2006). The 
static system developed by medieval architects is based on the the idea that lateral 
naves would stabilize the central nave’s vaults, just as in the Byzantine system. 
Starting from the XI century, medieval cross vaults began to be built not as the 
intersection of circular barrel vaults (with resulting elliptic diagonal arches at the 
intersections), but with circular diagonal arches. This is due to the fact that 
circular arches, and therefore their centerings, are easier to build. However, the 
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Fig. 7 Drawing of “arcs doubleaux” by Viollet le Duc (Viollet le Duc 1875).



height of the transversal and longitudinal arches would be smaller that the one of 
the diagonal arches, therefore the key-stone of the vault would be higher than the 
keystone of the perimetral arches. This problem was solved by using pointed 
arches, that began to be used from the 1120-30s in France and almost 
simultaneously in England  (Bonelli et al. 1998).  

2.2.5 Technical evolution from the 15th century 

Since the 15th century architecture rediscovered shapes and forms used in 
Roman buildings: sail vaults, domes, pavilion vaults were once again used 
extensively in religious and civil buildings. However, the building techniques 
have definitely changed and vaults are now build using brick work or stones. 
Great attention was given to the connections and the masonry apparatus, as it will 
be shown in paragraph 4.4. 

Above the extrados of the vaults, infill was placed. This was used as a 
stabilizer, even if it would increase the load on the structure. Moreover, Spandrel 
walls or ribs could be placed as reinforcement, as well as lunettes placed at the 
haunches. The latter would increase the stiffness of the vaults at the base and 
reduce the volume of infill required.  
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Fig. 8 Construction details and different masonry apparatus (Misuraca et al. 1916).



Domes began to have a central role in religious building: the most famous 
example is certainly the dome of Santa Maria del Fiore, designed by Filippo 
Brunelleschi and realized thanks to a specific building technique, invented by the 
same architect, that allowed the construction without the use of centerings (Guasti 
1947, Battisti 1989, Di Pasquale 1977). 

The example of vaults and domes realized since the 15th century can be 
many, but in order to gain knowledge about their construction process and 
building techniques it is necessary to analyze the information contained in the 
technical literature. This is done in the following paragraphs.  

2.3 “Rule of thumb” in the technical literature between 
the 15th and the 19th century 

The essential phases for the construction of vaults are four (Cantalupi 1867): 
the construction of centering frames, the construction of the vault on the 
centering, the removal of centering and complementary works to be performed 
after centering removal, such as the insertion of metal ties and infill. In the 
following paragraphs, these four steps are discussed more in detail. 

2.3.1 Centerings  and scaffoldings  

For the construction of vaults it was necessary to build a wooden centering. 
This is supposed to create a curved continuous surface having the shape of the 
intrados, above which bricks could be laid. It should withstand the entire weight 
of the vault until the key stone is put in place and mortar joint would have cured. 
In architectural treatise, this topic is treated extensively. This is due to the fact that 
the construction and implementation of such substructures is difficult and delicate, 
not only for the geometric complexity of tracing the intrados surface, but also 
because such elements where meant to be strong and rigid. If the centering   
deformed excessively under the growing weight of the vault, this would obtain an 
intrados shape that could differ from the designed one, and therefore be 
susceptible to collapse (Valadier 1992). 

Since the 13th century, manuals and treatise start to include broad 
dissertations regarding centering design and calculation of the vault’s weight, as 
well as the determination of the centering thickness.  For example, in 1785 Milizia 
writes that centerings don’t have to withstand the entire weight of the vault, 
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because part of it is supported by the springing walls (Miliza 1972). On the 
contrary, Salimbeni carefully describes all calculations to determine the forces on 
the centerings (Salimbeni 1787). 

One further problem regarding wooden centerings was the retrieval of 
wood. For this reason, the use of centerings could have been limited to some part 
of the vault, along the ribs (like in medieval cross vaults), or between the haunces. 
The portion between the haunches and the spring line was able to find stability 
even without support from underneath.  

Another solution often used by the Romans, but also used more recently in 
order to use less wood -especially in the case of high ceilings, consists in creating 
centerings anchored at the supporting walls at the springing line level. When this 
system was used, space for the centering anchorage should be provided: later, this 
protrusion could be transformed in a decorative cornice, as in the Pantheon.  

In some cases, the problem of the centering was eliminated by using 
building techniques that allowed the vault to be self-supporting during the whole 
building process, namely self-supporting brick patterns, like the herringbone 
pattern. The most famous example is certainly the dome of Santa Maria del Fiore 
by Brunelleschi, but other self supporting domes can be found in Florence 
constructed by Sangallo (Sanpolesi 1971).  

The first phase for the construction of the centering was to draw the intrados 
curve. This process could be difficult, especially for complex vaults (Codazza 
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         a)                                   b)                                       c)                              d)

Fig. 9 Scheme of the construction process of wooden centerings in Lancaster 2015. a) 
The beams to support centering frames are set in place within holes and tased to proper 
position by means of wedges. b) Vault is laid and then wedges are removed to lower the 
beams and the centering frames. Formwork boards are then removed. c) A tripod with a 
pulley block is set above the vertical tube and a rope is dropped down and attached to 
centering frame, which is then pulled sideways off the beam and lowered. d) The beam 
is pushed into the deeper hole to the right in order to dislodge it from the lest hole and 

lowered. 



1844). The most common shapes were ellipses and polycentric curves, and simple 
geometric rules were provided in order to trace the curves in the building site 
(Breymann 1955). It was quite common to use the polycentric lines instead of the 
ellipse because of its ease of construction: this line was composed of a sequence 
of arches of different centers, that were much easier to be traced out on the 
building site. The intrados geometry was drawn on the floor of the building and 
then wood beams were laid out, cut to size and assembled with nails (Levi 1932, 
Curioni 1870). Only then they were lifted and arranged at a distance of 50cm to 1 
m depending on the vault’s weight. Wood beams should be approximately 1,5 m 
long, whereas their thickness would vary depending on the vault’s weight. The 
width of the boards would vary depending on the span of the vault, smaller in the 
case of small spanned vaults, and viceversa (Delorme , Curioni 1870). 

The surface of the centering should be composed of a series of boards, but 
the builders should be careful to obtain a polygonal line as similar as possibile to 
the “true” intrados curve. For this reason the use of large boards was advised 
against. In some cases, above the wood surface a thin layer of sand or dirt of the 
thickness of 3 to 5 cm was put in place, so as to smooth the polygonal line of the 
centering (Astrua 1996).  

The centering designs changed according to the span of the vault and to its 
thickness. As a matter of fact, Curioni divides the centerings in two categories: for 
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Fig 10 Centering frames of a sail vault (Misuraca 1916).



thin vaults (generally built with one layer of bricks) and for thick vaults (build 
with big stone voussoirs and multiple layers of bricks) (Curioni 1870). Centerings 
commonly used for thin vaults were simply made of boards cut to size and 
assembled together with nails. On the contrary, for thick vaults and large 
centering, scaffolding were required. These were made of solid wood and of a 
reticular system of beams. In some extreme cases, the scaffolding was as large as 
the structure of a wooden roof.  

2.3.2 Construction of the vault 

During the brick laying phase, especially in the case of large vaults, great 
attention was given to the eccessive deformation of the centering. Masons 
proceeded symmetrically by laying bricks on all sides of the vault simultaneously 
and placed a load at the key in order to balance the centering (Bosc 1880). The 
two (or multiple) sides of the vault were built simultaneously not only for this 
reason, but also to allow mortar joints to age symmetrically, so that once the 
scaffolding and centerings were removed the lowering of the arch would be 
symmetrical as well (Cantalupi 1867). 

The most crucial fase in vault construction was the positioning of the key 
stone. If this procedure was to be performed correctly, the lowering of the vault 
would be small. The lowering of the vault was generally due to the compression 
of mortar joints, for this reason the keystone should be slightly bigger that the 
void between blocks. Once a thin layer of mortar was put in place, the keystone 
had to be placed in the void by hammering (Cantalupi 1867).  

Once the brick laying was complete, lyme or gypsum mortar was poured 
from the extrados. For this procedure, masons prepared scaffolding to be placed 
above the vaults, so as not to weight on the new structure, non able to work yet. 
Once the final mortar was poured, the centerings were slightly lowered so as to 
provide ventilation underneath the vault and let the mortar set.  

2.3.3 Centering removal 

Once the vault was completed, the centerings had to be removed. This 
procedure was very delicate since it was necessary to avoid rough settlements and 
adjustment of the structure, which could deforme excessively or collapse. Some 
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builders waited 4-6 weeks before removing the centerings (Rondelet 1831). This 
long wait, however, happened to be harmful to the structure, since during the 
removal process the vault would rapidly settle and get damaged. The building 
manuals underline the importance of slightly lowering the centering before mortar 
joints have set, so as to allow them to adjust while they are still deformable. It was 
also necessary not to lower the centering too soon, otherwise the fresh mortar 
joints would squeeze out of the assemblage due to the growing pressure they 
could not withstand yet (Curioni 1870). It was necessary to allow the structure to 
settle by slightly lowering the centerings, but this had to be done gradually and 
then the centerings should remain as supports for a few months (Scamozzi 1982).  

Alberti suggested to wait a whole winter, because humidity and rain could 
cause damage to the structure (Alberti 1989). Experience has shown that 
settlements and collapses happen instantaneously, therefore it was necessary to 
lower the scaffolding progressively and wait for the structure to settle. To do so a 
double wedge system was positioned at the base of the scaffolding (Curioni 1870). 

Another possible way for lowering the wooden structures was to place bags full of 
sand at the base of the scaffolding and eventually slowly emptying them so as to 
allow the centering to lower smoothly. This system was improved in the 19th 
century, by substituting bags with wooden boxes. These boxes were 30 cm in size 
and were provided with holes used to spill the sand, as well as with a system to 
measure the imposed settlement. These solutions were eventually replaced by 
bolts or metal jacks. 
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Fig. 11 A few examples of solutions for lowering the centering frames (Misuraca 
1916).



Once the centering was completely removed, the haunches where filled with 
leftover construction material mixed with lime mortar. If necessary, metal ties 
were put in place.  

2.3.4 Complementary works 

If the extrados of the vault was to become a floor, it was necessary to create a 
horizontal plane. Infill, made of leftover material,  was then placed above the 
structure. The infill has beneficial effects for the stability of the vault, but should 
not increase excessively the load at the supports. As a matter of fact, Alberti 
suggests to use light weight stones to create the infill, such as volcanic stones 
(Alberti 1966). Also Valadier affirms that the infill should contain voids so as to 
reduce its weight but not its beneficial effect to the stability of the structure 
(Valadier 1992).  

Spandrel walls were also used as a solution to mitigate the flexural problem 
of vaults, but they were not usually recommended in the Italian technical 
literature. Rondelet describes these walls as some kind of ribs positioned at the 
extrados of the vault, developing up to the floor level. They could be used to 
support a flooring system and therefore providing voids above the vault. This 
solution increased the stability of the vaults, avoiding an eccessive increase in 
weight. Similar to spandrel walls are reinforcement arches, that would act as ribs 
visible only at the extrados of the vault.  

As previously stated, vaults generate horizontal thrust forces at the supports, 
therefore they require in some cases elements able to neutralize these forces and 
provide stability of the supporting walls or columns. If possible, stability is 
assured by the supporting walls, which have to be sufficiently wide. But when 
these are not wide enough, and therefore non sufficient to stabilize the structure, 
some other solutions should be provided. From the 13th-14th century, arches, 
vaults and domes where provided with reinforcements metal or wood ties, put in 
place during construction (Alberti 1989, Valadier 1992). Indeed, many treatises 
suggest their use. However, some treatises suggest that metal ties suffer from 
viscous deformation in time, and that their efficiency decreases with time: for this 
reason thick supporting walls should still be considered as an optimal solution 
(Gallacini 1970). Despite the debate regarding their efficiency, metal and wood 
ties were widely used in vault construction. Wood ties, generally larch or durmast, 
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were used very frequently  and were considered a best practice, included in 
masonry work (Della Torre 1990).  

When supporting walls were particularly thin, metal ties were used. The 
most common ties had a rectangular section and a loop at the extremities, where 
the keys were inserted (Giustina 1996, Levi 1932). Ties were generally placed at 
1/3 of the vault’s height and they were put into a tension state by using wedge 
shaped keys at the extremities of the ties (De Cesaris 1996). A prestress was 
necessary to make the ties work properly, otherwise excessive deformation of this 
elements would  have occurred under the thrust forces generated by the vault. To 
do so, pre-tension of the ties was provided, by heating the metal -and therefore 
generating an elongation of the element- and subsequently placing the keys in 
place. Consequently, the ties cooled and shortened, thus generating opposite active 
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Fig. 12 Metal ties positioned at the extrados of the vault. 
(Valadier, 1992, tav. CCLXVII).



thrust forces on the supporting walls. To overcome the problems related to the 
viscous deformation of the ties, the keys were always let visible so that, when 
necessary, they could be hammered once again in order to provide some tension in 
the ties (Bonavia 1989).  

As already discussed in previous paragraphs, ties could also be placed at the 
extrados of the vault, making them invisible to the eye. However, this solution 
was less efficient than intrados ties, because extrados ties were placed higher than 
the actual point of action of the horizontal thrust. In order to increase the 
efficiency of extrados ties, builders inserted inclined ties that reached the spring 
line of the vault, as shown in Figure_. However, this solution was also inefficient, 
since the horizontal ties could not provide any flexural resistance (Giustinia 
1996). 

2.4 The role of the masonry apparatus  

Vaults belong to the family of so-called form-resistant structures, meaning 
that they are able to withstand their dead load and external forces thanks to their 
curved surface. Hence, geometry plays a major role in the structural behaviour of 
this kind of structures. I will make a distinction between macro- and micro- 
geometry. With macro-geometry I denote the overall dimensions of the vault 
(dimensions in plan, rise-to-span ratio) and its geometrical configuration (e.g., 
barrel, cross, pavilion, etc.). In modern vaulting, the same macro-geometry can be 
built with different materials (stone, bricks) and with different patterns of the 
masonry apparatus. These features denote what we call micro-geometry and are 
mainly related to the historical building practice relative to a specific age and 
geographic area. For instance, in Italy in the sixteenth to nineteenth centuries 
brick vaults were much more popular than stone vaults: their success was due to 
the fact that bricks are much lighter than stones, much easier to handle, and 
adaptable to any kind of form and pattern in relation to the functional and 
structural necessities (De Cesaris 1996). Actually, great attention to brick laying 
and the creation of the masonry apparatus can be found in the European technical 
literature published between the seventeenth and the nineteenth centuries 
(Lassaulx 1829; Breymann 1849; Curioni 1870; Choisy 1883), which has deeply 
dealt with the constructive phases of vaults. This careful description of brick 
laying best practices probably highlights the desire to increase the strength of 
brick vaults, also through the building techniques, namely brick laying and the 
orientation of the joints. As a matter of fact, in masonry vaults, brick pattern 
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played a key role, both in terms of construction feasibility and expected structural 
performance. Nonetheless, this crucial role could not have been investigated with 
the scientific knowledge available in the past. 

2.4.1 Barrel vaults 

Since the fifteenth century the technical literature considered the 
construction techniques that allow for the construction of vaults to be identical to 
the one used for the construction of walls (Curioni 1870). However, even if the 
materials are the same as in masonry walls, bed joints in vaults are curved, and all 
the head joints point to the center of their arch. For barrel vaults, bricks could be 
laid according to four main patterns: longitudinal or radial, with bed joints parallel 
to the abutments; transversal (pitched or vertical), where bed joints are 
perpendicular to the abutments; oblique or diagonal, with bed joints pointing to 
the center of the vault; herringbone (De Cesaris 1996).  The oblique pattern can 
also be intended as inverse-oblique (bed joints perpendicular to the bisector of the 
angle) and in some geographic and historical context bricks could be laid “in 
folio” (face-down), creating “tile vaults”, also known as volte in folio or boveda 
tabicada, usually seen with herringbone patter or oblique pattern.  
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Fig. 13 Brick patterns in barrel vaults in Breymann (1849, Vol I, Plate 37, Figure 2): 
radial (top) and oblique (bottom).



The most common method of building vaults consisted in using the 
longitudinal pattern, namely placing the bricks radially, like the voussoir of an 
arch (Figure 13). This way of building vaults is the natural evolution of the 
technique used for building arches, therefore is the most widespread throughout 
history. When bricks were used instead of cut stone, they were clearly meant to 
act as voussoir even when they did not take a wedge-shaped form and, in order to 
follow the curvature of the surface with parallelepipedons, it was sufficient to 
make wedge-shaped mortar joints. Wedge-shaped bricks were sometimes used by 
the Romans in the construction of perfectly circular arches in order to reduce to a 
minimum the thickness of the bed joints and provide added strength.   

This construction technique required the use of formwork to support the 
vault until the crown row was put in place, just like arches. The brick laying was 
carried out by setting the bricks perpendicular to the intrados arch on the wooden 
formwork. Once the construction of one longitudinal row was completed, it was 
possible to continue with the consecutive row, symmetrically, until reaching the 
crown row, which was shaped as a wedge, if needed. The planes of the head joints 
have to be normal to the intrados and interleaved with regard to the previous and 
successive row of blocks, so as to avoid a continuous joint and provide good 
interlocking (Chevalley 1924). A very interesting case, useful to understand the 
relationship between geometric interpretation of brick patterns and structural 
behavior, can be found in oblique vaults, often used in bridges. In these structures 
the brick rows are not arranged so that the bed joints are perpendicular to the 
springers. If this was true, the single arches would intersect the oblique arch ring. 
According to De Cesaris (1996), these incomplete arches would generate an 
orthogonal thrust component on the ring arches, which would not be contrasted by 
any adjacent structure. In order to avoid this problem, it was necessary to divert 
the hypothetical path of forces so that it would be tangential to the arch rings. To 
do so, builders of the past arranged the brick courses in a way so as to have bed 
joints parallel to the ring arch, creating a sequence of elliptical arches parallel to 
each other, which, supposedly, would not generate any horizontal component of 
forces on the ring arches. 

In the technical literature great attention is given to the description of the 
wooden centerings, which had to be carefully designed in order to be able to 
withstand the weight of the vault until completion and act as a geometrical guide. 
This was possibly the most crucial phase of all, because these wooden structures 
were not supposed to deform excessively under the growing weight of the 
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superimposed vault, otherwise its final geometry would have suffered from this 
distortion (Valadier 1992). Therefore, wood centerings had to be carefully 
designed and built taking into consideration that, with the use of this brick pattern, 
they had to withstand the entire weight of the vault until the very last row of 
bricks was put in place, since the vault was not able to find any equilibrium paths 
before that moment. 

In some cases, the construction of wood formwork was difficult, if not 
impossible: the retrieval of wood was an additional issue for large vaults and 
domes, especially in some geographical areas where wood was scarce. To 
overcome these problems, self-supporting structures were invented, namely vaults 
able to find equilibrium during their whole construction process, hence did not 
need formwork: the most famous example is certainly the Brunelleschi’s Dome of 
Santa Maria del Fiore in Florence (Cantalupi 1867).  

The possibility of constructing without formwork is strictly correlated to the 
internal micro-geometry of the masonry apparatus, since only specific building 
techniques allowed for construction without supports. One of the oldest methods 
was called pitched brick vaulting. It is an adaptation, developed in the first 
century of the Roman Empire, of a much older Near Eastern and Egyptian 
technique that was used in mud brick architecture from at least the third 
millennium BCE (van Beek 1987).  The term ‘pitched’ derives from the fact that 
the first ring of bricks was not placed vertically, but at an angle against the end 
wall or against an arch constructed previously at the extremity of the barrel vault 
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Fig. 14 Helicoid pattern in a railway bridge. (Corini, 1941). 



(Figure 15). The creation of a non-vertical plane, perpendicular to the axis of the 
vault, allowed for the construction of subsequent brick courses without the use of 
formwork: bricks were “glued” to the previous rings by using fast setting mortar 
and, once a ring was completed, it became stable by form (Besenval 1984; Choisy 
1883; Fathy 1973). The pitched vaulting technique had some variations, as 
described by Choisy: with plane leaning arches (Figure 16a), with curved arches 
(Figure 16b), with conical joints and vertical arches (Figure 16c) and with conical 
joints and leaning arches (Figure 16d).  

 
Figure_ shows an example of the construction of an Egyptian pitched vault. 

It is interesting to see that in these Middle-Eastern pitched vaults the elongated 
arch form offered structural advantages of which builders must have been 
generally aware. Their shape is optimized according to a catenary, which – as 
stated by Robert Hooke – is the ideal shape of an arch capable to carry loads only 
in compression when subjected to self-weight. The principle is alleged in his 
famous statement “As hangs the flexible line, so but inverted will stand the rigid 
arch”. That is to say, if one takes a flexible chain and holds it by its ends, the 
shape that it will acquire is a catenary, since the chain is able to work only in 
tension. If we were to freeze this shape and flip it upright, we would obtain an 
arch capable of carrying loads only in compression. The catenary shape is the 
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Fig. 15 Construction technique of a pitched vault after Reuther (1938) 



optimized shape only if the vault does not carry any additional weight, such as 
infill or superimposed loads. Otherwise, the funicular shape will shift from a 
catenary to another funicular shape. According to Oscar Reuther (1938), Middle 
Eastern builders derived this geometry from the construction process, rather than 
having any theoretical basis. Therefore, the optimized catenary shape was 
probably the most stable configuration when constructing subsequent brick 
courses. This method developed in areas where wood was scarce because it 
provided a way of building vaults without using a wooden centering structure 
(Lancaster 2015).  These elongated arch forms were not imported in Europe and 
rarely appear outside of Egypt.  

This technique was largely used for the construction of barrel vaults until 
modern times, but it was slightly modified not only with regard to the geometry of 
the vaults (to the Romans the catenary-shaped arch was not as pleasing as the 
semi-circular arch) but also with regards to the construction process and micro-
geometry (brick arrangement). As a matter of fact, the terms “pitched” is 
improperly used when referring to European vaults. As pointed out by Lynne 
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c) d)

Fig. 16 Pitched mud brick vault after Choisy (1883): a) plane leaning arches  (p. 33, 
Fig. 31); b) curved arches (p. 34, Fig. 33); c) conical joints on vertical arches (p. 35, 

Fig. 34); d) conical joints on leaning arches (p. 35, Fig. 35).



Lancaster (2015), in Roman barrel vaults the bricks are set vertically and the fact 
that the same term has been used to describe both the vertical and pitched vaults 
has obscured an important distinction that provides clues regarding the 
transmission of the technique (Figure 17). It has also led to the assumption that 
both methods were used for the same reason, which may not be true. While in the 
Near East the scarcity of wood may justify the use of pitched vaults, in the 
European tradition we can see that vertical bricks are most often used only at the 
crown of the vaults. The reason for using vertical bricks at the crown of the vault 
when the haunches are built of radial bricks is not always clear. Choisy, in his 
monograph on Byzantine construction (Choisy 1883), speculates that haunches 
were built of radial bricks without centering until the point where this was no 
longer possible and then the vault was completed with vertical bricks.   

 

Lancaster also explains that in some Roman vaults it is possible to see 
centering holes and that the radially laid bricks extend too far to have been built 
without any supporting structure, suggesting that they were built using formwork 
despite the use of this brick pattern. The choice of vertical bricks, even if 
formwork was used, can be explained considering that, once every new course 
was closed, it began to act as an arch, therefore relieving the formwork below 
from part of the vault’s weight. This could have resulted in a smaller and cheaper 
wood structure. Moreover, since every new course was self-supporting, it was 
possible to build the vault in sections, reusing the same formwork for subsequent 
sections. One further consideration in choosing vertical bricks for the crown could 
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Fig. 17 Scheme of pitched and vertical/radial brick pattern after Lancaster (2015).



relate to the builder’s perception of some structural advantage. As a matter of fact, 
the crown of a vault (or an arch) is the first place where visible cracks appear. As 
can be seen from Figure 18, the classic crack pattern consists in two hinges at the 
intrados (therefore not visible from underneath) and one at the extrados (i.e., at the 
crown). Builders observing this behaviour would have naturally perceived the 
crown as a weak point. In fact, the formation of the three hinges is a completely 
physiological process for arches and vaults, and it is safe as long as the abutments 
do not spread substantially and a forth hinge opens, allowing for the formation of 
a kinematically admissible mechanism that will lead to the collapse of the 
structure. However, it is understandable that visible cracks may raise some 
concerns regardless of the inherent stability of the structure, and the builders may 
have wanted to prevent them. In traditional radial brick vaults, bed joints run 
along the length of the crown and form natural lines of separation, whereas in 
vertical brick vaults the head joints of subsequent parallel arches are interleaved, 
providing good interlocking. Therefore, cracks at the crown would have to cross 
through both brick and mortar, rather than forming within a single mortar joint. 
Since bricks have greater tensile strength that mortar, vertical bricks could have 
provided some additional resistance to tensile stresses. Choisy already noted this 
behaviour and explained that this type of construction resulted in vaults that did 
not produce lateral thrust (Choisy 1883).  We know that this is not the case, as it 
will be discussed later. However, it is interesting to note that, from Roman 
builders and possibly to modern ones, the choice of this brick pattern was made 
not only for construction reasons, but also for structural ones. 

For lower rise-to-span ratios, joints close to the spring lines are almost 
vertical and parallel to each other. In those cases, a pattern with diagonal courses 
was preferred. Bricks were laid at a 45° angle with respect to the plan of the vault, 
starting from the four corners and simultaneously heading to the center, and in the 
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Fig. 18 Three-hinge mechanism of a masonry arch



ridge of the vault they are connected in a seam. Even though the bed joints are 
rectilinear in plan, they describe arches on elliptical directrix that match on the 
axes of symmetry of the vault.  Builders believed that these arches generated some 
horizontal thrust both on the abutments of the vaults and the head walls, 
perpendicular to the longitudinal walls. This can probably be considered as an 
attempt to divert the horizontal thrust of the structure to the transversal walls, in 
order to reduce the stresses on the longitudinal walls. This solution is, in fact, 
rather common in European vaults and is often shown also in the manuals (Fig. 
13, bottom). However, it is worth noting that in common practice builders not 
always built vaults in contact with the end walls, in order to avoid typical cracks 
in this area that could arise if the central part of the vault settled while the 
extremity was fixed to the walls, making the employment of this brick pattern 
useless.  

Bricks needed to be shaped properly in order to build arches on cylindrical 
surfaces with a rectilinear projection. An alternative method, used particularly in 
low height vaults provided with head walls, consisted in disposing bricks at a 45° 
angle, starting from the crown with bed-joints pointing at the corners of the vault. 
This pattern, sometimes called “inverted oblique”, was convenient for vaults not 
meant to be covered in plasterwork, thanks to its regularity of construction.  While 
the curvature assures the stability of each fresh course, the use of formwork could 
be avoided and, contrary to the Middle Eastern pitched vaults, the courses are 
shorter, thus reducing the risk that fresh ones will buckle and reducing the 
pressure on the head joints, which is a considerable advantage when using regular 
lime mortar instead of a fast setting one. 

2.4.2 Cross vaults 

According to common practice, in European cross vaults the direction of the 
courses varies from radial to diagonal. In the case of radial courses, a formwork is 
required, just like in the case of a barrel vault with the same pattern or in the case 
of an arch (not stable until the key stone is positioned). When this pattern is used, 
good interlocking should be provided at the intersection of the caps, in order to 
strengthen the groins and prevent cracking along these lines.  

Cross vaults can also be built entirely without any formwork or centering, in 
a procedure that is once again based on pitched bricks and consists of the 
intersection of four barrel vaults with transversal, almost vertical, arched courses 
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that are built simultaneously starting from the four surrounding walls. As shown 
in Figure 19 the arched courses are inclined and the intersection at the groins can 
occur, as in the case of the radial pattern, by interlocking subsequent courses 
along the groin lines. 

Florencio Ger y Lobez (1869) describes this construction method as 
common in Extremadura, Spain, and states that it can be facilitated by avoiding 
the intersection of pitched courses along the groin lines, as shown in Figure 19. 
This could be done by positioning corbelled horizontal bricks at the groins until 
this is no longer possible, and then stabilizing them by laying arched courses on 
their back parts, so as to prevent overturning. This process is repeated until the 
area close to the crown is reached, where arched courses can intersect more easily 
at the groins without the need of horizontal corbelled bricks. According to David 
Wendland (2007), in the European tradition (apart from the regional tradition in 
Extremadura, Spain), pitched cross vaults with vertical arched courses do not 
occur, but were almost exclusively confined to the East. One extremely rare 
example of this building technique found in northern Italy is the Palazzo della 
Pilotta in Parma, built during the sixteenth century. In Figure 20 it is possible to 
note the inclination of the arched courses as well as the corbelled horizontal bricks 
at the groins. 

A rather common masonry apparatus in European cross vaults of brick 
masonry consists in arranging the courses on diagonally tilted planes 
perpendicular to the groins. However, the use of this pattern requires highly 
skilled masons because the brick courses have to be shaped correctly at the seams 
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Fig. 19 Pitched brick laying after Choisy (1883, p. 51, Fig. 55).



on every cap, as well as along the groins. With this pattern, a continuous masonry 
fabric is created through the neighbouring caps over the groins, thus avoiding a 
continuous joint along the diagonal arches. The diagonally tilted courses are 
seamed in the ridge of every cap. In this pattern, every new brick course is self-
supporting with an arch-like curvature, as described in the previous paragraphs. 
However, in contrast to barrel vaults with the same diagonal pattern, cross vaults 
cannot be built without any provisional support at all when using this pattern: as a 
matter of fact, wood centering is required in order to support the diagonal arches 
during construction, whereas the rest of the surfaces can be built arranging self-
supporting courses to be spanned conveniently between the centering arches. 
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Fig. 20 Model of pitched cross vault after Wendland (2007).

Fig. 21 Pitched cross vaults in Palazzo della Pilotta, Parma, Italy: left) General view; 
right) detail of the corbelled bricks along the diagonal arches. Photo: Marco Alforno.



The spatial position of the bed-joint planes is supposed to be normal to the 
curve of the groin. However, this rule leads to a radial inclination of the bed joints 
and consequently to an angle of every bed-joint plane with respect to the 
preceding one. Such an arrangement is usually described in the building manuals, 
as can be seen in Figure 22, where bed joint planes are sketched perpendicular to 
the diagonal arches. 

 

In common practice, when the caps are built without using a formwork, all 
the blocks of the same arched course are aligned on a single plane; therefore every 
new course generates an arch on a plane and all the subsequent courses are 
parallel to each other. In doing so, bed joint planes are not always perpendicular to 
the curve of the groin. However, if the planes were at an angle to each other in 
order to always be normal to the groin line, the bed joint thickness would not be 
constant (Figure 23). This would obviously not be feasible in practice and would 
also affect the structural behaviour of the vault. 
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Fig. 22 Disposition of bed joint planes according to Georg Ungewitter (1859: 
Plate 8).

Fig. 23 Variation of the thickness of the bed joints in the case of courses planes 
normal to the groins.



If  formwork is used, even when building with a diagonal pattern, blocks 
can be arranged so that each of them is perpendicular to the intrados surface 
(formwork surface). In doing so, bed joints of every block will be normal to the 
surface of the formwork and of constant thickness. However, they will not be on a 
plane, but on a doubly curved surface (Figure 24). This solution guarantees good 
geometric control of the intrados surface since every brick is nestled on the 
formwork surface. Moreover, constant thickness of the mortar joints is provided 
which, as stated by Rondelet (1831), have a relevant role for any kind of vault: a 
good and regular joint can increase significantly the behaviour of the structure. 

2.4.3 Other macro-geometries  

In the case of pavilion vaults, the same patterns used for barrels vaults were 
usually employed (Levi 1932). However, the intersections at the diagonals were a 
weak part of these structures and for this reason a 45° angle brick pattern was 
often used, so as to have bed-joints orthogonal to the diagonals. When the the 
length of the vault was much greater that the width (as in the case of barrel vaults 
with pavilion heads), the most common pattern consisted in a mix of the three 
main patterns: bricks were placed parallel to the springers on all four sides for one 
third of the height. A diagonal pattern was then used until the courses from the 
four corners would meet at the symmetry axes of the vault; the vault was then 
completed with a transversal pattern that, as shown in previous paragraphs, 
allowed for construction with limited formwork (Figure 25).  
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Fig. 24 Rhino model of a diagonal brick course on a curved intrados surface.



Sail vaults were often built according to two main brick patterns. The first and 
most widespread is the longitudinal pattern, which consisted in having the bed 
joint parallel to the springer and the head joints facing toward the center of the 
sphere, creating a sequence of rings stacked one above another. According to 
some authors15 the continuous horizontal bed joints would act as retainers, being 
able to absorb traction forces generated at the base of the sphere. In this 
arrangement the smaller rings close to the crown needed to be substituted with a 
herringbone pattern (Figure 26). The second brick pattern diffused by the 
technical literature consisted in arranging the bricks so as to create quarters of 
arches centered at the corners of the vaults and normal to the ring arches. In this 
case, like in the diagonal pattern for barrel vaults, it is possible to see an attempt 
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Fig. 25 Longitudinal brick pattern in pavilion vault (left) and mixed pattern in barrel 
vault with pavilion heads (volta a schifo) in Misuraca (1916). 

Fig. 26 Brick patterns for a sail vaults: parallel bed joints pattern (left), quarter 
arches pattern (right).  



to improve the structural behavior, by diverting part of the horizontal thrust of the 
abutments to the ring arches.  

One builder that had this intuition and that adopted this construction method was 
Antonelli. In his vision of a building, the load bearing capacity was designated 
only to a masonry skeleton (Levi 1988), which made it crucial to optimize the 
structural behavior of masonry. In order to do so, it was necessary that all parts of 
the structure were efficiently connected one another, which meant to pay great 
attention to the way brick were laid (Rosso 1979). On this note, his research on 
funnel vaults is particularly interesting. The vaulting systems that he designed 
were in strong relation to the pillars that he called fulcrum. In order to have the 
strongest connection possible between the fulcrum, the arches and the vault it was 
necessary that the parts were built in “fibre continue” (continuous fibers), so as to 
have bricks laid in such a way that continuity was assured. Antonelli paid great 
attention to the connection between the semi-arches of the funnels and the ring 
arch, believing that part of the thrust generated by the vault would divert in that 
direction, so as to have a structural system where all resultant of forces would be 

vertical in the pillars (Caselli 1875). This construction method was applied to all 
“volte antonelliane” after the first experimentation in San Gaudenzio. As Franco 
Rosso points out, the horizontal projections of a sail vault with arched bed-joints 
pattern and an antonellian funnel vault look the same, but with a vertical section it 
is possible to see the difference between the convex shape of the funnels and the 
concave shape of the sail vaults (Figure 27) (Rosso 1979).  

The longitudinal brick pattern was also used for hemispherical domes, but it 
obviously required scaffolding, which for larger domes was a problem in terms of 
load bearing capacity of the wood structure. In order to reduce the load on the 
provisional supports, builders adopted a technical solution derived from the 
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Fig. 27 Antonelli’s funnel vaults. (Rosso F., 1979).  



Florentine tradition: the herringbone pattern, used by Brunelleschi and later by 
Sangallo. It consisted in laying bricks in longitudinal courses, interrupting the 
sequence of horizontal bricks with one vertical brick, thus creating a sequence of 
semi-arches formed by horizontal bricks and confined by vertical ones that would 
create a helix that spires around the sphere (Figure 28). Thanks to the vertical 
bricks, which were embedded in the lower ring, it was possible to build a semi-
arch in the upper layer, creating very little pressure on the scaffolding (Cantalupi 
1867). In the case of Santa Maria del Fiore, other than the herringbone system, 
Brunelleschi also employed another artifice, that of the so called “corda blanda”; 
the horizontal brick courses do not follow a horizontal line, but between one ogive 
and another they are curved downwards (Docci 2011). 
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Fig. 28 The erring-bone pattern derived from the Florentine tradition. (De Cesaris 1996).
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Chapter 3 

Analysis of masonry vaults 

3.1 Introduction 

The great advances made in the past 40 years in terms of modeling and 
analysis techniques allow us to have a robust theoretical framework for correctly 
interpreting masonry structures. However, some structural elements represent still 
today a challenge for engineers and researchers. Among these, we can find 
masonry vaults, which are a widespread component in historic buildings. Their 
curved three-dimensional geometry makes them a complex structural element, 
which structural behavior is for some aspects still an open field of research. 
Vaulted structures were soon identified as vulnerable elements that needed to be 
ruled by codes or guidelines. After the Messina earthquake (1908), in the territory 
hit by the earthquake, masonry vaults ceased to be built, due to article 7 of GU n.
225 del 27-9-1906 and articles 10 and 16 of GU n.95 del 22-4-1909 that forbade 
their construction above ground level in buildings as well as in staircases. At the 
same time, existing vaults, if cracked or damaged, had to be demolished and 
substituted by flat diaphragms floors. Only with the Italian regulation DM 
20/11/1987, the construction of vaults was reinserted as long as the vaulted system 
was to be confined by walls within the box masonry system, and a complete 
absorption and redistribution along lateral walls of the horizontal thrust was 
assured. 

Vaults, domes and arches, represent a criticality for the stability of masonry 
buildings, due to the horizontal thrust they produce on supporting walls. This 
criticality increases when vaults and arches (and consequently the thrust forces 
they generate) are located higher in the building, because the overturning moment 
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becomes greater (due to an increase of the force arm) and the stabilizing moment 
decreases (due to a reduction of the masses above) (Coisson 2019). Ancient 
builders were aware of this fact, therefore metal or wooden ties where very often 
placed during the construction phase, either externally or internally of the walls or 
inside the filling of the vault. Moreover, most masonry arches and vaults have 
suffered different type of damage along their service life, due to several kind of 
loads they experienced, including seismic events (Zampieri et al. 2018). Therefore 
it is crucial to define a plan of strengthening of vaulted systems accordingly to the 
damage, the risk exposition and the relevance of the structure. However, despite 
the large number of vaults in our built heritage, there is a lack of guidelines or 
indications regarding their strengthening and structural assessment. For this 
reason, proper analyses should be performed in order to better inform the 
strengthening design solution and gain a full understanding of the structural 
behavior of the vault. In this chapter, a short overview of the main analysis 
approaches used in past and recent literature for the assessment of the structural 
behavior of  masonry vaults is presented. 

3.2 Historical methods 

The historical methods shown hereafter represent the past structural 
approaches used to study the behaviour of masonry vaults, excluding all the 
theories before the 18th century, which mainly used the arch similitude (Derand 
1643, Cataneo 1567). This historical overview is mainly inspired by Gaetani’s 
thesis (Gaetani 2016), focusing on the most important approaches, which are still 
nowadays implemented in the field and for academic purposes.  

During the 18th century, the study of masonry vaulted structures led modern 
mechanics to make great progress, providing outcomes still at the basis of current 
structural approaches in the framework of limit analysis. Moving from the arch-
catenary analogy stated by Robert Hooke’s Latin anagram in 1675, then 
independently extended by Gregory as a stability condition (static theorem), 
around 1730 Couplet described the assumptions that form the basis of limit 
analysis (Kurrer 2008). High coefficient of friction (to prevent against sliding 
failure), infinite compressive strength and null tensile strength still represent the 
usual hypotheses for analytical and simplified tools for the assessment of masonry 
structures. 

Mascheroni was the first scholar to criticize the slicing techniques 
(assuming the vaults as primitive ideal arches), stating that it was traduced as a 
bare simplification of a three-dimensional problem into a bi-dimensional one 
(Mascheroni 1785). To overcome this issue, Mascheroni tried ton perform a 
slicing technique including the diagonal web strips (Figure 1). In this way, it was 
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possible to consider a double problem: the balance between a given arch and the 
diagonal one.  

A major evolution took place in the 19th  century when the thrust line theory 
was discussed firstly by Young and later by Gerstner (Huerta 2010). It consists in 
an analytical technique, graphic statics-based, that estimates a lower boundary for 
the arch’s collapse load. It is performed by establishing the line that connects all 
the resultant forces in each cross section, assuming some principles which were 
consolidated once the theory was fully developed. The first is the principle of 
minimal resistance (Kurrer 2008), which defines as the true solution the one with 
minimal capacity. The second principle is the so called principle of minimum 
loading, where the true thrust line is the one with the smallest deviation from the 
central line (Casapulla and Ayala 2001). A great contribution was given by 
Ungewitter-Mohrmann who designed a graphic statics method to define the thrust 
resultant and its position based on the thickness of the vault, the rise/span ratio 
and the crack observation at the crown and springings (Heyman 1993).  

Only after about one century, and thanks to the works of Drucker, 
Kooharian and Prager, reorganized by Heyman, the ultimate load analysis rose 
again under Couplet’s hypotheses putting the basis for the three theorems of 
plasticity: lower bound (static/safe) theorem, upper bound (kinematic) theorem, 
uniqueness theorem, which are described in the next Subsection. 

3.3 Modern Structural Analysis methods 

3.3.1 Limit analysis 

Limit analysis is the binder method that bridges over the historical methods 
to reach the development of the modern applications.  
Born from the observation of the plasticity of steel members, limit analysis plays a 
remarkable role for obtaining quick and reliable information regarding the 
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Fig. 1 Mascheroni’s analysis of cross vault (in Mascheroni 1785)



ultimate state of structural elements. Heyman was the first to apply limit analysis, 
not only for elements made of steel, but also for masonry structures, using three 
relevant well known hypotheses: infinite compressive strength, zero tensile 
strength and no sliding failure (Heyman 1996). These three hypotheses originated 
the three already cited theorems which are hereafter presented.  

Static theorem (safe theorem or lower-bound)  

This theorem confirms the applicability of graphical methods to establish 
the safety of an arch/vaulted system. It states as follows:  
“a masonry arch/vault is stable if at least one of the infinite admissible 
equilibrated thrust lines/surfaces falls entirely into the thickness of the 
element” (Heyman 1982).  

In other words, if the load lL for which the stress state satisfies the 
equilibrium and yield condition can be found, then it is smaller or equal of the true 
value of the collapse. The concept of safety means that if the structure is safe, the 
collapse will not occur and this is because an admissible state of equilibrium can 
be found.  
Thus, the thrust line can be determined, in equilibrium with the external loads, 
falling within the cross section at the base of the structure. Thrust line analysis is a 
useful tool to explain and examine the stability of mono-dimensional structures, 
but unfortunately it is practically limited to them and curved structures are poorly 
well represented (Tralli et al. 2014).  

Kinematic theorem (upper bound theorem)  

If a kinematically admissible mechanism can be found, for which the work 
developed by external forces is positive or zero, then the structure will collapse. 
The load multiplier lU determined by this approach is an upper-bound to the 
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Fig. 2 Graphical representation of limit analysis theorems (Roca et al 
2019). 



actual one (Heyman 1982), which means that the load obtained for any kinematic 
mechanism is greater or equal to the true collapse load. Again, this theorem is 
widely applicable for arches or others 1D structures (Tralli et al. 2014).  

Uniqueness theorem  

This theorem states that if equilibrium, mechanism and yield are satisfied, 
then the load factor obtained from the static and kinematic approach is the same 
(lF). Figure 11 shows a graphical scheme which summarizes the three theorems of 
limit analysis. Although the simplified limit analysis methods provide a rapid 
solution for vaulted structures, it is not completely appropriate for masonry 
structures. Huerta (Huerta 2001) was one of the first to highlight that masonry 
vaults studies need to take into account also the heterogeneity of the material, and 
in addition, limit analysis only provides the maximum capacity without giving an 
information of the load history (Roca et al. 2019).  

3.3.2 Modern applications of limit analysis  

NURBS limit analysis (kinematic method)  
In the last 25 years, Milani et al. (Milani at al. 2008, Milani et al. 2009) and his 
research group improved the application of limit analysis in a more advanced way, 
which can be denominated NURBS (Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline) limit 
analysis, which uses models based on the Finite Element Method (FEM) with a 
rough mesh. It consists in an advanced kinematic limit analysis which considers 
the homogenization of the material. A 3D kinematic FE limit analysis procedure 
where classic homogenization theory is adapted to masonry vaults. (Kurrer 2008).  

In the limit analysis proposed by Milani et al. (Milani et al. 2008) a rigid 
infinitely resistant six-noded triangular curved elements were adopted, where the 
plastic dissipation is concentrated along the edges of adjoining elements that may 
occur for in plane actions, bending moment, torsions and out of plane share. It is 
based on rigid perfectly plastic material with associated flow law where the 
dilatancy angle is equal to the friction angle. Thanks to the duality of the 
formulation, the upper bound collapse may be defined as well as the strength 
domain, following the FE homogenization procedure. In this case, masonry 
strength domain at each homogenized interface between contiguous triangular 
elements is evaluated resorting to a suitable upper bound FE homogenization 
procedure. 

 
The development of this approach is the NURBS limit analysis: a new Genetic 
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Algorithm NURBS-based approach for masonry vaults based on an upper bound 
formulation (Chiozzi et al. 2017). The difference consists in the fact that each 
element of the mesh is a NURBS (Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline) surface itself, 
considered as a rigid body in which the geometry is described as a parametric 
surface and a process of adjustment of the initial mesh is worth. Starting from the 
geometrical properties of each element, an upper bound formulation can be 
outlined and implemented through a linear programming algorithm, in order to 
assess the ultimate load bearing capacity of a given masonry vault. Moreover, 
NURBS functions allow to discretize the vaulted surfaces by using very few 
elements to maximize accuracy and computational efforts, dependent on the 
choice of parametrization of the user (Chiozzi et al. 2017). This method has been 
recently adapted also for domes using a fast and reliable automatized kinematic 
limit analysis approach able to accurately predict the actual behaviour of masonry 
domes, roughly discretized by few rigid infinitely resistant NURBS elements, 
subjected to horizontal static loads (Grillanda et al. 2019).  

Thrust Network Methods – TNM (static method)  

Among the modern applications of limit analysis, there is also the Thrust 
Network Method (TNM). It is a methodology for the study of the stability of the 
vaults using a discrete network of graphic thrusts in equilibrium with the vertical 
and gravitational loads based on Heyman’s safe theorem (lower bound). It 
considers compressive forces acting within the structure in equilibrium with the 
external loads. The work developed by Ochsendorf, Block and their coworkers are 
the main reference for the application of the TNA for modeling masonry vaults 
(Block et al. 2014, Block et al. 2002). The Suisse School of ETH widely explored 
the connected topics of an algebraic approach to graphic statics taking inspirations 
from the catenary principles (Marmo et al. 2017).  
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Fig. 3 A homogenization procedure for a plane wall (a) and a curved masonry shell (b) (Kurrer 
2008).  



Using TNM, the model itself is not composed by the volume of the 
structure, but it is represented by the network of forces that compose it. Therefore, 
it is composed by Nn nodes and Nb branches. Thus, the branches stand for the 
direction of the thrust forces, while the n-th node contains the information 
regarding to the three-dimensional location of the boundaries of the branches.  

The limitations of the TNM are mainly related to the computational effort 
and the static intrinsic approach for whose it has been created.  
Marmo and Rosati (Marmo et al. 2017) introduced a reformulation of the TNM 
trying to consider also the horizontal loads, in order to be able to depict also 
seismic considerations from the application of this method, aiming at extending 
the TNA method to the cases of networks combining both vertical and horizontal 
loads.  

A limitation of this approach is that it is based on Heyman’s hypothesis of 
limit analysis (Heyman 1997) and therefore it does not expect a limited 
compressive strength of the networks’ branches. In addition, the definition of the 
network connectivity and branch spacing is subjected to the decision of the users, 
rather than by a membrane distribution of the loads.  

Beside the limitations of this method, it is still widely considered as a good 
approach, since it is independent from constitutive data and supports settlements 
being therefore easily performed in the practice. A similar three-dimensional 
network approach was introduced by Andreu (Andreu et al. 2007), namely a 
method based on the static approach of the limit analysis working with 
optimization criteria.  

3.3.3 Membrane theory 

Tomasoni, Como and Fraternali, between 2008 and 2013, introduced a more 
advanced membrane theory overcoming the limits related to the neglecting of 3D 
effects (Como 2017, Tomasoni 2008, Como 2013, Fraternali 2010). Initially, 
membrane theory was not able to depict the exact location of the funicular of the 
loads, which was anticipated again by Heyman in 1966 (Heyman 1966). The 
membrane forces interplay among the actions transmitted by the webs to the 
diagonals ribs and they define the global equilibrium of the cross vault (Como 
2017). In Figure13 is possible to see that the lateral arches transmit the force 
distribution to the vault’s side edges. Considering tensile forces is a necessary 
condition for the membrane state of stress in the vault. Cracking or detachments 
are thus inevitable and the masonry vault must reach a new internal equilibrium. 
On the other hand, Fraternali proposed a 3D extension of the funicular network 
that considered a stress state function, based on discretized Airy stress functions, 
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similar to the TNA. Contrarily, Fraternali does not deal with singularities in the 
boundary conditions and loading, or discontinuities, such as cracks or openings, in 
the discretized equilibrium surfaces. Moreover, the limit of this theory is that it 
takes into account only dead loads.  

3.3.4 Modeling approaches  

This parenthesis is related to the heterogeneity of the masonry and to its 
composition, constituted by units (stone, brick, blocks, etc.) and joints (joints with 
mortar or dry joints). The complexity of this composed material makes possible 
that the masonry presents directional properties. Depending of the function and 
the required level of accuracy and/or simplicity needed, the most accurate 
strategy, should be adopted (Lourenco 2002).  
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Fig. 4 Membrane stresses in the vault’s web (a) Membrane forces acting in a groin vault (b) (Como 
2017). 

Fig. 5 Modelling strategies for masonry structures (Lourenco 2002).



Considering a general masonry sample composed by units and both head 
and bed joints, this can be represented through micro-modelling or macro-
modelling approaches. The first provides a better comprehension of the local 
behaviour, while macro-modelling is more adaptable for large structural members 
or full structures. The micro-modelling can be divided into two main categories: 
the so called detailed micro-modelling and the simplified micro-modelling. In the 
first case, a continuum finite element represents units and mortar, while 
discontinues elements simulate the interfaces between them (interface elements). 
In the second case, the size of the units is increased to model both units and 
mortar material by continuum elements. The behaviour of the joints and interfaces 
is represented by discontinues elements.  

Instead, in the macro-modelling, units, mortar and interfaces are represented 
together as a continuum. From the literature (Lourenço 1996, Lourenço 2002, 
Roca et al. 2010) , it emerges that accuracy and easiness are indicators that lead to 
the choice of the type of modelling, based on the needs and thee applications, 
without forgetting the computational efforts. 

3.3.5 Finite Element Method (FEM) 

Nowadays, the Finite Element Method (FEM) represents the most used and 
adaptable method regarding the structural analysis of any kind of building. 
Complex constitutive laws capable of describing the relation between stress and 
strain in every point of the structure and in every step of the load history allows a 
complete monitoring of the structure. Contrarily to the limit analysis which 
depicts only the maximum capacity of the vault, FEM allows for the evaluation of 
the development of damage during the analysis and it considers the combination 
of various parameters, in terms of material properties and the combination of 
diverse elements as beams, shells, solids, etc. Thus, this method allows an 
extensive range of possibilities to describe, among others, masonry structures. It 
should be emphasized that it is also likely to take into account and assess the non-
linear seismic behaviour of these structures (Roca et al. 2010). In every point of 
the structure and at every step of the load, relations between stress and strain are 
described thanks to complex constitutive laws (Lourenco 1996).  

Regarding the application of FEM to masonry vaults,  Creazza et al. 
(Creazza et al. 2002) analyzed a masonry cross vault according to the macro 
modeling approach. The model of the vault is vertically constrained, while along 
the horizontal directions springs are introduced in order to simulate the bound 
given by the framework (with a posteriori chosen stiffness). The mechanical 
properties of the cross vault materials, instead, are calibrated on a different 
experimental test. The results showed a good consistence with the failure mode 
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and peak load, but a poor estimation of  the maximum displacement domain, that 
resulted smaller than the experimental one.  

Numerous studies are currently dedicated to the homogenization technique 
in order to derive the global behaviour of masonry from the behaviour of the 
constitutive materials. This technique is based on the idea of considering masonry 
elements as a structure, themselves composed by a periodic substructure called as 
“representative element of volume” (REV). Accordingly, it is possible to isolate 
and study only this sub-element and obtain the average orthotropic equivalent 
mechanical properties, however this procedure cannot be strictly applied if 
nonlinear material properties with softening are assumed (Milani and Tralli 2012).  

Parallelly to the FEM limit analysis, Milani and Tralli (Milani and Tralli 
2012) proposed two-step model where in the first step, masonry is modeled by a 
macroscopic equivalent material using a simplified meso-modeling averaging 
procedure. In this case, REV is composed by a central brick linked to its six 
neighbors through a zero thickness joints and it changes according to the type of 
masonry vault considered. Each brick was meshed by six noded wedge elements, 
assumed rigid-infinitely resistant, with nonlinear elasto-plastic and softening zero 
thickness interfaces. In the second step of the model, the data collected from the 
first step, are used at macro-level to perform FE nonlinear analysis. This approach 
reduces the computational efforts of the micro-modelling approach and at the 
same time limits some drawbacks of the macro-modelling approach, such as the 
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Fig. 6 Rib cross vault tested by Faccio et al.: a) damage contours at intrados of cross vault for 
incremental displacements and at collapse for the deformed configuration by Creazza et al., b) 
deformed shapes at peak Milani and Tralli (Milani and Tralli 2012), (c) The cross vault with 

Sabouret cracks (in red) studied by Holzer (Holzer 2013).



inaccurate schematization. Milani and Tralli (Milani and Tralli 2012) showed the 
results for the masonry cross vault already studied by Creazza et al. (Creazza et al. 
2002), coming from the experimental campaign carried out by Faccio et al. 
(Faccio et al. 1999). 

3.3.6 Discrete Macro element method (DMEM) 

The Discrete Macro Element approach (DMEM) allows to model a structure 
by way of large blocks which identify entire portions of the structure, with a 
significant reduction in terms of number of degrees of freedom (NDOF) and 
computational effort (Pantò et al. 2016). Cannizzaro (Cannizzaro et al 2010) 
proposed a specific nonlinear macro-element for curved geometry masonry 
constructions and, therefore, applicable to vaulted structures. This modelling 
technique expects rigid side elements with diagonal springs, in order to consider 
the in-plane deformation, while the interaction between themselves is ruled by 
nonlinear links placed orthogonally or parallelly to the interfaces. The number of 
links is decided by the user - higher number corresponds to higher computational 
effort, but it does not increase the NDOF. 

Even Cannizzaro modelled also the experimental tests carried out by Faccio 
et al. using a 3D Macro environment and link stiffness calibrated through 
homogenized mechanical properties. Cannizzaro obtained a well matching 
ultimate load, whereas his model showed larger displacements. 

3.3.7 Discrete element method (DEM) 

In the Discrete Element Method (DEM), the material is observed as a 
discontinuous systems of interacting, independent and deformable (or not) bodies, 
which interact along their boundaries (interfaces) behaving according to frictional 
behaviour (Lemos 2007, Giresini 2014). Although this method was born for 
modelling rocking (Cundall and Strack 1979, Cundall and Hart 1992), it has been 
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Fig. 7 Macro-element method updated by Cannizzaro (Cannizzaro et al. 2010): a) four noded element 
with diagonal spring and interfaces links, b) interface element, c) model of a cross vault.



also applied to masonry structures (Pulatsu 2015), since it is able to simulate 
accurately the non-linear behaviour of the material. This method captures the 
displacement caused by separation or sliding at the joints, i.e. DEM is able to 
replicate the mechanical interaction between the blocks of the structure. Thus the 
structural response for large displacements is possible to be depicted (Màca and 
Oliveira 2017). In other words, DEM has the capability to reproduce the complete 
split between blocks and the corresponding changes on the contact surface and 
structural geometry. This characteristic makes it a valuable numerical tool in 
particular for masonry structures (Pulatsu 2015), overcoming the conservative 
assumptions imposed by TNA. DEM properly simulates the progression of the 
failure due to the propagation of cracks and to the deformation between each 
block.  

Two formulations of DEM are mainly used: a) discrete models with blocks, 
where the boundary conditions are established in order to represent the 
discontinuities between them (most widely used); b) discrete models with 
spherical particles, which are not adequate for large structures but are convenient 
for the representation of materials and structural elements with small and detailed 
models. 

In this context, the first formulation (discrete models with blocks) is 
described. Four features for whose discrete models with blocks are distinguished 
(Lemos 2007): 

• blocks can be deformable or rigid and the deformation is concentrated at 
the joints;

• each  block  is  discretized  independently  from  its  neighbors  and  the 
interaction is represented by points in the joints or edge-to-edge contacts, for 
having a discontinuity in the material;

• these models allow the complete separation between blocks; 
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Fig. 8  Computational model with a) orthogonal weaving and b) parallel weaving.  
(Foti et al. 2018).



• the  tendency  is  to  use  time-stepping  algorithms  to  solve  quasi-static 
problems.

Van Mele et al. (Van Mele et al. 2012) adopted a DEM code (3DEC) for 
studying the collapse of a 3D printed groin vault scale model due to large support 
settlements. They reproduced the physical model of a 3D-printed groin vault scale 
model developed by the BLOCK research group at the ETH Zurich. 

Both physical and numerical modelling confirmed the displacement 
capacity and the collapse failure, giving confidence to the method. It was noticed 
that in case of imperfections and more shearing of the vault, some discrepancies 
were observed inducing to take care on the imperfections and on incorporating 
them into the modelling process (Dell’Endice 2021). 

Recently, an important contact-based approach was carried out by Foti et al. 
(Foti et al. 2018) at the Polytechnic University of Bari through the use DEM 
modelling. Foti et al. assumed the hypothesis of rigid blocks and the Mohr-
Coulomb criterion for the joints, with a friction angle equal to 32°, assumed as an 
average from the literature. The main investigated outputs are the deformation and 
the collapse mechanisms, the magnitude of differential displacements at the fall of 
the first block and in correspondence of the collapse of the entire vault, assuming 
that the collapse occurs when the fall of 50% of the blocks is reached.  

To support the enhancement of the results using DEM instead of TNA, Fang 
et al. (Fang et al. 2018) described the stability of vaults under varying geometric 
parameters and then they determined the minimum thickness, for which the 
structure is stable and the observed collapse mechanism for unstable structures. 
An interesting outcome obtained by Fang et al. (Fang et al. 2018) demonstrates 
that in the groin vault, some dependency on friction angle for stability is shown 
for thickness-to-radius ratio (t/R) values between 0.13 and 0.20. In this case, the 
friction angle of 43° was well above the minimum friction angle between stability 
and instability. Above t/R = 0.20, a groin vault with any joint friction angle over 
20° is likely to exhibit instability. 
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FIg. 9 DEM results  of the orthogonal weaving configuration (Foti et al. 2018).



Usually DEM formulations require small time-steps, resulting as 
computationally demanding. For this reason the number of blocks used to 
discretize the structure has to be limited. To overcome this issue a particular type 
of DEM called Non-Smooth Contact Dynamics (NSCD) was introduced by 
Moreau and Jean (Moreau 1988), (Jean 1999). In NSCD, the Implicit integration 
of the motion equations, allows to increase the time-step, thus reducing the 
computational demand. NSCD was implemented in the software LMGC90 that 
was used to study masonry arches (Chetouane et al. 2005; Rafiee and Vinches 
2013), churches (Lancioni et al. 2013), and domes (Rafiee and Vinches 2016). An 
independent implementation of NSCD was proposed in the ProjectChrono open 
source library (ProjectChrono 2018). The library was applied to study domes 
(Beatini, Royer-Carfagni, and Tasora 2018) and masonry arches (Beatini, Royer- 
Carfagni, and Tasora 2019). The seismic assessment of local mechanisms in a 
castle was analyzed in (Coïsson et al. 2016) while (Ferretti, Coïsson, and Rozzi 
2017) used the library to study masonry barrel vaults subjected to earthquakes. 
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Fig. 10 DEM model of the cross vault prepared by Fang et al. (Fang e al. 2018).
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Chapter 4 

Validation of simplified micro-models for the 
static analysis of masonry arches and vaults 
against experimental results

4.1 Introduction 

Numerical simulation of masonry structures is of crucial importance to 
understand the behaviour of historical constructions and, therefore, for the 
preservation of our architectural heritage. However, despite significant advances 
have been made in the last 50 years, this topic still remains an open field of 
research, in particular when reference is made to complex masonry structures as 
arches and vaults. In fact, these structures have two additional elements of 
complexity compared to simple masonry walls: i) a three-dimensional curved 
geometry and ii) an articulated masonry pattern (Alforno et al. 2019, Boni et al. 
2021).  

For these reasons, the modelling of complex masonry arches and vaults has 
been traditionally tackled by means of numerical approaches according to 
different strategies and different levels of accuracy. A comprehensive review of 
the great amount of literature on computational analysis of masonry structures has 
been recently proposed by D’Altri et al. (2019c). Focusing the attention on 
masonry curved structures, the existing modelling approaches can be classified 
into three categories: continuum models, block-based models and geometry-based 
models. The latters describe the structure as a rigid body and usually adopt limit 
analysis-based solutions, such as the Thrust Network Analysis proposed by Block 
and Ochsendorf (2007). The first two categories correspond to macro-modelling 
and micro-modelling approaches, respectively, as defined by Lourenço et al. 
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(1995). In macro-modelling approaches, units and mortar joints are homogenized 
into a homogeneous continuous material. In micro-modelling approaches, the 
different components of masonry are modelled separately. In particular, in detailed 
micro-modelling approaches blocks, mortar and mortar/block interfaces are 
modelled separately, while in simplified micro-modelling approach expanded 
units are modelled as continuum elements, while mortar joints and unit/mortar 
interfaces are lumped into an “average” interface.  

Block-based models have recently attracted increasing attention, despite 
some drawbacks, which mainly consist in a huge computational demand and in 
the complexity implied in the model assembly, which does not allow their use in 
everyday practice. Actually, this modelling approach shows some interesting 
features: it allows to describe in detail crack propagation and collapse 
mechanisms; it allows mechanical characterization of masonry constituents from 
small-scale experimental tests; it allows to study the effects of micro-geometrical 
features, such as brick pattern, on the behaviour of masonry structures, which can 
be important when analysing three dimensional structures like vaults.  

Block-based approaches have recently been applied with increasing 
frequency, not only to small masonry assemblages, but also to larger masonry 
structures, such as walls and vaults. These attempts have been made not only 
within the framework of FEM (Milani et al. 2016, Abdulla, Cunningham and 
Gillie 2017, D’Altri et al. 2019), but also applying different modelling techniques, 
such as Distinct (or Discrete) Element Model (DEM) (Van Mele et al. 2012, 
McIrney and DeJong 2015, Bui et al. 2017) and rigid- block models based on 
limit analysis (Portioli et al. 2013, Portioli and Cascini 2017, Rossi et al. 2020, 
Cascini et al. 2020).  

Besides numerical approaches, analytical approaches have also been 
developed in the field of both incremental analysis (e.g., Fabbrocino et al. 2019) 
and limit analysis (e.g., Riviero et al. 2013, Carr et al. 2013). The focus of this 
chapter is on numerical approach in FEM environment.  

Despite the large use of FEM commercial software in engineering practice, 
nowadays the study of complex masonry structures such as arches and vaults is 
limited to few researchers that have developed ad-hoc written codes or external 
subroutines linked to commercial software. This happens both in the case of 
macro- and micro- modelling, where ad-hoc written constitutive laws for the 
homogenized material (Creazza et al. 2002, Calderini, Lagomarsino 2008, Holzer 
2011, Milani and Tralli 2012) or for block-to-block interfaces (Milani et al. 2016, 
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Smoljanovic et al. 2018, Sarhosis et al. 2018, D’Altri et al. 2019, Zhao et al. 2020) 
have been implemented, respectively.  

The possibility to confidently use commercial software with built-in 
material and interface models could greatly enhance the engineers’ capability to 
assess the structural behavior of arched masonry structures. To this aim, reliable 
modeling strategies should be identified and validated. Concerning validation, one 
of the main difficulties lies in the scarce availability of experimental data on real 
scale masonry specimens (Torres et al. 2019). A valid alternative for validation is 
to refer to experimental tests made on in-scale specimens (Theodossopoulos at al. 
2002, Theodossopoulos, Sinha and Usmani 2003, Milani et al. 2016, Rossi et al. 
2017).  

The aim of this study is to propose and validate a method to analyze the 
structural behavior of masonry vaults by means of a simplified micro-modelling 
strategy, which can be easily implemented in the commercial software Abaqus 
(Abaqus v. 2019) using built-in interface models. The numerical method presented 
is aimed at simulating the static behavior of masonry arches and vaults subjected 
to their self-weight and external forces/displacements, through quasi-static FEM 
analyses. The analysis procedure is applied to two reduced-scale benchmarks, a 
wood circular arch and plastic cross vault, for which experimental data were 
available.  

The main contribution of this study lies in the validation of a modelling 
strategy, based on the use of a commercial software, that could therefore be 
adopted by a wider audience and confidently applied to assess the structural 
behaviour of new or historical masonry curved structures.  

4.2 Method of analysis  

The proposed method of analysis, implemented through the general-purpose 
FEM software Abaqus (Abaqus v. 2019), is based on three aspects: i) the accurate 
geometrical description of the structure, considering its actual 3D curved 
geometry and its block pattern; ii) the adoption of a simplified micro-modelling 
approach, in which the structure is schematized as a set of blocks connected by 
equivalent interfaces, representing the non-linear behaviour of mortar joints and 
real blocks/mortar interfaces; iii) the use of implicit dynamic analyses.  
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In the following sections, each of the three above mentioned aspects is 
described in detail.  

4.2.1 Geometrical modelling  

In this study, the following two types of assemblages are considered: 
parallelepiped blocks with wedge-shaped mortar joints (Figure 1a) and wedge-
shaped dry-jointed blocks (Figure 1d). The definition of three-dimensional blocks, 
according to the simplified micro-modelling approach, should be made by taking 
into account the actual dimensions of brick/blocks and the block pattern with 
which they are assembled, namely the masonry apparatus. If mortar joints are 
present, the geometry of the simplified block is enlarged by incorporating half the 
thickness of the mortar joint, as can be seen in Figure 1b, where this quite 
standard procedure is schematised (Lourenço et al. 1995). Conversely, if the 
assemblage is made of dry-jointed voussoirs, the simplified blocks coincide with 
the real blocks (Figure 1e). The simplified blocks are then meshed in FEM 
environment and interfaces are identified between blocks (Figure 1c and Figure 
1f).  

The definition of contacts is an aspect of paramount importance in the 
generation of this kind of models. In particular, interactions endowed with 
mechanical contact properties are used for implementing the algorithms able to 
model contact pressures and friction that govern the relative normal and tangential 
motion of the surfaces.  

�91Fig. 1. Geometric modelling strategies.



Several approaches are available in Abaqus (Abaqus v. 2019) for defining 
contacts. Among them, the surface-based contact approach is used through the 
detection of the so-called “contact pairs”. The latter consists in the surface 
definitions for the bodies in contact (or that could potentially come into contact 
during the analysis) and the definition of the contact interaction.  

In the generated model, the longitudinal and transversal faces of the blocks 
in contact are detected for the simulation of the interface behaviour of both bed 
and head joints. Among these faces, master and slave surfaces are identified to 
apply the contact property. Figure 2 shows an example of contact pairs for bed and 
head joints. In particular, the figure shows that master and slave surfaces have the 
same mesh and, therefore, the detection of the contacting nodes can be given with 
almost null tolerance error. The nodes laying on a surface have to be assumed as 
“master” for some contact pairs and “slave” for some others. This is due to the 
brick pattern in which one block (for instance block C in Figure 2) is in touch with 
two adjacent blocks (blocks A and B in the figure) and, therefore, the model has to 
take into account all combined contact pairs (i.e. contact C to A, C to B and A to 
B) considering both bed and head joints. In all contact definitions, the slave nodes 
will follow the degrees of freedom of the corresponding master nodes according 
to the interaction law implemented.  
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In the presented method, both master and slave surfaces are meshed using 
the same approximate element size. Since all blocks are meshed with the same 
element size, all six faces of the blocks have the same number of nodes (Figure 2). 
Moreover, a block surface that is assigned a Slave surface for one contact pair 
(e.g.: contact pair C-A in Figure 2), could also be assigned a Master surface for 
another contact pair (e.g.: contact pair C-B in Figure 2).  

4.2.2 Constitutive laws of blocks and interfaces  

In the approach adopted in this study, blocks are linear elastic, while 
interfaces have a non-linear constitutive behaviour. The mechanical response of 
the interface is taken into account using built-in constitutive models available in 
the general-purpose FEM software Abaqus (Abaqus v. 2019). The sliding 
formulation adopted in the models is “finite sliding” with the surface-to-surface 
discretization method.  

In particular, it is noteworthy to observe that, when blocks and mortar 
experience contact, two components should be considered, namely normal and 
tangential contacts. It is well known from fracture mechanics that, for quasi-brittle 
materials as masonry and mortar, in the interface failure mechanism normal and 
tangential components are generally coupled. Conversely, in this study they are 
assumed uncoupled for simplicity. Such assumption is supported by the 
observation that the collapse mechanisms of arches and vaults are mainly related 
to “Mode I” local failure modes, with scarce interaction with “Mode II” failure 
modes. This has been largely demonstrated not only for arches, but even for 
masonry vaults subjected to shear actions (Rossi et al. 2016, Milani et al. 2016). 
Conversely, a different modelling procedure should be adopted for other 
applications such as the modelling of masonry panels under in-plane and out-of-
plane loading, in which the collapse is highly influenced by the coupling of the 
interface constitutive law in normal and tangential direction (Abdulla et al. 2017, 
D’Altri et al. 2018, D’Altri et al. 2019).  

In the presented model, the tensile strength is null, while the normal contact 
in compression is described through a linear elastic behaviour with high (almost 
infinite) normal stiffness, and the tangential behaviour is implemented through a 
purely frictional model. Both approaches are herein described in detail.  

The normal contact in compression is assumed rigid, both in case of dry 
joints and mortar joints. In the latter case, the deformability of the mortar layer is 
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accounted for through the elastic modulus of the expanded block. The almost rigid 
normal contact is modelled through the implementation of a penalty method, in 
which quite high values of normal stiffness k n are used after proper calibration.  

The penalty method used in the normal compression can be read as: 

σc = kn ·                                                      (1)  

where  is the normal compressive stress and  n is the corresponding 
normal displacement. The implementation of a penalty method for the normal 
contact implies that a small level of mutual penetration between nodes into 
contact can occur. However, even in the absence of specific procedures aimed at 
avoiding this phenomenon, if sufficiently high normal stiffness values are 
adopted, the penetration between nodes is negligible. Conversely, the 
implementation of the penalty method in normal compression results in a very 
efficient tool for improving the convergence of the performed analyses.  

When normal and tangential relative displacements occur, contact can be 
defined through the combination of cohesive and frictional behaviour. This 
approach has been adopted by several authors such as Milani et al. (2016), 
Abdulla et al. (2017) and D’Altri et al. (2018, 2019a, 2019b), who employed 
subroutines or user defined codes to develop the interface material model as 
combination of the two effects. However, when the influence of the cohesion is 
limited (for instance, dry joints or joints made by low- cohesive mortar), the 
interaction between cohesive and frictional response is not significant and the 
global response is mainly dominated by friction. 

When normal and tangential relative displacements occur, contact can be 
defined through the combination of cohesive and frictional behaviour; each of 
them undergoes a different evolution, depending on the damage process of 
cohesion. In particular, the cohesive contribution is described through the classical 
Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion, which reads as follows: 

 !                                              (2) 

where !  represents the limit shear stress calculated from its initial value ! , 
representing the cohesion, and associated to the corresponding normal pressure !  
(assumed with conventional negative sign) according to the tangent of the angle of 
internal friction !  (Figure 2a).  

δn

σc δn

τcoh = c0 − σctanφ

τcoh c0

σc

φ
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Conversely, the friction contribution is simply given by: 

 τfr = − σc · µ                                                   (3) 

where !  represents the frictional shear stress and !  is the coefficient of dry 

friction (Figure 2b). 
 

Actually, it should be noted that the angle of internal friction is not 
necessarily equal to the coefficient of dry friction. In such cases, detailed 
analytical models have been formulated in the literature for taking into account 
the softening of the cohesion and for implementing a linear softening also of !  
coupled to the cohesion (Lourenço 1996; Van Der Plujim et al. 2000), but they 
have not been contemplated in this study for simplicity and the assumption 
!  has been adopted in the calculations. 

The combination of cohesive and frictional behaviour is activated when the 
shear stress at a contact point reaches the limit value according to Eq. (2) and 
therefore the surfaces in contact start sliding. Consequently, the global response is 
ruled by the progressive degradation of the cohesive contribution until the full 
establishment of pure frictional behaviour, as qualitatively shown in Figure 5. In 
particular, the figure shows the τ−δ curve of the combined response which can be 
obtained as sum of the two responses considered separately. For modelling such a 
mechanical response, numerical scaling functions can be introduced in the model. 
One of the built-in scaling functions available in Abaqus is an exponential 
function named H, which can be defined through the following expression: 

τfr μ

tanφ

tanφ = μ
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 !                                                      (4) 

In Eq. (4) !  represents the tangential displacement at a contact point, !  is 
the ultimate slip imposed for the cohesive behaviour and !  is a non-dimensional 
brittleness parameter. 

In force of the scaling function, the degradation of the cohesive behaviour 
with respect to the increase of the frictional contribution can be described using 
the following equations: 

 !                 (5) 

Similar approaches have been recently used in the literature by several 
authors such as Milani et al. (2016), Abdulla et al. (2017) and D’Altri et al. (2018, 
2019a, 2019b). However, in most of these studies, subroutines or user defined 
codes are employed to develop the interface material model as combination of the 
two effects. 

Actually, it should be noted that for those cases in which the influence of the 
cohesion is limited and the angle of internal friction and the coefficient of dry 
friction are equal (for instance, dry joints or joints made by low-cohesive mortar), 
the interaction between cohesive and frictional response is not significant and the 
global response is mainly dominated by friction. As an example, the following 
two cases could be considered:  

H =
1 − eξ δ

δk

1 − e−ξ

δ δk

ξ

τ = {
(1 − H) τcoh + H τfr             for δ < δk

τfr                                              for δ ≥ δk
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• case I:  low cohesion (c0 = 0.1 MPa);  
• case II: cohesion almost equal to zero (c0 = 0.01 MPa).  

The following parameters can be assumed for both cases: 
! ; ! ; ! . An average compressive stress 
!  can be adopted for developing the calculations. Figure 6 shows the 
resulting !  plot, which shows that for low cohesion values, the global 
behaviour of the interface can be easily approximated through a purely frictional 
behaviour. 

Therefore, in the present study the tangential interface behaviour is 
modelled using the friction model only, to relate the maximum allowable 
frictional shear stress to the contact pressure, according to eq. 3. According to its 
basic formulation, the friction model defines the limit between sticking and 
sliding state of contacting surfaces assuming isotropic friction, i.e. adopting the 
same value of static friction coefficient in all directions. The stick-slip numerical 
calculations determine when a point transitions from sticking to slipping or vice 
versa. In the case of three-dimensional simulations, two components of shear 
stress have to be considered, τ1 and τ2, each one acting in the corresponding local 
tangential direction. In  such cases, an equivalent shear stress is defined as 

 and used for the stick-slip calculation. Consequently, a surface 

can be defined in the contact pressure- shear stress space, along which a point 
transitions from sticking to slipping.  

The choice of neglecting the tensile strength and cohesion of masonry joints 
is quite common in historical masonry constructions, in particular when masonry 
arches and vaults with dry or low-strength lime mortar joints are considered. 

tanφ =  μ = 0.73 δk = 0.4 mm ξ = 1.1
σc = − 1 MPa

τ − δ

τeq = τ2
1 + τ2

2
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Except for particularly slender and light curved masonry elements, where the 
tensile strength cannot be neglected (Ramaglia et al. 2016), many studies have 
demonstrated the limited influence of this parameter in the failure mode and crack 
pattern of masonry vaulted structures. Recent studies in the literature had also 
shown the limited effect of the cohesion in vaults subjected to shear tests (D’Altri 
et al. 2019).  

In conclusion, considering the two components (blocks and interfaces) of 
the proposed modelling strategy, the following parameters should be defined:  

• Young modulus (E), Poisson coefficient (ν) and material density (ρ) of the 
blocks 

• Normal stiffness of the interfaces (kn);  

• Friction coefficient of the interfaces (µ).  

 
In general, due to the difficulties in assigning a reliable value to the normal 
stiffness of the interfaces kn and considering that penalty method for normal 

contact requires the adoption of high normal stiffness values, in the proposed 
strategy the normal stiffness of the interfaces should be calibrated in order to have 
an almost rigid response compared to that of the blocks. Thus, given the Young 
modulus of the blocks, kn can be obtained by performing convergence analysis, 
i.e. evaluating the structural  behaviour for increasing value of kn until 

convergence on a response parameter (e.g. displacement at one abutment) is 
obtained.  

The adoption of almost rigid interfaces in compression implies to 
concentrate in blocks the entire elastic deformability of the system. For this 
reason, the Young modulus E, as well as the Poisson coefficient and material 
density, assigned to blocks should not be defined considering one block only, but 
considering the actual masonry composite made of blocks, masonry joints (if 
present) and interfaces. In this way, both dry and (low strength) mortar joints 
masonries can be modelled with the same approach.  

In the framework of micro-modelling approaches, the proposed strategy 
presents different advantages. On the one hand, it is based on few and clear 
parameters (E, ν, ρ and µ), that can be easily estimated by experimental tests on 
small assemblages. On the other hand, it avoids the problem of experimentally 
defining the interface deformability (kn) related to both dry and mortar joints. 
Moreover, the proposed approach limits the issues related to scale-effects only to 
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few parameters, i.e., the elastic modulus and material density of the masonry 
assemblage. Finally, it allows quite fast and stable numerical analyses to be 
performed.  

4.2.3 Type of analysis  

In the presented method, the analysis is performed in two different steps: 
firstly, the structure is subjected only to its self-weight, subsequently external 
forces or imposed settlements are applied. The second analysis step assumes as 
initial conditions for the analysis the configuration of the structure, as it results 
from the last increment of the first analysis step.  

In order to solve the convergence issues that typically arise in contact 
problems, the numerical calculation procedure adopted is the dynamic implicit 
analysis, which uses implicit time integration to calculate the transient dynamic 
response of a system. In the present case, the load application is performed in 
quasi-static manner, forcing the introduction of inertia effects primarily intended 
to control and normalize unstable behaviour in analyses mainly focused on the 
static structural response. The structural problem analysed in this research can be 
indeed considered “inertial” because the response time sought is long compared to 
the time required for waves to traverse the structure, in contrast to some other 
engineering problems such as wave propagation solutions associated with 
relatively local response in continuum solids. Therefore, while in explicit schemes 
the stability limit of the solution is approximately equal to the time required to an 
elastic wave to cross the smallest element dimension in the model, in the implicit 
method the time step size required to obtain a stable equilibrium condition at 
every increment is typically one or two orders of magnitude higher. Numerically, 
the possibility of removing this upper bound on time step size is reached by 
solving nonlinear equations, whose accuracy however reduces for increasing time 
step size.  

In the present model, the time step for the implicit integration is chosen 
automatically using the concept of “half-increment residual” (Hibbitt and 
Karlsson, 1979), which basically allows monitoring the values of equilibrium 
residuals at the time t + ∆ t / 2 once the solution at t + ∆ t has been obtained: so 
doing, the accuracy of the solution can be evaluated and the time step size can be 
properly adjusted by consequence.  

The equilibrium equation solver used in the model makes use of an 
asymmetric matrix storage and adopts the Full Newton solution technique. 
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Parallelization on multiple processors is also performed, depending on the 
computational performance available on the machine used to run each analysis.  

By default, the load variation with the analysis time is assumed to be linear, 
meaning that the process is essentially monotonic: the solver uses a linear 
extrapolation in time of the previous incremental solution to begin the nonlinear 
equation solution of the following increment.  

Finally, in case of large displacement analyses the geometrical nonlinearities 
are considered.  

4.3 Reduced-scale wood circular arch 

4.3.1. Description of the model and experimental test  

The first case study is a 1:6 scale model of a circular arch, which has been 
built at the Politecnico di Torino (Figure 6). The arch span length is 0.62 m and 
the rise-to-span ratio is 0.3. The arch geometry coincides with the one of the head 
arches in the 1:5 scale model of masonry cross vault described in Rossi et al. 2016 
and analysed in the following section. The arch blocks of dimensions 0.5x1x2 cm 
are made of wood and are varnished with waterproofing paint, in line with the 
experiments described in Theodossopoulos et al. 2002 and D’Altri et al. 2019. 
They represent in scale the typical dimensions of brick blocks (6x12x24 cm). The 
wooden blocks are bonded by mortar, made of three parts of sand, one part of lime 
and one part of water, as in D’Altri et al. 2019. Bricks are laid so that the arch 
thickness is 1 cm.  

 The testing device was designed to perform opening tests (Figure 3b): one 
abutment is fixed, while the other can be moved horizontally by simply turning a 
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Fig. 6. The arch during construction (a) and after removal of scaffolding (b).



ribbed bar. The scaffolding can be mounted on the frame that links the two 
abutments and easily removed after completion.  

The test has been video recorded and pictures have been taken at each step 
of imposed displacement (every 2 mm). The abutment displacement has been 
recorded with a digital calliper. The ultimate displacement of the moving 
abutment is 13.74 mm, corresponding to a displacement to span ratio equal to 
2.22%. It is worth noting that the theoretical collapse mechanism should involve 
the symmetrical formation of five hinges. In the experimental campaign, the 
collapse mechanism involves only four hinges, as can be seen in Figure 7: the 
experimental asymmetrical collapse mechanism could be due to geometrical 
imperfections, as already observed by other authors (Ochsendorf 2002).  

4.3.2. Numerical modelling  

The mechanical model of the circular arch is built according to the 
simplified micro- modelling approach described in Section 2. It is worth noting 
that, under the hypotheses of i) no tensile strength and no cohesion of interfaces, 
ii) infinite compressive strength of blocks and iii) almost rigid blocks and 
interfaces, the behaviour of masonry structures relies only on their geometry and 
scale-effects can be neglected. For this reason, if blocks are stiff enough, the 
proposed modelling strategy may be considered as scale-independent and thus 
easily applied to reduced-scale models. In this case, expanded blocks that account 
for the 2 mm thickness of the mortar joints have been considered. The finite 
elements used for the blocks are linear hexahedra of 6 mm size; both abutments 
are pinned and a horizontal displacement is applied to one of them, constraining 
all other degrees of freedom. Numerical analysis is performed in two steps: in the 
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Fig.7  Formation of 4 hinges before collapse.



first one, dead load is applied; in the second one, horizontal displacement ux at 
one of the abutments is progressively imposed to simulate the experimental set-
up.  

The mechanical properties of the blocks and of friction interfaces between 
blocks are summarised in Table 1. Since no experimental tests were specifically 
performed to determine the mechanical properties of the adopted blocks and 
interfaces, all the reported values, except kn, have been taken from Carfagnini et 

al. 2018 and D’Altri et al. 2019, where experimental tests with assemblages of 
similar wood blocks and mortar were performed.  

The value of the normal stiffness kn was calibrated through a convergence 
analysis, where the displacement at collapse uc has been determined for different 
values of kn in the range 5·109-5·1015 N/m3.. Figure 8 plots uc versus kn: the 
ultimate displacement remains almost constant for values of kn above 5·1012 N/
m3. Therefore, this value is the one corresponding to almost rigid contact, and 
thus it has been employed for the following analyses.  

Figure 9 compares the collapse mechanism in experimental test and 
numerical simulation. The collapse mechanism observed in the numerical model 
consists in the simultaneous opening of two hinges at the abutments, resulting in a 
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Table 1: mechanical properties of blocks and interfaces for the wood arch Blocks 
Interfaces.

Fig. 8. Displacement at collapse versus kn.



five-hinge collapse mechanism (Figure 9). In Figure 10, the force-displacement 
curve of the numerical arch is represented. It can be observed that the collapse 
cannot be easily defined on the curve. The drops and jumps of the load-
displacement curve are due to the formation of hinges in the arch and their 
progressive translation from one joint to another, according to the expected 
collapse mechanism (see also Figure 12). The energy release due to the formation 
of such hinges induces some numerical instabilities which locally affects the 

global load-displacement curve. For this reason, the collapse has been visually 
identified in correspondence of the simultaneous opening of the hinges number 4 
and 5 (Figure 10, red circle). The numerical imposed displacement at collapse uc 
equals 12.82 mm, which is 6.7% lower than the one registered experimentally 
(13.74 mm).  

Figure 11 compares the deformed shapes in experimental test and numerical 
simulation for an imposed displacement of about 12.10 mm, corresponding to the 
last recorded picture before collapse. The numerical deformed shape agrees quite 
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Fig. 9. Comparison between collapse mechanism in experimental test (a) and 
numerical.simulation (b).

Fig. 10. Numerical load-displacement curve.



well with the experimental one, both in terms of vertical displacement at the key 
and in terms of position of hinges number 1, 2 and 3. It is worth noting that, in the 
experimental test, the hinge number 2 is not symmetrical with respect to the hinge 
number 3 and opens nearer to the moving abutment. This asymmetry is reasonably 
due to geometrical imperfections, as already pointed out in Section 4.1. Actually, 
the position of hinges number 2 and 3 changes during the evolution of the collapse 
mechanism also in the numerical simulation, as shown in Figure 12. In particular, 
they progressively move towards the key.  

In conclusion, the adopted micro-modelling approach has proved to be quite 
reliable in simulating a simple bi-dimensional collapse mechanism. Note that, in 
the opening mechanism of the arch, the friction behaviour of interfaces is 
expected to play a minor role. Therefore, the complete validation of the proposed 
interface model should be done considering different loading conditions and more 
complex structure. This will be done in the next section.  
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Fig. 11. Comparison between deformed and undeformed arch in experimental test (a) and 
numerical simulation (b).

Fig. 12. Evolution of the collapse mechanism in numerical simulation for imposed 
displacement from 10.32 to 12.10 mm. 



4.4 Reduced-scale plastic cross vault  

4.4.1. Description of the model and experimental tests  

The second case study is the 1:5 scale model of a cross vault built at the 
University of Genova and described in Rossi, Calderini and Lagomarsino 2016 
and Milani et al. 2016 (Figure 13). The cross vault has a square base, generated by 
the intersection of two semi-circular barrel vaults. The net span is approximately 
0.62 m, the rise is about 0.225 m and the vault is made of typical brick blocks (6 x 
12 x 24 cm, on a scale of 1:5). The model is assembled with dry joints; therefore, 
the blocks have been designed in stereotomy. The plastic blocks are made by a 3D 
prototyping technique called Selecting Laser Sintering. Inside each block a steel 
plate was inserted in order to increase the vault self-weight to provide stability 
under accidental actions.  

The model was used to perform several tests, aimed at simulating the typical 
collapse mechanism of vaults due to static settlements of the abutments or to 
seismic action. For the aim of the present study, the following will be considered 
(the interested reader can refer to the original papers for more details): the 
longitudinal opening test (OT), the simple shear test (ST) and the tilting-plane test 
(TT). The adopted experimental set-ups are schematised in Figure 14 and Figure 
15.  

 The testing device consisted of a special frame composed of four steel 
squared plates, where the abutments of the vault were rigidly constrained. The 
testing device allowed to measure both the imposed displacement and the 
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Fig. 13. The cross vault before scaffolding removal (a) and detail of the blocks (b) 



horizontal forces at the abutments. In the OT and ST two abutments are fixed, 
while the other two are moved  along the x and y axis, respectively. In the ST, the 
four plates are linked to each other by means of aluminium bar couples acting as 
tie-rods.  

In the TT (Milani et al. 2016), performed to simulate seismic direct action, 
the four abutments are fixed and the plane where the vault lies is progressively 
inclined of an angle α (Figure 15a), thus producing horizontal forces proportional 
to the masses. In order to simulate different directions of the seismic action, the 
test was performed in different configurations, by varying the angle θ between the 
axis of rotation of the tilting plane and the axes of symmetry of the vault (Figure 
15b).  
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Fig. 14. Experimental set up of OT (a) and ST (b).

Fig. 15. Experimental set up of TT in lateral (a) and plan (b) views.



4.4.2. Numerical modelling  

The geometrical model of the cross vault has been generated with 
Rhinoceros. The block size and dimensions are the same as in the plastic model, 
except for the blocks along the diagonal arches (Figure 16a), which were modified 
in order to simplify the subsequent definition of interfaces. Moreover, during 
construction of the plastic model in laboratory, some geometrical adjustments had 
to be made, and ad-hoc-shaped blocks were added in the middle of the four webs 
(see darker blocks in Figure 13a). These modifications of the initial geometry 
were not accounted for in the numerical simulation. The geometrical model has 
been imported in Abaqus (Abaqus v 2019) for the generation of the mechanical 
model (Figure 16b). The finite elements used for the bricks are linear hexahedra 
of 6 mm size, while the blocks along the diagonal arches and in the abutments are 
modelled using second order tetrahedra of the same approximate size. For the 
hexahedral elements the meshing technique is of structured type, while for the 
tetrahedra a free meshing algorithm has been adopted. The model used for ST is 
provided of additional elements to simulate the aluminium rods that link the four 
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Fig. 16. Geometrical (a) and finite element model (b) of the cross vault.



abutments. Each rod is modelled as a 1D truss element with circular section of 
area 1.49e-2 mm2 and the following mechanical properties: material density ρ = 
2700 kg/m3, elastic modulus E = 64000 MPa and Poisson coefficient ν = 0.3. 
Each abutment lies on an aluminium plate, which is rigidly constrained at the base 
and to which the aluminium rods are pinned. In order to simulate the constraint 
given by the angular aluminium plates, which have been inserted in the physical 
model in order to confine the first seven courses of bricks (Figure 13a), rigid tie 
elements connect the blocks of the first seven courses to the abutments.  

The mechanical properties of bricks and interfaces reported in Rossi, 
Calderini and Lagomarsino 2016 are summarised in Table 2 and highlighted in 
bold. The elastic modulus E was obtained by compression tests on masonry pillars 
made of six blocks. This means that it is an overall elastic modulus, taking into 
account the deformability of both plastic blocks and interfaces. The load-
displacement curves from three compression tests are reported in Figure 17. The 
elastic modulus of 120 MPa reported in Rossi, Calderini and Lagomarsino 2016 
was estimated as the slope of the curve steeper branch, averaged on the three 
curves (E4 in Figure 17b). The non-linear trend of the load-displacement curves 
suggest a possible overestimation of this value. Therefore, in the following 
subsection, a parametric analysis is performed by considering three other values 
of the elastic modulus (Table 2, Figure 17b): E1 = 20 MPa, which is the tangent 
stiffness at the origin; E2 = 40 MPa, being the secant stiffness corresponding to a 
compression of 1 kN; E3 = 80 MPa, which is the secant stiffness corresponding to 
the apex of the load-displacement curve. These values have been calculated for 
each curve and then averaged.  
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Fig. 17. Load-displacement curves from compression tests on six-block assemblages (a) 
and adopted criteria for calculation of the elastic modulus (b).



 Concerning the contact stiffness kn, its value, as already stated, should be 
calibrated in order to simulate an almost rigid contact. To do so, a convergence 
analysis has been carried out for each of the two extreme values of E (i.e. 20 and 
120 MPa). Due to the high computational effort that this analysis would require if 
performed on the entire vault model, a circular arch that coincides with the vault’s 
head arch was used instead. Similarly to the previous convergence analysis carried 
out on the wood circular arch, the analysis consists in an imposed horizontal 
displacement of one support. The displacement at collapse uc has been determined 
for increasing value of kn in the range 5·108-5·1015 N/m3. Figure 18 plots, for 
each value of E, the displacement at collapse uc versus kn and the load-
displacements curves obtained for kn = 5·1010 N/m3. The ultimate displacement 
remains almost constant for values of kn above 5·1010 N/m3 for both considered 
elastic moduli. Therefore, this latter can be considered as the minimum value to 
have almost rigid contacts.  

 

However, it can be noted from Figure 18a that there is a negligible 
difference in the estimation of the ultimate displacement for kn = 5·109 N/m3 and 
kn = 5·1010 N/m3. From trial analyses it has been assessed that this difference is 
negligible also for the vault, but the use of kn = 5·109 N/m3 instead of kn = 5·1010 

N/m3 dramatically reduces the computational effort of the analyses. Specifically, 
the estimated user times correspond to 1.11·105 s (30.8 hrs) and 2.85·105 s (79,1 
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Fig. 18. Displacement at collapse versus kn (a) and load-displacement curves for kn = 
5·1010 N/m3 (b) 

Table 2: mechanical properties of blocks and interfaces for the plastic vault.



hrs), respectively, which means a computational effort 2.5 times higher in the 
second case. For this reason, the value kn = 5·109 N/m3 has been used in all the 
subsequent analyses.  

In the following subsections, numerical simulations of the three 
experimental tests described in Section 4.2 are shown. In all cases, the analysis is 
performed in two steps, the first being the dead load condition. Regarding this 
condition, Figure 19 plots the vertical displacements due to dead load with E = 80 
MPa. For this set up, the maximum vertical displacement at the key is about 3.6 
mm. This value is much smaller than the one observed experimentally, as it will 
be discussed in the next paragraph.  

4.4.2.1 Opening test (OT)  

In the numerical simulation of the OT, two abutments are fixed, while the 
other two are subjected to an imposed displacement ux. A parametric analysis was 
carried out, by varying E in the range 20-120 MPa (Figure 20). In all cases the 
qualitative trend of the numerical curves well fit the experimental ones. Even 
though the curve obtained for the highest values of E provides the best 
approximation to the experimental curves in terms of resistance, it highly 
overestimates the ultimate displacement, which is about 70% higher than the 
experimental one. A possible reason for this discrepancy could be found in the 
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Fig. 19. Contour plot of vertical displacements [m] due to dead load.



overestimation of the block elastic modulus. Figure 20 shows that decreasing 
values of E correspond to an increase in resistance and a decrease in the ultimate 
displacement.  

A deeper insight into the obtained results is provided by looking at the 
deformed shapes, which are plotted for the case with E=80 MPa. Figure 21 shows 
the evolution of the collapse mechanism starting from the opening of the first 
hinge at the key. Figure 22 compares the numerical and experimental collapse 
shapes, together with the undeformed geometrical configuration (in light). The 
numerical one corresponds to an imposed displacement ux = 35 mm, when the 
three-hinge mechanism highlighted in Figure 22 begins. The numerical and 
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Fig. 20. Load-displacement curves for different values of E.

Fig. 21. Evolution of the collapse mechanism in numerical simulations.



experimental collapse shapes show a surprising similarity. Moreover, what clearly 
emerges by comparing Figure 22a and Figure 20b is that the initial geometry of 
the experimental model displays a deviation from the ideal geometry due to a 
lowering of the crown (blue arrows in Figure 22a). The latter is due to the vault 
settlement because of the dead load after scaffolding removal, and seems to be 
quite higher than the vertical displacement at the crown estimated numerically 
(Figure 19). This geometrical discrepancy, which was not recorded during the 
experimental campaign, is probably due to microscopic imperfections of the 
blocks used during construction and could be a further reason for the difference 
between experimental and numerical ultimate displacement. A way to overcome 
this issue could include a geometrical survey of the deformed shape of the 
experimental model after scaffolding removal. This could be used to create a 
numerical model in which the three-dimensional shape of the vault coincides with 
the recorded experimental data subjected only to its self-weight.  

  

4.4.2.2 Shear test (ST)  

In the numerical simulation of the ST, a parametric analysis on the elastic 
modulus E has been performed as in the OT. The obtained results in terms of load-
displacement curves are plotted in Figure 23. A very good agreement between 
numerical and experimental results can be observed. In this case, a decrease in the 
elastic modulus corresponds to a decrease in the vault resistance, while the 
ultimate displacement slightly changes and well fits the experimental one, 
whichever the value of E. The value of E that corresponds to the best fit to the 
experimental data is 80 MPa. This value will, therefore, be retained in the 
following analyses.  

The agreement with experimental results is also evident by looking at the 
collapse shapes. In Figure 24, the collapse mechanism is plotted in side and plan 
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Fig. 22. Comparison between collapse shapes in experimental test (Rossi, Calderini 
and Lagomarsino 2016) (a) and numerical model (b).



view (note that the numerical deformed shape is specular with respect to the 
experimental one). The numerical model is able to perfectly predict the position of 
the hinges in the perimetral arch and the crack formation along the diagonal 
arches.  
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Fig. 23. Load-displacement curves for different values of E.

Fig. 24. Comparison between collapse shapes in experimental test (Rossi, Calderini 
and Lagomarsino 2016) (a) and numerical model (b). 



4.4.2.3 Tilting-plane test (TT)  

Finally, the TT is numerically simulated for three different values of the 
azimuthal angle θ [0, 22.5, 45]°. The mechanical properties of blocks and 
interfaces are those selected from previous analysis, i.e., E=80 MPa and kn = 
5·109 N/m3. In the experimental set-up, the progressive inclination α of the 
horizontal plan where the vault is rigidly fixed has the effect of inducing a 
progressive decrease of the vertical component of the gravity acceleration and, in 
turn, an increase in the horizontal component. Specifically, the vertical component 
of g decreases proportionally to cosα, while the horizontal one increases 
proportionally to sinα (Figure 25).  

Figure 26a plots the resultant of the reaction forces at the abutments in the 
xy plane versus α for each θ direction while Figure 27 shows the corresponding 
collapse shapes. The collapse angle αc is estimated as the one corresponding to 
the peak value of Fxy. The obtained values of αc are plotted in Figure 26b versus 
θ. Similarly to the OT, the numerical ultimate capacity overestimates the 
experimental one, probably due to geometrical imperfections. Nevertheless, the 
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Fig. 25. Scheme of the TT gravity load in the experimental (a) and numerical (b) set- ups.

Fig. 26. Load-rotation curves (a) and collapse angle αc versus θ (b).



collapse mechanism almost perfectly reproduces the experimental one, as shown 
in Figure 28.  
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Figure 27: collapse mechanism in TT for different value of θ 

Fig. 28. Comparison between collapse shapes in experimental test (Milani et al. 2016) and 
numerical model at the step of incipient collapse (a) and during collapse (b).
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Chapter 5 

Structural analysis of masonry vaults of 
ideal geometry 

5.1 Introduction  

The FE micro-modeling methodology that was validated in Chapter 4, which has 
proven to be quite robust, is now implemented in the study of real scale masonry 
vaults. The advantage of the friction interface model previously described is that it 
requires the definition of a low number of parameters, which can be easily 
obtained by simple experimental tests, thus reducing modelling uncertainties. This 
approach could, therefore, be applied to historic masonry structures, which are 
usually characterized by extremely low tensile strength and low cohesion. The 
extension of the methodology to masonry characterized by high cohesion should 
be demonstrated. Furthermore, it is worth noting that this kind of modelling can 
be applied to historic masonry vaults characterized by regular apparatus, which is 
not always the case when historical structures are dealt with.  

The use of this approach allows to take into consideration several technological 
aspects related to vaults’ construction, that are usually non accounted for in vault’s 
structural analyses, i.e. the masonry apparatus, boundary conditions, the presence 
of infill. Thanks to the performed analyses, in this chapter I will discuss the 
influence of these technological features on the global behavior of barrel vaults 
and cross vaults under several load conditions. Comparison in terms of reaction 
forces, load-displacement curves and collapse shapes will be made. 
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5.2 Geometry and mechanical parameters 

The chosen case studies include two macro-geometries: a simple vault 
geometry such as a barrel vault, and a more complex form such as a cross vault. 
The barrel vault has a rectangular base: the net span of the arch is approximately 
3.1 m, the rise is about 1.175 m, and the length of the vault is 5.30 m. Three 
patterns were modeled: radial bricks, diagonal bricks and vertical bricks (Figure 
1). The cross vault has a square base and is generated by the intersection of two 
semi-circular barrel vaults, with the same net span and rise as the previous one. 
This geometry mimics in full scale the one of the physical model described in 
Rossi et al. (2016) and numerically simulated in Chapter 4. Four patterns were 
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig.1 Discretization of the barrel vault model with three patterns: a) radial; b) 
diagonal; c) vertical.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2 Discretization of the cross vault model with three patterns: a) radial; b) Diagonal; 
c) vertical; d) pitched.



modelled: radial bricks, vertical bricks, pitched bricks and diagonal bricks (Figure 
2).  

The discretization of the vault’s geometry was performed with blocks of the 
size of typical bricks (6 x 12 x 24 cm) except for the blocks along the diagonal 
arches in the cross vaults and for the blocks along the seam in the ridge of the 
diagonal barrel vault, which were modified in order to simplify contact definition 
in the FEM environment. All the geometrical models have been generated with 
the modelling software Rhinoceros and subsequently imported in Abaqus for the 
generation of the structural models. The finite elements used for the bricks are 
linear hexahedra of 30 mm size, resulting in a maximum brick to element size 
ratio equal to 0.5. The blocks along the seam in the ridge of the diagonal barrel 
vault and along the diagonal arches and the abutments of the cross vault are 
modelled using second-order tetrahedra of the same approximate size. For the 
hexahedral elements the meshing technique is of structured type, while for the 
tetrahedra a free meshing algorithm has been adopted.  

Mechanical properties of blocks and interfaces are summarised in Table 1. The 
adopted values are those suggested in Rossi et al. (2016) for historic brick-
masonry. The value of the normal stiffness in compression kn has been calibrated 
by the authors to assure quasi-rigid contact. To do so, a convergence analysis has 
been carried out. Due to the high computational effort that this analysis would 
require if performed on the entire vault model, a circular arch that coincides with 
the vault’s head arch was used instead. The analysis consists of an imposed 
horizontal displacement of one support. The displacement at collapse uc has been 
determined for increasing value of kn in the range 5·107–5·1017 N/m3. Figure plots 
the displacement at collapse uc versus kn and the load-displacements curves 
obtained for kn = 5 · 109 N/m3. The ultimate displacement remains almost constant 
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Fig. 3 Example of discretization of a vault’s geometry.



for values of kn above 5 · 109 N/m3. Therefore, this can be considered as the 
minimum value to have almost rigid contacts.

 

5.3 Static behavior under self weight 

The analysis is performed in one step, over which gravitational acceleration is 
increased linearly in order to simulate self-weight. The numerical calculation 
procedure adopted is the dynamic implicit analysis with quasi-static loading. All 
nodes at the abutments are pinned, resulting in fixed supports. Moreover, in order 
to confine the head arches of each vault, vertical Rigid Confinements (RC) 
adjacent to the head arches are modelled as solid plates of 30 mm in thickness, 
meshed with linear hexahedra of 30 mm in size (Figure 5). All nodes of the RC’s 
outer surfaces are pinned, resulting in fixed elements. Contact between the blocks 
of head arches and walls is defined using the same interface behaviour adopted in 
the block-to-block contact definition. This means that normal compressive forces 
can arise, whereas no tension forces can develop. Shear forces along the planes of 
the walls can be generated, depending on the normal forces, according to a Mohr-
Coulomb criterion.  
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Blocks Interfaces
ρ [kg/m3] E [MPa] ν [-] µ [-] kn [N/m3]

1800 1200 0.2 0.5 5·109

Table 1: mechanical properties of blocks and interfaces.

Fig. 4 Displacement at collapse versus kn (a) and load-displacement curve for kn = 5 · 109 
 N/m3 (b).



Figure 6 depicts a schematic representation of the reaction forces that will 
be monitored in the various models. In the scheme, Rxabt, Ryabt and Rzabt represent 
the sum of the horizontal (longitudinal and transversal) and vertical  reaction 
forces along one spring line, whereas Rxhead, Ryhead and Rzhead represent the 
horizontal (perpendicular and parallel to the RC) and vertical reaction forces in 
one vertical RC. Note that in the barrel vault Ryhead is always null. 

 

5.3.1 Barrel vaults 

The static analyses performed on the three barrel vault models show that 
their structural response changes with different internal micro-geometries, even 
though the macro-geometry is the same. A first result that we can observe is 
related to the deformability of the structures. Figure 7 shows the contour plots of 
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Fig. 5 Example of a geometrical model (left) and structural mesh (right) of a cross vaults 
with radial pattern and rigid vertical confinement.

Fig. 6 Schematic representation of boundary conditions applied to the models.



vertical displacement under self-weight for the three barrel vaults: the maximum 
vertical displacement for all configurations is located at the crown of the vault and 
is equal to 7.2 mm in the case of radial bricks, 6.50 mm for diagonal bricks and 
2.74 mm for vertical bricks. From these data, the vertical brick configuration is 
the one that provides the greatest stiffness to the barrel vault. Furthermore, the 
distribution of vertical displacement along the longitudinal direction is almost 
constant in the vertical brick configuration, which means that this vault almost 
behaves as a two-dimensional system. This was expected and due to the fact that 
there is no interlocking between subsequent arches, in contrast to the other two 
patterns. In fact, the interlocking in the longitudinal direction provided by the 
radial and diagonal patterns results in a more pronounced three-dimensional 
behaviour, as shown by the variable distribution of displacements along the 
longitudinal axis. It is worth noting that this distribution is asymmetrical in the 
case of the diagonal pattern.   

In Figure 8 the values of the reaction forces at one abutment and one head 
wall are plotted, normalized to the vault’s self-weight, for each pattern. The 
vertical vault is the one that interacts the least with the adjacent transversal RC 
(having the lowest reaction at the head walls), contrary to the diagonal vault, 
which is the one that interacts the most. The vertical vault is the one that produces 
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Fig. 7 Vertical displacement [m] in barrel vaults with a) radial pattern, b) diagonal 
pattern, c) vertical pattern.



the greatest horizontal thrust at the abutment, contrary to some speculations found 
in the nineteenth-century treatises (Choisy 1883). The horizontal thrust 
perpendicular to the head walls is the greatest when a diagonal pattern is used, 
being three times greater than with a vertical pattern and more than five times than 
with a radial pattern. This results in a reduction of the horizontal thrust at the 
abutments (Ryabt), which with this pattern is almost 25% less than in vertical brick 
vaults.  
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Fig. 8 Barrel vaults reaction forces.

Fig. 9 Horizontal reaction forces [N] along the abutments in a) radial, b) 
diagonal, c) vertical barrel vaults.



Figure 9 plots the distribution of thrust forces along the supports. The thrust 
distribution is almost constant in vertical and radial brick vaults, but in the latter 
the zones close to the head walls experience a greater reduction of thrust forces 
than in the former. This is in agreement with what has been observed in Figure 7 
and Figure 8. In contrast, the diagonal vault experiences a non-constant thrust 
distribution along the abutments.  

If lateral Rigid Confinements are removed, radial and vertical vaults can 
still find equilibrium. On the contrary, barrel vaults discretized with a diagonal 
pattern show  a local collapse at the head arches, as shown in Figure 10. For this 
reason, in the subsequent sections, the diagonal vault will always be analyzed in 
presence of lateral confinement. 

5.3.2 Cross vaults 

In the case of cross vaults, radial, diagonal, vertical and pitched patterns 
were analyzed. The vertical pattern can be considered as a version of the pitched 
vault, in which the inclination of the courses is zero (parallel courses are perfectly 
vertical). This is studied in order to underline the importance of the angle 
inclination. As a matter of fact, the numerical simulation of the cross vault 
arranged with vertical pattern shows that this type of brick laying does not allow 
for equilibrium in cross vaults. The vertical arches are stable only until they can 
be supported by the abutments, and the courses that are not directly in contact 
with the supports slide vertically (Figure 11). The pitched pattern was then 
analyzed, consisting in slightly non-vertical parallel arched courses, as seen in 
Figure 12. This building technique, used in barrel vault construction to build 
without the use of formwork, as previously discussed, plays a crucial structural 
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Fig. 10 Sliding mechanism occurring in a diagonal barrel vault under self-weight when 
no lateral confinement is provided.



role in the case of cross vaults. The non-vertical planes of the arches, specular 
with respect to the symmetry axes of the vault, prevent the arched courses from 
sliding downward. However, this masonry apparatus can allow for equilibrium 
only if head walls can withstand the thrust generated by the vault along the head 
arches. In order to evaluate the vault’s capability to find equilibrium with pitched 
bricks and to study the role of head walls, two tests were performed in the 
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Fig. 11 Sliding mechanism occurring in a vertical cross vault under self-weight.

Fig. 12 Pitched cross vault with head walls (left) and without head walls (right) under 
self-weight.

Fig. 14 Radial cross vault with head walls (left) and without head walls (right) under 
self-weight (amplification factor =100).

Fig. 13 Diagonal cross vault with head walls (left) and without head walls (right) under 
self-weight.



numerical model: with and without Rigid lateral Confinement. Figure 13 plots the 
deformed shape of the cross vault under self-weight with the two different 
boundary conditions. It emerges that this masonry apparatus allows for 
equilibrium under self-weight only if the vault is confined by head walls. 
Otherwise, a sliding mechanism, similar to the one described in the vertical 
pattern, occurs. Similar results are obtained with the diagonal pattern. When this 
pattern is employed, the role of lateral confinement is crucial. As a matter of fact, 
the vault can not find equilibrium in the outer parts of the webs when confinement 
is not provided. However, contrary to the pitched vault, the entire structure does 
not collapse, but it appears to be stable along the diagonal arches.  
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Fig. 15 Vertical displacement [m] in cross vaults with a) pitched pattern, b) diagonal 
pattern c) confined radial pattern, d) non-confined radial pattern.

(a)

(d)(c)

(b)



The same analyses were performed on the radial brick cross vault model. 
Contrary to the pitched cross vault and diagonal cross vault, the radial vault can 
find equilibrium even if lateral confinements are removed. Comparison between 
deformed shapes, obtained in the confined (Figure 14, left) and non-confined 
configuration (Figure 14, right), shows that head walls contribute to stiffen the 
system, avoiding the out-of-plane deformation of the head arches. This is also 
evident when looking at the contour plots of vertical displacements (Figure 15), 
which are almost 65% smaller at the crown when walls are present.  

Figure 15 also makes it possible to compare the displacement field between 
pitched and radial pattern with the same boundary conditions (i.e., with head 
walls). Despite the fact that the maximum displacement at the crown is almost the 
same, with the pitched pattern the area which undergoes the highest displacements 
is more extended than in the radial pattern.  

Finally, Figure 16 plots the reaction forces at the abutments and at the head 
walls for the three stable configurations. The diagonal pattern is the one which 
corresponds to the lowest vertical and horizontal force at the abutments, since part 
of the vault’s self-weight is taken by the head walls, thanks to the bed joint 
inclination. On the contrary, the pitched vault is responsible for the highest 
horizontal thrust at the head walls. The same does not occur in the radial pattern, 
since all the vault’s self-weight is entirely taken by the vertical reaction forces at 
the abutments. However, if confinement walls are present, the horizontal thrust 
slightly decreases at the abutments, being partially absorbed by the lateral 
confinement.   
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Fig. 16 Cross vault reaction forces.



5.4 Static behavior under abutments’ settlement 

5.4.1 Barrel vaults 
5.4.1.1 Load conditions 

The vault is subject to its self-weight and to settlements of one abutment. 
Three kinds of settlement are applied: a horizontal settlement of one abutment in x 
direction, resulting in an opening (O) mechanism (Figure 17 a); a horizontal 
settlement of one abutment in y direction, resulting in a shear (S) mechanism 
(Figure 17 b); a vertical (V) settlement of one abutment (Figure 17c ) 

5.4.1.2 Parametric analyses 
The following technological aspects are considered in the subsequent 

parametric analyses: i. the masonry pattern; ii. the vault boundary conditions; iii. 
the presence of infill.  
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Fig. 18 No confinement (NC) (a), Rigid lateral confinement (RC) (b), and boundary 
deformable arches (DA) (c) 

Fig. 17 Scheme of the imposed displacements and measured reaction forces at the 
abutments: opening (a), shear (b) and vertical (c) settlement.



Three patterns will be considered in the first parametric study (i.e. radial, 
diagonal and vertical). In the second parametric analysis three different boundary 
conditions are investigated, representing confined and not confined vaults (Figure 
18 ). According to the numerical investigation performed in Chapter 5.3.1, the 
vault arranged with a diagonal pattern is not able to find stability under self 
weight if no supports are provided at the head arches. In this case, two different 
lateral confinement are adopted depending on the load condition. In the case of 
opening and vertical settlement, the vault is confined by rigid boundaries along 
the perimeter (RC) (Figure 18 b). The unilateral constraint to the head arches is 
provided by modelling solid plates of 30 mm thickness, whose nodes are all 
pinned. In the case of shear settlement, confinement is obtained through 
deformable boundary arches (DA), with about twice the vault thickness (27 cm) 
and 50 cm depth (Figure 18 c). Both RC and DA are modelled with blocks with 
the same mechanical properties as the vault. Contact between the blocks of head 
arches and boundary structures is defined using the same interface behaviour 
adopted in the block-to-block contact definition. This means that normal 
compressive forces can arise, while no tension forces can develop. Shear forces 
along the planes of the boundary structures can be generated, depending on the 
normal forces, according to a Mohr-Coulomb criterion.   
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Table 2 Summary of the parametric analyses.

Brick pattern Boundary condition Load condition

Radial Diagonal Vertical NC RC DA O S V

x x x
x x x
x x x
x x x
x x x
x x x

x x x
x x x
x x x

x x x
x x x
x x x
x x x
x x x
x x x



5.4.1.3 Effects of brick pattern 
Opening settlement (O) 

This loading condition has been studied with the rigid lateral restraint 
condition (RC) only. The test is performed by moving one abutment in the y-
direction. The two RC and the other abutment are kept fixed. Figure 19 plots the 
load-displacement curves in the case of opening settlement for all the three 
considered masonry patterns. The curves are built by plotting the horizontal 
thrusts (a) and the vertical reaction force at the abutment (b) on the moving side of 
the vault divided by the weight of the vault (W), versus the horizontal 
displacement of the moving support uy divided by the span of the vault L. Figure 
20 reports the total horizontal reaction force in x (a) and y (b) direction at the 
fixed lateral rigid boundaries. The markers introduced in the mentioned Figures 
identify the imposed displacement corresponding to the activation of a global or 
local failure mechanism. They have been determined by monitoring the 
differential vertical displacement of two adjacent bricks (Figure 21b), whose 
position is highlighted by yellow circles in Figure 23 (the crown of the vaults has 
been monitored in all three cases), and identify the point along the curve 
corresponding to a sudden increase of differential displacement, meaning that the 
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Fig.19 Reaction forces Ry (a) and Rz (b) at the moving abutment versus imposed 
displacement for opening settlement

Fig.20 Reaction forces Rx (a) and Ry (b) at the rigid confinement versus imposed 
displacement for opening settlement



bricks start sliding. If these points are considered as a measure of the vault 
displacement capacity, Figure 19 evidences an increasing displacement capacity 
passing from radial to diagonal to vertical pattern. In particular, the vertical vault 
has the largest displacement capacity (more than 3 times of the radial vault). It is 
worth noting that, in the case of radial and vertical pattern, the horizontal thrusts 
in x direction against the rigid boundary have small values, almost equal to zero, 
at the beginning of the opening test. This is not true for the diagonal pattern, for 
which the value of Rxabt/W is 14.3% at the beginning of the opening test. 
However, for increasing values of uy, this value increases of about 17.8% in the 
case of diagonal vaults, whereas in the case of radial and vertical vaults the 
increase is much greater: 119% and 114  respectively.  

The reported deformed shapes (Figure 22) allow observing quite different 
collapse mechanisms depending on the masonry pattern. While the radial and 
vertical vaults display a more global mechanism, with formation of hinges in the 
normal direction with respect to the imposed settlement, the diagonal vault shows 
a local failure at the crown while the rest of the structure appears to be stable. In 
the radial vault, a 5 hinge symmetric mechanism is visible in the region near the 
center of the vault, which is a typical collapse mechanism of an arch undergoing 
this kind of settlement. On the contrary, the head arches that are in contact with 
the RC, tend to maintain their initial shape and deform much less. Therefore the 
failure of the structure is due to collapse of the central area of the vault. The 
vertical vault shows a greater interaction with the RC and the arched courses in 
proximity to the confinement tend to maintain their initial shape throughout the 
test. Also in this case the failure of the structure is due to the collapse of the 
central region of the vault. 

Figure 23  plots the isocontour of the vertical displacement uz corresponding to the 
same opening settlement ux/L= 3.26 % for all the brick patterns. The radial pattern 
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Fig.21 Reaction forces Rz (a) at the rigid confinement and differential vertical 
displacement (b) versus imposed displacement for opening settlement



shows a maximum value at the crown along the y axis, in correspondence of the 
hinge formation at the intrados. The vault with diagonal pattern has smaller 
displacements in terms of magnitude, being the crown of the vault the area 
subjected to the greatest displacement. The vertical vault shows a similar 
displacement field to the one of the radial vault, but maximum values of  vertical 
displacement at the crown of about half the magnitude.  

It is noteworthy to observe that, if compared to the state of the vault with vertical 
and radial pattern, the numerical analysis of the case with diagonal pattern shows 
a local collapse at the center of the vault (identified with the square marker on the 
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Radial Diagonal Vertical

Fig. 22 Deformed shapes for opening settlement: axonometric view (first row), x-z 
plane view (second row), x-y plane view (third row) and plan view (fourth row). Rigid 

confinement walls are removed from the visualization. 

Fig. 23 Contour plot of uz displacement [m] corresponding to an imposed opening 
settlement uy /L= 3.26% for vertical (a), diagonal (b) and radial (c) pattern.



load displacement curves), whereas the the other vaults show a global collapse 
mechanism. However, the local collapse of the diagonal vaults occurs at greater 
values of imposed displacement if compared to the radial vault (4.45% vs. 
3.15%). The vertical vault shows an ultimate displacement uy/L before collapse of 
12,37%, proving that such orientation of the brick courses is more effective in 
preventing the structural collapse after an horizontal settlement at the abutments, 
in the presence of rigid lateral confinement. 

Vertical settlement (V) 
This simulation has been performed by moving one abutment along the z-

direction, while the lateral rigid confinements (RC) are kept fixed. Figure 24 plots 
the vertical reaction forces Rz (a) and horizontal reaction forces Ry (b) at the 
moving abutment versus the imposed displacement for vertical settlement for the 
three brick patterns with rigid lateral confinement with the aim of simulating the 
effects of vertical foundation subsidence on a barrel vault confined by adjacent 
bearing structures. Figure 25 reports the vertical and horizontal reaction forces 
registered at the RC and Figure 26 illustrates the vertical reaction force at the RC 
and the differential displacements of sliding bricks that show the initiation of a 
local or global collapse mechanism. This latter graph shows that the vertical 
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Fig.24 Reaction forces Rz (a) and Ry (b) at the moving abutment versus imposed 
displacement for vertical settlement

Fig.25 Reaction forces Rx (a) and Ry (b) at the rigid confinement versus imposed 
displacement for vertical settlement
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Fig.26 Reaction forces Rz (a) at the rigid confinement and differential vertical 
displacement (b) versus imposed displacement for vertical settlement

Radial

Confronti conf

Diagonal Vertical

Fig. 27 Deformed shapes for vertical settlement: axonometric view (first row), x-z plane 
view (second row), x-y plane view (third row) and plan view (fourth row). Rigid 

confinement walls are removed from the visualization. 

Fig. 28 Contour plot of uz displacement [m] corresponding to an imposed vertical 
settlement uz /L= 9.28 % for vertical (a), diagonal (b) and radial (c) pattern.



pattern under the effect of the lateral confinement is able to provide the vault with 
a ductile behavior which allows for high post-elastic vertical settlements over 
15.5% uy/L. The local collapse is  also shown on the load displacement curves by 
markers: in the case of the diagonal vault it is visible that the beginning of the 
local collapse does not modify substantially the global load-displacement curve, 
whereas the structure’s failure corresponds to a drop of forces in the case of 
vertical and radial pattern. However, it should be noteworthy to remark that, even 
though the vault maintains a sort of global stability for significant vertical 
settlements before the complete loss of bearing capacity, the local collapse which 
starts for smaller values of uz in form of drop and loss of bricks can represent a 
risk during the service life of the structure for the safety and safeguard of human 
lives. The local collapse in the diagonal vault occurs at a vertical settlement of 
9.67% uy/W, slightly greater that the vertical settlement to which the radial vault 
shows a total collapse (8.64 uy/W). As in the Opening Test, the vertical pattern 
provides the greatest ductility: global collapse occurs for a settlement of 16.30 uy/
W. In Figure 27 the collapse mechanisms are depicted: it can be deduced that the 
vault with diagonal courses is subjected to a damage mainly localized in the 
proximity of the keystones of the ring arches that are in contact with the RC,  
whereas vertical and radial vaults show a more global collapse shape. Finally, in 
Figure 28 it is possible to observe the position of the first brick to fall during the 
test. 

Shear settlement (S) 

The influence of the brick pattern in barrel vaults undergoing shear 
settlements is investigated in vaults provided with lateral deformable arches (DA). 
Figure 29 plots the resultant reaction forces at the vault’s moving abutments 
(Rx,abt) and on the confining structures (Rx,DA.), i.e., on the deformable arches 
abutments, in the direction of the imposed displacement versus ux.  Figure 30 and 
31 plot the reaction forces in x direction at the vault’s abutments and at the DA 
abutments, respectively. Figure  32 to 34 show the reaction forces at the moving 
abutments (Total, Vault, DA) in the y direction. The reaction forces are normalised 
to the vault weight W (without considering the deformable arches’ weight), while 
ux is scaled with respect to the vault span L. The markers on the load displacement 
curves are referred to the value of imposed displacement that corresponds to the 
activation of a failure mechanism. They have been identified, as explained in the 
previous section, by referring to the sudden increase in the differential vertical 
displacement of two bricks, identified for each vault in Figure 37. 
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Fig.29 Reaction forces Rx at the moving abutment and at the Deformable Arches 
versus imposed displacement for shear test.

Fig. 31 Reaction forces Rx at the moving abutments of the Deformable Arches 
versus imposed displacement for shear test.

Fig. 30 Reaction forces Rx at the moving abutment of the vault  versus imposed 
displacement for shear test.

Fig. 32 Reaction forces Ry at the moving abutment and at the Deformable Arches 
versus imposed displacement for shear test.



In order to compare the obtained load-displacement curves of total reaction 
force, the following quantities have been identified (Figure 35):  

• Rmax, corresponding to the peak value of the reaction force;  

• umax, corresponding to the maximum imposed settlement, i.e., the last point 
in the load-displacement curve;  

• Kel, the elastic stiffness, calculated as the ratio R60/u60 between the 60% of 
Rmax and the corresponding settlement  

• the ductility u80/u60 , where u80 is the settlement corresponding to R80, i.e., 
to a post-peak 20% reduction of Rmax. Note that u80 is assumed equal to 
umax in case the reduction of Rmax in the post-peak branch was less than 
20% (e.g. in the pitched radial vault). 
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Fig. 33 Reaction forces Ry at the moving abutment of the vault  versus imposed 
displacement for shear test.

Fig. 34 Reaction forces Ry at the moving abutments of the Deformable Arches versus 
imposed displacement for shear test.



Table 3 reports the values of the above-defined quantities, while Table 4 reports 
their variation with respect to the radial pattern case, where ΔQ= (Qpattern-Qradial)/
Qradial *100 and Q is the generic quantity.

On the basis of the above-defined quantities, the three vaults have quite 
different capacity and their behaviour is quite different in terms of elastic stiffness 
and ductility. Specifically, the vertical vault is the one characterised by the lowest 
elastic stiffness (almost 90% lower than the radial vault) whereas the diagonal 
vaults provides the greatest elastic stiffness, 193% greater than the radial 
vault. Local collapse occurs for small values of imposed displacement ux in the 
diagonal vault (1.5cm): this stage almost correspond the peak force value (Rmax) 
of the system. In vertical and radial vaults, the local collapse correspond to a more 
advanced stage of the analysis, toward the end of the load-displacement curves. In 
all graphs it is possible to see a drop of force and increase of instabilities after 
local collapse occur, meaning that the vaults have reached their ultimate 
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Pattern Rmax [N] umax [m] R60 [N] u60 [m] Kel [N/m] u80 [m]
u80 / u60 

[-]
umax local 

[m]

Radial 7025 0.098 4215 0.00875 481714 0.079 9.03 0.077

Diagonal 14917 0.104 8950.2 0.0063 1415063 0.098 15.49 0.015

Vertical 19660 0.47 11796 0.2389 49376 0.47 1.97 0.407

Table 3: Table of critical quantities

Pattern ΔRmax  [%] ΔKel  [%] Δu80 / u60 [%] Δumax local [%]

Diagonal 71.61 193.76 171.61 -80.73

Vertical -78.21 -89.75 21.79 425.89

Table 4: Percentage variation of peak reaction force, elastic stiffness and ductility with 
respect to the radial configuration

Fig. 35 Critical quantities monitored on the load-displacement curves.



displacement. This behavior does not occur in the diagonal vault, in which after 
the initiation of local collapse, the structure re-assess. 

The deformed shapes at the end of the load displacement curves in Figure 36 
testify the influence of the masonry pattern on the collapse mechanism. Note that 
deformed shapes are plotted without boundary arches, with the exception of plan 
views and axonometric views, to better highlight the collapse mechanism of the 
vaults. In the radial vault, this involves the formation of hinges parallel to the x 
axis. When bricks are laid diagonally, a local failure starts at the crown of the 
vault and it involves a few courses that point toward the center of the vault. In the 
vertical vault, cracks occur parallel to the bed joints (hence perpendicular to the x-
axis), because separation of subsequent independent arches occur near the heads 
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Fig. 37 Contour plot of uz displacement [m] corresponding to an imposed vertical 
settlement uz /L= 0.33 % for radial (a), diagonal (b) and vertical (c) pattern.

Radial Diagonal Vertical

Fig. 36 Deformed shapes for shear test: axonometric view (first row), x-z plane view 
(second row), x-y plane view (third row) and plan view (fourth row). Deformable Arches  

are removed from x-z plane and  x-y plane view. 



of the vault. The different deformation mechanism induced by different brick 
laying is also highlighted looking at the distribution of vertical displacements for 
fixed shear settlement of 0.33%, which corresponds to the maximum displacement 
achieved by the diagonal vault before a local collapse at the crown is initiated. 
The maximum vertical displacements occur at the center of the vaults in the case 
of diagonal pattern, whereas in the other two cases deformations are localized at 
the head arches. In the case of the radial vault, the areas where maximum 
deformation occurs will correspond to the definition of longitudinal cracks. The 
vertical vault appears to be the less deformed at this stage of the test. 

The great  capacity that  the vertical  vault  shows, if  compared to the other two 
vaults, may be the result of an overestimation due to some simplifications of the  
adopted mechanical model. As a matter of fact, the adopted constitutive law for 
blocks is  linear  elastic  (infinite  compressive strength)  and the interactions law 
between blocks is rigid in compression, as stated in previous sections. This may 
result  in  an  over  estimation  of  the  strength  of  the  assemblage  with  regard  to  
stresses normal to bed joints.  When the vertical pattern is used, bed joints are 
normal to the direction of the applied movement (x-axis), hence the role of normal 
stresses may be relevant in this assemblage, for the considered load case.  

5.4.1.4 Effects of boundary conditions 

The vaults with radial and vertical brick pattern are used for investigating 
the effects due to the boundary conditions for each load case. Diagonal vaults are 
not considered in this section because they appeared to be not stable without 
lateral confinement. Figure 38, 40 and 42 plot the load-displacement curves 
obtained for opening, vertical and shear settlements of confined and not confined 
vaults. The reaction force reported in the graphs is given by the moving 
abutments. The confinement considered for both opening and vertical settlement 
is constituted by lateral rigid boundaries (RC), while the influence of deformable 
arches is investigated for the shear mechanism. The trend of the obtained curves 
allows some general observations to be outlined. 

In the opening settlement (Figure 38) the load-displacement curves show a 
remarkable influence of the lateral boundaries (RC) on the vertical vault. As a 
matter of fact the ultimate displacement before collapse in the confined vertical 
vault is almost 3 times the ultimate displacement of the not-confined vault 
(12.37% vs. 4.17 % uy/L). The change of sign of the confined vault’s load-
displacement curve (negative for uy/L >2%) is possibly justified by an increasing 
normal compression force on the RC, hence of tangential forces in y and z 
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direction, as can be seen in Figure 22. Increasing normal compressive forces on 
the bed joints planes of parallel arched courses, yield greater tangential forces  
that prevent every arched course to deform independently, resulting in a greater 
displacement capacity of the vault. This does not occur in the radial vault, for 
which the presence or RC is much less significant: the ultimate displacement for 
radial vault increases of only 0.28% (2.88%  vs 3.16% uy/L ). Comparing vertical 
and radial vaults, it can be seen that the influence of the brick pattern is much less 
evident when RC are not present. However, even when lateral boundaries are not 
provided, the vertical vault offers the best performance under horizontal 
differential settlement, showing and increase of 1.1% of ultimate  horizontal 
displacement capacity. 

The qualitative collapse mechanisms are depicted in Figure 39 for confined/not 
confined vaults, subjected to opening settlement. It can be noted that for both 
radial and vertical vaults, if RC are removed, a symmetric collapse mechanism is 
shown. In particular, a 5-hinge mechanism triggers the collapse. However, in the 
case of vertical pattern, subsequent arches are discretized differently, meaning that 
head joints are not aligned: this allows for the formation of hinges in the x-
direction in an alternate fashion. The slightly different position of hinges in the 
subsequent arches provides different ultimate displacement capacity, hence 
collapse is not simultaneous for all parallel arches. Moreover, the effect of 
independent deformation of single arches is diminished in the central area of the 
vault. As a matter of fact, the local collapse of the first arches is located near the 
head arches. If RC are present, the confinement effect produces a non symmetric 
collapse shape. When both patterns are used, the area located near the RC tend to 
deform less than the center of the vault, thanks to the friction between lateral 
confinements and the head arches. Collapse is reached first at the center of the 
vault, as can be seen in Figure 39. Also the crack pattern changes: in the central 
area of the vaults the cracks are similar to the not-confined vaults, being parallel 
to the x-axis, but moving toward the RC, cracks become inclined. 
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Fig. 38 Reaction forces Ry and Rz at the moving abutment of confined vaults and not 
confined vaults (NC) versus imposed displacement for Opening test.



Under vertical settlement of one abutment, the radial vault appears to be the 
most sensitive to the presence of lateral confinement, as can be seen in Figure 40. 
A decrease of ultimate displacement capacity of about 2.78% uz/L is shown, 
whereas the vertical vault is almost not influenced by the presence of RC, since 
either the shape of the load-displacement curves, nor the ultimate displacement 
change significantly in the two configurations. Vertical vaults show the greatest 
ductile behavior also for this load condition.  

The collapse shapes of the not-confined vaults resemble the one of arches 
undergoing vertical differential settlement of one abutment: a 4-hinge mechanism 
is shown. However, in the vertical vault, subsequent arches behave independently 
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Fig. 40 Reaction forces Rz and Ry at the moving abutment of confined vaults and not 
confined vaults (NC) versus imposed displacement for Vertical settlement test.

Radial NC Vertical NCRadial Confined Vertical Confined

Fig. 39 Deformed shapes for opening settlement: axonometric view (first row), x-z 
plane view (second row), x-y plane view (third row) and plan view (fourth row). Rigid 

confinement walls are removed from the visualization. 



due to a different potion of the head joint, hence a different position of hinges. 
Just like in the Opening test, this effect is diminished in the center of the vault. 
Indeed, local collapse of the first arched course is located at the head arches. The 
presence of RC has a similar effect as in the Opening test, resulting in a restraint 
of the head arches, and therefore in the bending of parallel cracks toward the later 
confinement.   

Also for the shear loading condition (horizontal movement of one abutment 
along the x direction), vertical vaults are most greatly influenced by the presence 
of lateral confinement, represented in this test by deformable arches (DA). Table 5 
and Table 6 summarize the critical quantities deduced from the load displacement 
curves of Figure 42. It is clear how the absence of DA results in a decrease of 
peak force values, ductility and elastic stiffness. All these quantities decrease 
much less in radial vaults than in vertical vaults. In the latter, the lateral 
confinement provided by the deformable arches is crucial in order to stabilize the 
first brick courses along the head arches, which under this loading condition tend 
to separate and collapse with an out of plane overturning, as shown by the 
collapse mechanism in Figure 43. This overturning is prevented by DA, when 
these are present, hence postponing the local collapse. If DA are not present, 
radial and vertical vaults show similar peak force values corresponding to a local 
collapse. However, elastic stiffness values differ greatly, being the vertical vault 
the less stiff. For this pattern, the values of imposed displacement corresponding 
to the activation of a local collapse are almost 2 times the ones of a radial vault. 
Moreover, even after the local collapse of the head arches, the vertical vault 
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Radial VerticalRadial Vertical

Fig. 41 Deformed shapes for vertical settlement: axonometric view (first row), x-z plane 
view (second row), x-y plane view (third row) and plan view (fourth row). Rigid 

confinement walls are removed from the visualization. 



maintains a steady increase of force. On the contrary, after local collapse in the 
case of radial brick, the structure will soon undergo a global collapse. The 
collapse mechanism of both radial and vertical vaults do not change 
conspicuously when DA are present: for example, in the case of vertical vaults the 
first arched brick-courses detach from the rest of the vaults and begin to lean 
against the DA, which provide support and block the overturning.  
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Fig. 42 Reaction forces Rx at the moving abutment (vault + DA in case of confined 
vaults) of confined vaults and not confined vaults (NC) versus imposed displacement for 

Vertical settlement test.

Pattern Rmax [N] umax [m] R60 [N] u60 [m] Kel [N/m] u80 [m]
u80 / u60 

[-]
umax local 

[m]

Radial 
C 7025 0.098 4215 0.00875 481714 0.079 9.03 0.077

Radial 
NC 5082 0.063 3049.2 0.00905 336614 0.0598 6.60 0.063

Vertical 
C 19660 0.47 11796 0.2389 49376 0.47 1.97 0.407

Vertical 
NC 6335 0.20 3801 0.1282 29637 0.17 1.34 0.1193

Table 5: Table of critical quantities for radial and vertical confined © and not confined 
(NC) vaults.

Pattern ΔRmax  [%] ΔKel  [%] Δu80 / u60 [%] Δumax local [%]

Radial NC -27.66 -30.12 -26.95 -18.01

Vertical NC -67.78 -39.98 -4.87 -70.71

Table 6: Percentage variation of peak reaction force, elastic stiffness and ductility with 
respect to the Confined configurations.



 
5.4.2 Cross vaults 
5.4.2.1 Load conditions 

The vault is subject to its self-weight and to settlements of the abutments. 
Three kinds of settlement are applied: a horizontal settlement of two abutments in 
x direction, resulting in an opening (O) mechanism (Fig. 44 a); a horizontal 
settlement of two abutments in y direction, resulting in a shear (S) mechanism 
(Fig. 44 b); a vertical (V) settlement of two abutments (Fig. 44 c).  
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Radial NC Radial confined Vertical NC Vertical Confined

Fig. 43 Deformed shapes for shear settlement: axonometric view (first row), x-z plane 
view (second row), x-y plane view (third row) and plan view (fourth row).

Fig. 44 Scheme of the imposed displacements and measured reaction forces at the 
abutments: opening (a), shear (b) and vertical (c) settlement.



5.4.2.2 Parametric analyses 

The following technological aspects are considered in the subsequent 
parametric analyses: i. the masonry pattern; ii. the vault boundary conditions; iii. 
the presence of infill.  

Three patterns will be considered in the first parametric study. In the second 
parametric analysis three different boundary conditions are investigated, 
representing confined and not confined vaults (Figure 45). According to the 
numerical investigation performed in Chapter 5.3.2, only the vault with radial 
pattern is able to find equilibrium under self-weight without confinement. Both 
diagonal and pitched vaults require lateral confinement of the head arches. In 
these cases, two different lateral confinement are adopted depending on the load 
condition. In the case of opening and vertical settlement, the vault is confined by 
rigid boundaries along the perimeter (RC) (Figure 45 a). The unilateral constraint 
to the head arches is provided by modelling solid plates of 30 mm thickness, 
whose nodes are all pinned. In the case of shear settlement, confinement is 
obtained through one rigid boundary and deformable boundary arches (DA), with 
about twice the vault thickness (27 cm) and 50 cm depth (Figure 45 b). This 
condition is representative of a vault inside a porch. Both RC and DA are 
modelled with blocks with the same mechanical properties as the vault.  Contact 
between the blocks of head arches and boundary structures is defined using the 
same interface behaviour adopted in the block-to-block contact definition. This 
means that normal compressive forces can arise, while no tension forces can 
develop. Shear forces along the planes of the boundary structures can be 
generated, depending on the normal forces, according to a Mohr-Coulomb 
criterion.  
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Fig. 45  No confinement (NC) (a), rigid lateral confinement (RC) (b) and boundary 
deformable arches (DA) (c).



Finally, the third parametric analysis investigates the influence of infill, by 
comparing the static behaviour of a cross vault with and without infill. The latter 
is simply modelled as a vertical load applied on the nodes. The load simulates the 
weight of an infill 10 cm higher than the vault key with material density equal to 
900 kg/m3. 

5.4.2.3 Effects of brick pattern 

Opening settlement (O) 

This loading condition has been studied with the rigid lateral restraint 
condition (RC) only.  The test is performed by moving two abutments in the x-
direction, as well as the RC connected to those abutments. The other RC and two 
abutments are kept fixed. Figure 46 plots the load-displacement curves in the case 
of opening settlement (refer to Figure 44a) for all the three considered masonry 
patterns. The curves are built by plotting the horizontal thrusts at the abutments on 
the moving side of the vault (Rx,abt - Figure 46 a) and the resultants of the 
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Table 7 Summary of the parametric analyses.

Brick pattern
Boundary 
condition

Infill
Load 

condition

Radial Diagonal Pitched NC RC DA No Yes O S V

x x x x
x x x x x
x x x x
x x x x
x x x x
x x x
x x x x
x x x x
x x x x

x x x x
x x x x
x x x x

x x x x
x x x x
x x x x



horizontal thrusts on the confining structures (Rx,con- Figure 46b) divided by the 
weight of the vault (W), versus the horizontal displacement of the moving support 
ux divided by the span of the vault L. Figure 47a reports the total horizontal 
reaction force in x direction Rx,tot at the moving boundary. The markers 
introduced in the mentioned Figures identify the imposed displacement 
corresponding to the activation of a global or local failure mechanism. They have 
been determined by monitoring the differential vertical displacement of two 
adjacent bricks (Figure 47b), whose position is highlighted by yellow circles in 
Figure 52, and identify the point along the curve corresponding to a sudden 
increase of differential displacement, meaning that the bricks start sliding. If these 
points are considered as a measure of the vault displacement capacity, Figure 46a 
evidences an increasing displacement capacity passing from pitched to diagonal to 
radial pattern. In particular, the pitched vault has the largest displacement capacity 
(twice the one of the diagonal). It is worth noting that the horizontal thrust against 
the rigid boundary (Figure 46b) drop down to zero for very small horizontal 
displacements of the radial and pitched patterns. This means that the horizontal 
displacement, in these vaults, induces the head arches normal to the applied 
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Fig. 46  Reaction forces Rx at the moving abutments (a) and against moving rigid 
boundary (b) versus imposed displacement for opening settlement.

Fig. 47  Total Rx force (abutments + moving boundary) (a) and differential vertical 
displacement (b) versus imposed displacement for opening settlement.



displacement to detach from the confining walls. In the diagonal pattern, where 
the diagonal brick courses are semi-arches that lie against the boundary structure 
on one side and against the groin on the other side, the vault continues to push on 
the rigid boundary until collapse and no detachment occurs. This can be observed 
in Figure 51, where the deformed shapes of the three vaults at their maximum 
displacement are plotted.  
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Fig. 48  Reaction force Rx at one of the lateral rigid boundaries.

Fig. 49  Reaction forces Ry at one of the moving abutment (a) and at one of the lateral 
rigid boundaries (b) versus imposed displacement for opening settlement.

Fig. 50  Reaction forces Rz at the moving abutments (a) and at one of the lateral rigid 
boundaries (b) versus imposed displacement for opening settlement.



The reported deformed shapes in Figure 51 allow observing quite different 
collapse mechanisms depending on the masonry pattern. While the radial vault 
displays a more global mechanism, with formation of hinges in the normal 
direction with respect to the imposed settlement, both diagonal and pitched vaults 
display local failure that mainly involve the cap near the moving abutments. This 
is especially true for the pitched pattern, where the collapse mechanism does not 
affect the global stability of the entire structure, but involves a few series of ring 
arches connected to the moving abutments in the y-z plane, while the rest of the 
vault maintains its bearing capacity thanks to the confining effect due to the lateral 
rigid boundaries. Such confinement prevents the normal detachment between 
adjacent brick courses in the remaining three caps of the vault. 

Figure 52 plots the isocontour of the vertical displacement uz corresponding to the 
same opening settlement ux/L= 3.3 % for all the brick patterns. The radial pattern 
shows a maximum value at the crown along the y axis, in correspondence of the 
hinge formation at the intrados. The vault with diagonal pattern has similar 
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Fig. 51 Deformed shapes for opening settlement: axonometric view (first row), y-z 
plane view (second row), x-z plane view (third row) and plan view (fourth row).



displacements in terms of magnitude, but very different distribution across the 
vault: higher vertical displacements are concentrated in the cap next to the moving 
abutments. The pitched vault remains almost undeformed and is characterised by 
a local failure of the cap next to the moving abutment, that progressively involves 
brick courses towards the center of the vault. 

It is noteworthy to observe that, if compared to the state of the vault with diagonal 
and radial pattern, the numerical analysis of the case with pitched pattern shows a 
very limited damage on the overall stability of the structure, proving that such 
orientation of the brick courses is more effective in preventing the structural 
collapse after an horizontal settlement at the abutments, in the presence of rigid 
lateral confinement.  

Shear settlement (S) 

The influence of the brick pattern in vaulted structures under shear settlements is 
investigated for vaults endowed with lateral deformable arches. Figure 53 plots 
the resultant reaction forces at the vault moving abutments (Ry,abt - Figure 53a) 
and on the confining structures (Rx,con- Figure 53b), i.e., on the deformable arch 
abutments, in the direction of the imposed displacement versus uy, while the total 
reaction force Ry,tot is plotted in Figure 54a. The reaction forces are normalised to 
the vault weight W (without considering the deformable arches), while uy is scaled 
with respect to the vault span L. The markers in Figure 54a are referred to the 
value of imposed displacement that corresponds to the activation of a failure 
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Fig. 52  Contour plot of uz displacement [m] corresponding to an imposed opening 
settlement ux /L= 3.3% for radial (a), diagonal (b) and pitched (c) pattern.



mechanism. They have been identified, as explained in the previous section, by 
referring to the sudden increase in the differential vertical displacement of two 
bricks plotted in Figure 54b. Also in the case of shear imposed displacement, the 
displacement corresponding to the activation of the failure mechanism increases 
from pitched  to diagonal to radial. 

In order to compare the obtained load-displacement curves of total reaction 
force (Figure 54a), the following quantities have been identified :  

• Rmax, corresponding to the peak value of the reaction force;  

• umax, corresponding to the maximum imposed settlement, i.e., the last point 
in the load-displacement curve;  

• Kel, the elastic stiffness, calculated as the ratio R60/u60 between the 60% of 
Rmax and the corresponding settlement 
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Fig. 53  Reaction force Ry at the abutments of the vault (a) and of the deformable 
arches (b) versus imposed displacement for shear displacement.

Fig. 54  Total Ry reaction force versus imposed displacement (a) and differential 
vertical displacement versus imposed displacement (b) for shear displacement.



• the ductility u80/u60 , where u80 is the settlement corresponding to R80, i.e., 
to a post-peak 20% reduction of Rmax. Note that u80 is assumed equal to 
umax in case the reduction of Rmax in the post-peak branch was less than 
20% (e.g. in the pitched vault).  

Table 8 reports the values of the above-defined quantities, while Table 9 reports 
their variation with respect to the radial pattern case, where ΔQ= (Qpattern-Qradial)/
Qradial *100 and Q is the generic quantity. On the basis of the above-defined 
quantities, the three vaults have quite similar capacity, with variations below 10% 
with respect to the radial pattern. Despite this, their behaviour is quite different in 
terms of elastic stiffness and ductility. Specifically, the pitched vault is the one 
characterised by the lowest elastic stiffness (26% lower than the radial vault) and 
the highest reduction of ductility with respect to the radial pattern.  

The deformed shapes at the end of the load displacement curves in Figure 55 
testify the influence of the masonry pattern on the collapse mechanism. Note that 
deformed shapes are plotted without boundary arches, with the exception of plan 
views, to better highlight the collapse mechanism of the vaults. In the radial vault 
the latter involves the formation of hinges parallel to the y axis and the formation 
of cracks along the shortened groin. When bricks are laid diagonally, a local 
failure starts from the moving corner due to formation of cracks along the 
diagonal courses. In the pitched vault, cracks occur along the courses near the 
abutments at the corner of the elongated groin. The different deformation 
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Pattern Rmax [N] umax [m] R60 [N] u60 [m] Kel [N/m] u80 [m]
u80 / u60 

[-]

Radial 6931 0.174 4159 0.0066 624974 0.125 18.82

Diagonal 7314 0.105 4389 0.0075 5819567 0.093 12.31

Vertical 6353 0.036 3812 0.0083 460956 0.036* 4.32

Table 8: Table of critical quantities 

Pattern ΔRmax  [%] ΔKel  [%] Δu80 / u60 [%]

Diagonal 5.53 -6.88 -34.61

Vertical -8.34 -26.24 -77.04

Table 9: Percentage variation of peak reaction force, elastic stiffness and ductility with 
respect to the radial configuration

*u80 = max



mechanism induced by different brick laying is also highlighted looking at the 
distribution of vertical displacement for fixed shear settlement of 1.2 %, which 
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Fig. 55 Deformed shapes for shear settlement: axonometric view (first row), y-z plane 
view (second row), x-z plane view (third row) and plan view (fourth row). In the vertical 

and axonometric views the deformable confinement arches are removed from the 
visualization. 

Fig. 56  Contour plot of uz displacement [m] corresponding to an imposed shear 
settlement uy/L = 1.2 % for radial (a), diagonal (b) and pitched (c) pattern.



corresponds to the maximum displacement achieved by the pitched vault (Figure 
56). The vertical sliding of parallel arches in the pitched vault induces vertical 
displacements one order of magnitude higher than those occurring in the other two 
types of vault. 

Vertical settlement (V) 

Figure 57 plots the vertical reaction force vs. the imposed settlement for the 
three brick patterns with rigid lateral confinement with the aim of simulating the 
effects of vertical foundation subsidence on a cross vaulted chamber confined by 
adjacent bearing structures. Figure 58a reports the total reaction force showing 
that the diagonal pattern under the effect of the lateral confinement is able to 
provide the vault with a ductile behavior which allows for high post-elastic 
vertical settlements over 15 cm. If compared with Figure 59 where the collapse 
mechanisms are depicted, it can be deduced that the vault with diagonal courses is 
subjected to a damage mainly localized in the proximity of the keystones 
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Fig. 57 Vertical reaction forces at the moving abutments (a) and against rigid boundary 
(b) versus imposed displacement for vertical settlement.

Fig. 58 Total reaction force Rz (a) and differential vertical displacement versus imposed 
displacement (b) for vertical settlement.



belonging to the x-z planes and the global stability of the structure is ensured until 
high values of vertical sinkings of two adjacent abutments. It should be 
noteworthy to remark that, even though the vault maintains a sort of global 
stability for significant vertical settlements before the complete loss of bearing 
capacity, the local collapse which starts for small values of uz in form of drop and 
loss of bricks can represent a risk during the service life of the structure for the 
safety and safeguard of human lives. 

Figure 58 also reports the behavior of the vault with radial and pitched 
courses showing a more limited numerical efficiency in catching the structural 
response for high values of imposed displacement. As a matter of fact, the two 
curves shows a different trend if compared to the case of diagonal courses: the 
peak values of reaction force are here more recognizable; they are followed by a 
drop of load which signify a major re-asset of the equilibrium of the vault after the 
establishment of the first local collapses which involve caps and diagonal arches 
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Fig. 59 Deformed shapes for vertical settlement: axonometric view (first row), y-z plane 
view (second row), x-z plane view (third row) and plan view (fourth row). 



in the case of radial pattern, few brick courses parallel to the ring arch in the case 
of pitched pattern (Figure 59).   

The portions of vault mainly involved in the local collapses are clearly 
recognizable in Figure 60 which depicts the contour plot of the vertical 
displacements. The plots are given for a value of uz which corresponds to the 
maximum displacement numerically reached in the analysis of the pitched vault. 
The comparison between Figure 57b and Figure 60c denotes that the pitched brick 
pattern provides a sudden loss of reaction force (abrupt drop of load after the 
peak) which corresponds to a sudden detachment between the first three courses 
of bricks parallel to the ring arch connected to the moving abutments. This failure 
mode can be associated with low ductile and unstable behavior which generally 
has to be avoided in order to prevent the structure from unexpected fragile 
collapse. 

Conversely, even though the structural response under vertical settlements 
produces an almost sudden loss of bricks of a significant portion of adjacent caps 
between the diagonal arches (Figure 59), the radial pattern supply a further ductile 
reserve ensured by the stress redistribution capabilities at the brick interfaces, 
mutually interlocked along the diagonal arches, so that the local collapses occur 
slightly smoother than in the pitched vault. 

In general, the results of the parametric study on the effects of the brick 
pattern have shown that the pitched vault exhibits the worst performances with 
respect to all kinds of imposed settlements. This finding provides a possible 
explanation of the reason why this masonry pattern was rarely adopted, at least in 
the European building tradition, for the construction of cross vaults.
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Fig. 60 Contour plot of uz displacement [m] corresponding to an imposed vertical 
settlement uz /L = 1.47 % for radial (a), diagonal (b) and pitched (c) pattern.



5.4.2.4 Effects of boundary conditions and infill 

The vault with radial brick pattern is used for investigating the effects due to 
the boundary conditions and the presence/absence of infilling material, for each 
load case. Figure 61 plots the load-displacement curves obtained for opening, 
shear and vertical settlements of confined and not confined vaults, with and 
without infill. The reaction force reported in the graphs is given by the moving 
abutments. The confinement considered for both opening and vertical settlement 
is constituted by lateral rigid boundaries, while the influence of deformable arches 
is investigated for the shear mechanism. It is worth noting that in some of the 
considered cases the numerical analysis stopped before the collapse due to 
converge issues, therefore the point at the end of the load-displacement curves 
does not always correspond to the ultimate state. Nevertheless, the trend of the 
obtained curves allows some general observations to be outlined. 

 In the opening settlement (Figure 61), the curves of the confined vaults 
without infill almost overlap, proving that the lateral rigid confinement does not 
provide a significant contribution in this kind of mechanism. This could be 
expected by looking at Figure 46, which showed that the horizontal reaction force 
was almost completely absorbed by the abutments and the contribution of the 
rigid boundaries was almost null. In the shear mechanism (Figure 62), where 
confinement is provided by boundary arches, the two curves almost overlap in the 
first quasi-linear branch, and then diverge. In particular, it can be noted that the 
vault confined with deformable arches undergoes to a progressive decrease of the 
reaction force until high values of post-peak displacements which might be 
attributed to the progressive loss of contact between the lateral deformable arches 
and the ring arches of the vault previously shown. Such local collapse does not 
take place in the vault without confinement and therefore, the major re-asset of the 
equilibrium of the structure, which occurs when the reaction force reaches the 
peak value, is delayed with respect to the confined case.  In the case of vertical 
settlement (Figure 63), the reaction force at the moving abutments is higher in the 
not confined case: actually, Figure showed that, in the confined case, the reaction 
force at the rigid boundary has opposite sign with respect to the one at the 
abutments.    

In general, when infill is present in the not confined vault (dashed lines), it 
has a stabilizing effect that postpones the triggering of the collapse mechanism 
and provides much higher capacity to the structure. Therefore, even though the 
vault is constructed in adjacence to other confining structures (which can be 
modeled through rigid boundaries or deformable arches, depending on the real 
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case-study), the infilling material provides the most beneficial effect able to 
improve the bearing capacity and stability of the vault to several differential 
settlements. More in detail, the presence of the infill is able to stabilize the global 
response of the vault providing the structure with either an increasing ductile 
behavior, when rigid lateral boundaries are present, or an improved bearing 
capacity with slightly fragile behavior, when deformable lateral arches are 
considered.  
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Fig. 61 Comparison between reaction force versus imposed displacement in confined 
(RC) and not confined (NC) vaults, with and without infill,  for opening settlement.

Fig. 62 Comparison between reaction force versus imposed displacement in confined 
(DA) and not confined (NC) vaults, with and without infill,  for shear settlement.

Fig. 63 Comparison between reaction force versus imposed displacement in confined 
(RC) and not confined (NC) vaults, with and without infill,  for vertical settlement.



The qualitative collapse mechanisms are depicted in Figure 64 for confined/
not confined vaults with/without infill, subjected to opening settlement. Figure 
plots the deformed shapes at the end of the load-displacement curves in the case 
of opening settlement. Similar collapse mechanisms can be observed, which 
mainly consist of local failures, even though at different stages of development 
depending on the boundary conditions and presence of infill. It consists of the 
formation of hinges in the caps orthogonal to the imposed displacement and of 
brick sliding near the abutments in the other two caps.   
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Fig. 64 Deformed shapes for opening settlement: axonometric view (first row), y-z 
plane view (second row), x-z plane view (third row).

Fig.65 Contour plot of uz displacement [m] corresponding to an imposed opening 
settlement ux /L= 3.3 % for confined vault without infill (a), not confined vault without 

infill (b) and with infill (c).



Figure 65 reports the comparison between vertical displacements 
corresponding to the same imposed settlement of ux/L=3.3% and allows the 
effects of lateral confinement and infill to be further highlighted. Specifically, 
when the vault is not confined, the out-of-plane displacement of the head arches 
parallel to the imposed settlement has the main effect of curving the parallel 
isocontour. This effect is magnified by the presence of infill, where a radial 
pattern of vertical displacements can be observed and the zone around the crown 
undergoes higher displacements with respect to the cases without infill. 
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Fig 66 Collapse shapes for shear settlement: axonometric view (first row), y-z plane 
view (second row), x-z plane view (third row).

Fig. 67 Contour plot of uz displacement [m] corresponding to an imposed shear 
settlement uy /L= 2.67 % for confined vault without infill (a), not confined vault without 

infill (b) and with infill (c).



In the case of shear settlement, the influence of confinement and infill on 
the collapse mechanism is much more evident, especially if looking at the contour 
plot of vertical displacements for the same imposed vertical settlement of 2.67%, 
which corresponds to the maximum achieved by the not confined vault with infill 
(Figure 67). First, it can be observed that the confined vault displays a non 
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Fig. 69 Contour plot of uz displacement [m] corresponding to an imposed vertical 
settlement uz /L= 3.23 % for confined vault without infill (a), not confined vault without 

infill (b) and with infill (c).

Fig. 68 Collapse shapes for vertical settlement: axonometric view (first row), y-z plane 
view (second row), x-z plane view (third row).



symmetrical deformation, due to the asymmetric boundary conditions (three 
deformable arches and one rigid boundary). Conversely, both not confined vaults 
have a symmetrical deformation where the diagonal groins are the axes of 
symmetry. Despite this general similarity, the distribution of vertical 
displacements is quite different depending on the presence of infill: in the vault 
without infill (Figure 67b), an extended portion of the vault around the shortened 
groin moves upwards; when infill is present (Figure 67c), upward displacement is 
limited to the four corners, while the rest of the vault moves downward. 

The deformed shapes (Figure 68) and contour plots of vertical 
displacements (Figure 69) in the case of vertical settlement show a remarkable 
influence of the boundary conditions on the collapse mechanism, while the 
presence of infill is less significant. In the confined vault, the collapse involves 
the corners near the moving abutments, with a local failure caused by the sliding 
of brick courses parallel to the y axis, while the rest of the vault remains almost 
undeformed thanks to the stabilizing effect of the lateral confinement. In the not 
confined vault a quite different collapse mechanism can be observed, with the 
formation of hinges in the head arches in the x-z plane and the sliding of brick 
courses in the cap opposite to the moving abutments. 

5.5 Pushover analysis  
5.5.1 Load conditions 

In order to asses the seismic capacity of the case studies, non linear static 
analyses were performed. For this study, only cross vaults were taken into 
consideration. The seismic performance of the cross vault is analyzed through 
pushover analyses, by applying a monotonic load on the structure in the 
transversal direction (x). The analysis is divided in two steps: first the 
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Fig. 70 Plan view of the cross vault and direction of the monotonic lateral load (a) and definition 
of control nodes at the crown and one head-arch key, and enumeration of abutments (b). 

(a) (b)



gravitational acceleration is applied, then a horizontal acceleration is applied. It is 
noted that, because of the symmetry of the model there is no need to study both 
positive and negative directions, however, in order to simulate different directions 
of the seismic action, the horizontal acceleration will vary of the angle θ between 
0° and 45°, as shown in Figure 70. 

5.5.2 Parametric analysis  

The following technological aspects are considered in the subsequent 
parametric analyses: i. the masonry pattern; ii. the vault boundary conditions;  

Two patterns will be considered in the first parametric study: the diagonal 
patter and radial pattern, being these ways of building cross vaults the most 
common in the European tradition. In the second parametric analysis two different 
boundary conditions are investigated, representing confined and not confined 
vaults (Figure 71). According to the numerical investigation performed in Chapter 
5.3.2, only the vault with radial pattern is able to find equilibrium under self-
weight without confinement, since diagonal vaults require lateral confinement of 
the head arches. In this case, two different lateral confinement are adopted: on one 
side, the vault is confined by rigid confinement along the perimeter (RC) (Figure 
71 a). The unilateral constraint to the head arches is provided by modelling solid 
plates of 30 mm thickness, whose nodes are all pinned. The other three sides of 
the vault are confined by deformable boundary arches (DA), with about twice the 
vault thickness (27 cm) and 50 cm depth (Fig. b). Both RC and DA are modelled 
with blocks with the same mechanical properties as the vault. Contact between 
blocks of head arches and boundary structures is defined using the same interface 
behaviour adopted in the block-to-block contact definition. This means that 
normal compressive forces can arise, while no tension forces can develop. Shear 
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Fig. 71  Boundary conditions used in the pushover analyses. Boundary deformable 
arches (DA) (a) and no confinement (NC) (b).

a) b)



forces along the planes of the boundary structures can be generated, depending on 
the normal forces, according to a Mohr-Coulomb criterion.   

5.5.3 Effects of brick pattern 

The effect of brick pattern has been studied with only one type of lateral boundary 
conditions, i.e. Deformable Arches. This is due to the fact that the vaults arranged 
with a diagonal pattern is not able to find stability under self weight if no 
confinement is provided at the head arches of the vault.  

By looking at the deformed shapes in Figure 72, it is possible to notice that the 
two vaults behave quite differently. Note that the deformed shapes are plotted 
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Fig. 72 Collapse shapes in Pushover analysis  for  θ =0 : axonometric view (first row), y-z 
plane view (second row), x-z plane view (third row), planar view and contour plot of uz 

displacement [m] (fourth row).



without boundary arches, with the exception of plan and axonometric views, to 
better highlight the collapse mechanism of the vaults. When θ=0, the radial vaults 
collapses due to the formation of a global mechanism characterized by four 
parallel hinges normal to the direction of the seismic action. On the contrary, the 
diagonal vault does not experience a global collapse, but only one cap undergoes 
instability. When the angle of the seismic action θ=45, the deformed shapes show 
an almost symmetric collapse mechanism on both radial and diagonal vaults, with 
respect to groins, as visible in Figure 73. The radial vault shows the formation of 
parallel hinges along the bed joints, once again denoting a global collapse 
mechanism. However, a local failure occurs in the region along the groins, where 
the sliding and detachment of few bricks takes place. The diagonal vault shows a 
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Fig.73 Collapse shapes in Pushover analysis  for  θ =45 : axonometric view (first row), 
y-z plane view (second row), x-z plane view (third row), planar view and contour plot of 

uz displacement [m] (fourth row).



quite different crack pattern in comparison to the radial vault and a local failure 
occurs at the head arches of two opposite caps. 

Figure 74 plots the load-displacement curves in the case of horizontal acceleration 
along the x-axis direction (θ=0), for both considered masonry patterns. Two 
different control nodes have been chosen, in order to monitor the horizontal 
displacement in the x-direction: one node at the crown of the vault and one node 
at the key of the head arch of one cap, as shown in Figure 70. The load factor is 
obtained by normalizing the sum of the horizontal forces at the abutments to the 
vault’s weight W, including the weight of the lateral confinement structures. The 
markers in Figure 74 and 75 are referred to the value of imposed displacement uc 

Crown and uc Key that corresponds to the activation of a failure mechanism. They 
have been identified  by monitoring the reaction forces at each support, referring 
to a sudden decrease of force on the load-displacement curves, as visible in Figure 
76. 
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Fig. 74 Pushover analysis  for  θ =0. Capacity curves for two 
control nodes for confined radial and diagonal cross vaults; 
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Fig.75 Pushover analysis  for  θ =45. Capacity curves for two control 
nodes for confined radial and diagonal cross vaults; 
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 In order to compare the obtained capacity curves, the following quantities have 
been identified:  

• Rmax, corresponding to the peak value of the load factor;  

• uc crown, corresponding to the maximum horizontal displacement at the 
crown of the vault before the activation of a collapse mechanism; 

• uc key, corresponding to the maximum horizontal displacement at the key of 
one head arch before the activation of a collapse mechanism;  

• Kel, the elastic stiffness, calculated as the ratio R60/u60 between the 60% of 
Rmax and the corresponding settlement; 

• the ductility u80/u60 , where u80 is the settlement corresponding to R80, i.e., 
to a post-peak 20% reduction of Rmax. 

Table 10  reports the values of the above-defined quantities, while Table 11 
reports their variation with respect to the radial pattern case for θ=0, where ΔQ= 
(Qpattern-Qradial)/Qradial *100 and Q is the generic quantity. On the basis of the above-
defined quantities, the two vaults have quite similar capacity, with variations 
below 20% with respect to the radial configuration for θ=0. Also their behaviour 
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Fig.76 Reaction forces Rx and Ry at the abutments vs. time step (or horizontal 
acceleration). Refer to Figure 70 for reference for enumerations of abutments.
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in terms of elastic stiffness is similar, whereas the values of ductility differs 
greatly, depending on the considered pattern and value of θ.  

Specifically, when θ=0 the diagonal vault is the one characterized by the lowest 
elastic stiffness (14.52% lower than the radial vault) and  by the highest reduction 
of ductility with respect to the radial pattern (-53.08%). This last aspect is also 
visible in the load displacement curves in Figure 74, by looking at the values of 
displacement of the control nodes at the crown of the vault and at the head arch of 
one cap. As a matter of fact, in the radial vault the horizontal displacement of the 
head arch is only 1.16 times greater than the horizontal displacement of the crown 
of the vault, whereas in the diagonal vault it is 2.65 times greater. This means that 
the diagonal vault undergoes a partial collapse of one cap, but the crown of the 
vault is still stable. The different deformation mechanism induced by the two 
brick laying techniques is also highlighted by the vertical displacement fields of 
the vaults, plotted before the activation of a collapse mechanism. In the case of the 
diagonal vault it is clearly visible how the damage is concentrated mostly in one 
cap, while the rest of the structure results almost undamaged.  

When the direction of the seismic action is parallel to the groins, hence for θ=45, 
the vault arranged with the diagonal pattern provides the greatest increase of 
ductility (+31.67%), while the radial vault suffers a decrease of ductility of about 
8.84% with respect to the radial vault and θ=0. The radial vault also experiences 
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Pattern Rmax[-] uc Crown 
[m]

uc Key 
[m] R60 [-] u60 Crown 

[m]
Kel [N/
m]*106

u80 Crown 
[m]

u80 / u60 
[-]

Radial θ =0 0.469 0.131 0.169 0.282 0.0020 10.05 0.158 78.9

Diagonal θ =0 0.394 0.064 0.233 0.236 0.0019 8.59 0.072 37.02

Radial θ =45 0.419 0.109 0.118 0.251 0.0015 12.12 0.107 71.94

Diagonal θ =45 0.374 0.118 0.211 0.225 0.0014 11.07 0.150 68.45

Table 10: Table of critical quantities 

Pattern ΔRmax [%] ΔKel  [%] Δu80 / u60 [%]

Diagonal θ =0 -16.07 -14.52 -53.08

Radial θ =45 -10.68 20.61 -8.84

Diagonal θ =45 -20.22 10.21 31.67

Table 11: Percentage variation of peak reaction force, elastic stiffness and ductility 
with respect to the radial configuration and for θ =0



the greatest increase of elastic stiffness, being 20.61% greater than the loading 
condition with θ=0. 

5.5.4 Effects of boundary conditions  

The effects of boundary conditions have been studied taking into consideration the  
radial vaults only. Two different vaults have been analyzed: one vault endowed 
with lateral confinement, provided of Deformable Arches (DA), and one vault 
without any lateral confinement (NC). 

Figure 77 shows the deformed shapes for confined and not-confined radial vaults 
subjected to the seismic action along the x-axis (θ=0). It is clearly visible that the 
collapse shape is almost not influenced by the presence of lateral confinement 
(DA), since both models show the same crack pattern (parallel hinges normal to 
the x-axis) and values of vertical displacements. This consideration is also true for 
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Fig. 77 Collapse shapes in Pushover analysis  for  θ =0 : axonometric view (first 
row), y-z plane view (second row), x-z plane view (third row), planar view and 

contour plot of uz displacement [m] (fourth row).



the second load condition (θ=45). In this case, hinges parallel to the directrix of 
each cap are visible and a local collapse takes place along one groin, as described 
by Figure 78. However, even though lateral boundary conditions don’t 
substantially change the collapse shapes, they provide a great influence in terms 
of maximum resistance and elastic stiffness of the structure.  

This is visible in Figure 79 and Figure 80, which plot the load-displacement 
curves for θ=0 and θ=45, respectively. In table 12 the values of the critical 
quantities of the load-displacement curves are reported, while Table 11 shows  
their variation with respect to the vault provided with Deformable Arches for θ=0.  
The values uc crown and  uc crown are obtained by looking at the curves of the reaction 
forces at the abutments shown in Figure 81, in which is possible to identify a 
sudden drop of forces, corresponding to the collapse of the structure.  

On the basis of the above-defined quantities, the two vaults have quite different 
capacity in terms of peak load factor, with variations up to 34% with respect to the 
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Fig. 78 Collapse shapes in Pushover analysis  for  θ =45 : axonometric view (first 
row), y-z plane view (second row), x-z plane view (third row), planar view and 

contour plot of uz displacement [m] (fourth row).



confined configuration (DA) for θ=0. As a matter of fact, the value of maximum 
load factor decreases of 33.72% if DA are not present, and of about 10.68% if the 
angle θ varies from 0 to 45 for the DA condition. Also the values of elastic 
stiffness differs vastly, as well as the values of ductility. Specifically, when θ=0 
the not-confined vault (NC) is the one characterized by the lowest elastic stiffness 
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Fig. 79 Pushover analysis  for  θ =0. Capacity curves for two control nodes 
for confined and unconfined radial cross vaults; 
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Fig. 80 Pushover analysis  for  θ=45. Capacity curves for two control nodes 
for confined and unconfined radial cross vaults; 
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Fig.81 Reaction forces Rx and Ry at the abutments vs. time step (or horizontal 
acceleration). Refer to Figure 70 for reference for enumerations of abutments.
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(-80.86%) and by a high reduction of ductility (-71.55%) with respect to the 
confined vault. When the direction of the seismic action is θ=45, the vault 
provided with DA shows an increase of ductility (+20.61%), while the NC vault 
suffers a decrease of ductility of about 73.93% with respect to the DA vault and 
θ=0. The radial vault also experiences the greatest increase of elastic stiffness, 
being 20.61% greater than the loading condition with θ=0. From these 
considerations it is possible to state that the DA boundary condition provides a 
beneficial influence on masonry cross vaults. Therefore if they are not taken into 
account during a simulation, the values of peak load factor, elastic stiffness and 
ductility would be underestimated, whereas the collapse shapes would not be 
affected.  

5.6 Conclusions 

The results of this study show that it is not possible to select one brick pattern as 
the best performing for every load case scenario. Depending on the loading case 
and the geometry of the vault, the masonry pattern that provides the greatest 
resistance varies. This result is in accordance with the very little studies in 
literature that have dealt with this issue for barrel vaults and cross vaults (Romano 
and Grande 2008, Boni et al. 2021). Boni et al. also discuss that for certain 
pattern, i.e. the diagonal pattern, confining head walls are necessary to allow 
equilibrium of the vault. This is in accordance with the results presented in section 
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BC Rmax[-] uc Crown 
[m]

uc Key 
[m] R60 [-] u60 Crown 

[m]
Kel [N/
m]*106

u80 Crown 
[m]

u80 / u60 
[-]

DA θ =0 0.469 0.131 0.169 0.282 0.0020 10.05 0.158 78.9

NC θ =0 0.311 0.112 0.166 0.188 0.0025 1.92 0.091 22.4

DA θ =45 0.419 0.109 0.118 0.251 0.0015 12.12 0.107 71.94

NC θ =45 0.342 0.088 0.09 0.205 0.0021 2.62 0.048 16.66

Table 12: Table of critical quantities 

BC ΔRmax [%] ΔKel  [%] Δu80 / u60 [%]

NC θ =0 -33.72 -80.86 -71.55

DA θ =45 -10.68 20.61 -8.84

NC θ =45 -27.18 -73.93 -73.28

Table 13: Percentage variation of peak reaction force, elastic stiffness and 
ductility with respect to the radial configuration and for θ =0



5.3.1 for barrel vaults (the diagonal vault) and in section 5.3.2 for cross vaults 
(pitched vault and diagonal vault). 

On the basis of the results of the parametric analyses discussed in the previous 
sections, some typical crack patterns related to different masonry apparatus and 
boundary conditions can be outlined and summarised in the chart reported in 
Figure 82 for barrel vaults and Figure 83 for Cross vaults. This charts could help 
architects and engineers dealing with interventions on architectural heritage to 
correctly interpret the possible reasons for a certain damage pattern on existing 
vaults. As can be seen, the crack pattern varies widely when different kind of 
masonry patterns are employed. Regarding barrel vaults, it can be noted that when 
horizontal and vertical settlement of one abutment is applied, similar cracks at the 
intrados are visible in the center of the vault, along the crown line. However, 
through-thickness cracks (i.e. cracks due to vertical sliding of bricks, hence visible 
at the intrados and extrados) develop in a different fashion in vertical vaults, being 
inclined at an angle. Diagonal vaults, on the contrary, develop a quite different 
and more complex crack pattern under these load conditions, as can be seen in the 
Figure 82. When a shear test is performed, longitudinal cracks develop in radial 
vaults, which follow the direction of the bed joints. In diagonal vaults the cracks 
also follow the bed joints, therefore they are inclined at a 45° angle. On the 
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Fig. 82 Chart of the registered crack patterns for different loading conditions and 
different brick patterns in barrel vaults.



contrary, in vertical vaults cracks develop independently from the position of bed 
joints. A longitudinal crack is shown at the crown of the vault, but unlike radial 
vaults, this crack is visible from the extrados (hence, the hinge is located at the 
intrados).  

In Cross vaults, it is possible to notice that the crack pattern changes quite 
drastically depending on the brick pattern of the vault, the boundary conditions 
and load case. In particular, the patterns of cracks at the intrados and through 
thickness are of major interest for the practitioners, since in most cases the 
inspection of the extrados is not possible. 

In the case of opening settlement (first row in Figure 83), the not-confined radial 
vault shows a typical symmetric three-hinges mechanism, with one crack visible 
at the intrados at the crown of the vault (blue line) and two cracks at the extrados 
(green lines) near the haunches. In the confined vaults, lateral rigid boundaries 
tend to localize the damage in the caps close to the moving abutments. In the 
radial vault they prevent the formation of the key hinge, determining instead a 
through-thickness crack (red line) produced by a vertical sliding. The confined 
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Fig. 83 Chart of the registered crack patterns for different loading conditions and 
different brick patterns in cross vaults.



diagonal and pitched vaults show local failures in the caps near the moving 
abutments. This is especially true for the pitched pattern, where different parallel 
cracks develop along the bed joints in the moving cap. 

In the case of a vertical settlement (Figure 83 second row), when no confinement 
is provided the radial vault has intrados cracks visible at the key of all caps, with 
the exception of the one close to the moving abutments. When lateral boundaries 
are present, all the vaults develop cracks only on the side of the moving 
abutments. In the case of radial and diagonal vaults, such cracks are mainly 
located along the groins and the two caps along the y axis, while in the pitched 
vault they are located in the cap parallel to the x axis, adjacent to the moving 
abutments. 

In the case of shear mechanism (Figure 83 third row) all the vaults show an 
almost antisymmetric crack pattern with the respect to the diagonals. The radial 
vault shows a similar crack pattern if boundary arches are present or not. Cracks 
develop along the bed joints, parallel to the directrix of each cap and a through-
thickness crack is also visible on the shortened groin. When the vault is not 
provided with boundary arches, cracks are symmetric with respect to the groin’s 
diagonal crack and are visible in all four caps; the diagonal crack is also flanked 
by several parallel ones, which are not visible in the confined vault. Conversely, 
when lateral confinement is present, through thickness cracks develop between 
the head arches and the boundary structures, except on the moving side. When 
bricks are laid diagonally, parallel cracks follow the direction of the bed joints 
normally to the elongated groin. In the pitched vault, cracks develop along the 
courses near the abutments at the corner of the elongated groin. 

The information contained in these charts, along with the knowledge about the 
distribution of  reaction forces in  vaults  built  with different  brick patterns,  can 
inform the design of proper intervention techniques and methodologies. As it was 
previously discussed, and already shown in Figures 8 and 16, vaults arranged with 
different patterns interacts quite differently with their supports and surrounding 
structures:  e.g.  in  the  case  of  diagonal  barrel  vaults,  the  horizontal  thrust 
perpendicular  to  the  head  walls  is  the  greatest,  if  compared  to  other  bricks 
configurations, being three times greater than in a vertical pattern and more than 
five times than in a radial pattern. This information, should induces practitioners 
to never underestimate the thrust on these walls, and provide adequate support 
during the execution of strengthening interventions.   
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Chapter 6 

Analysis of the vaults of the “Palazzata” in 
Vicoforte 

6.1 Introduction  

The FE micro-modeling methodology used in the previous chapters was used to 
investigate the role of the masonry apparatus on brick masonry vaults. However, 
only ideal macro-geometries (overall shape and dimensions) have been taken into 
considerations. This allowed to perform a parametric study, by varying only few 
parameters (i.e. the orientation of bed joints). Nevertheless, when real case studies 
are dealt with, it is necessary to consider the vault’s actual shape and dimensions. 
To this end, a case study is identified. The scope of this chapter is to apply the 
consolidated micro-modeling methodology previously described to real masonry 
vaults. One key aspect is to correctly model the masonry apparatus, so as to take 
into consideration its structural role. In order to do so, it is necessary that the 
bricks are visible. Even though the use of high definition thermography can allow 
to read the pattern also behind the plaster, the most straight-forward way would be 
to choose a case study in which no plasterwork is present at the intrados of the 
structures.  

The case study is identified in a building in Vicoforte, Piemonte, Italy. This 
structure was built starting from the 17th century onwards, and was erected in 
different construction phases. The original masterplan was always used as 
guidelines (therefore the same geometric proportions are used in the subsequent 
epochs), however different construction techniques were often employed, 
especially for those structural elements that were meant to be hidden or covered 
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by plasterwork, like vaults. Luckily, most of the vaults of the external portico have 
never been covered in plasterwork, therefore the masonry apparatus is visible.  
These vaults were selected to be modeled and studied in this chapter. This case 
study was chosen because of several aspects: the building presents a sequence of 
cross vaults in the external portico that were built with different construction 
techniques in different periods in time, but they have the same overall dimensions 
and proportions; the masonry apparatus is visible and is very regular; the 
structures are made of unreinforced historic masonry. 

6.2 The “Palazzata” in Vicoforte 

The Santuario di Vicoforte (also known as Santuario Regina Montis Regalis) is a 
monumental church located in Vicoforte, Piemonte, northern Italy. It is known for 
its elliptical dome, the largest in the world. It originated as a modest 
medieval sanctuary, consisting of a small shrine containing a fifteenth-century 
drawing depicting the Mother Mary. Over time, the place became a centre of 
pilgrimage and the Duke Charles Emmanuel I of Savoy commissioned in 1596 the 
construction of a large sanctuary from the court architect Ascanio Vitozzi. 
However the duke and the architect’s death brought the building site to a halt. In 
the eighteenth century construction was resumed by architect Francesco Gallo, 
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Fig. 1 The Sanctuary of Vicoforte and the Palazzata (in color).



who designed the great elliptical dome that nowadays characterize the Sanctuary 
(major and minor diameters of 36 and 25 meters respectively).  

Due to the role of pilgrimage, a series of buildings were constructed around the 
Sanctuary, in order to provide hospitality to peregrines. The Palazzata  was built, 
in front of the church’s façade in 1597, starting from the east end, on land donated 
by the municipality of Mondovì. The building is entirely constructed in 
brickworks, with  the exception of stone pillars, and has a regular form (Beltramo 
2008). In 1601 the erection of the central body of the Palazzata, a three-arcade 
sector allocated to host the duke and his court, began.

The duke’s intent was to plan the whole space around the church according to his 
indications, evidence of which is reported in the official documents: it was 
decreed that no houses could be built which were not in compliance with the 
designs. The shops, which were devised by Vitozzi and are still utilized today, 
would be defined following the timing of the long protracted construction site. 
The documentation found in the Sanctuary archives provides evidence of the 
articulated stages of implementation, with particular reference to the Hospice  for 
the pilgrims and the tavern. Several deeds from 1599 to 1603 exist, following the 
erection site of the pilgrims’ tavern: in 1599, the building was completed up to the 
first floor, whilst the erection of the stairways and vaults dates to 1601. The 
service spaces and the stables were completed in 1602.  

The yard for the Hospedale  del  SS.  Sudario  (Hospital of the Holy Shroud) was 

active within the same period of time, i.e. between the 16th and 17th centuries. The 
design was by Vitozzi, under the supervision of Vignola himself, who - in 1599 - 
stated he had completed the building up to the first floor whilst - in 1601 - the 
covers and vaults were built. The Pio  Istituto  d’Orfani  was built beside the 
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Fig. 2 View of the central wing of the Palazzata.



Hospedale,  between 1601 and 1603, by the will of marquis Alberto di Ceva, 
whilst the Penitenzieria (or Casa Cordero) was pursued in the first decades of the 

17th century for a length four arcades. Casa Cordero, completed in 1751, and the 
duke’s house, were divided by the stream Ermena, flowing between the two 
buildings, which were separated from each other by the length of two porticoed 
arcades.  

6.3 Definition of the investigation field through a case 
study  

6.3.1 The vaults of the porticoes  

The Palazzata consists of three main wings, a central wing and two lateral wings, 
built in different centuries, as shown in Figure 2. The ground floor is characterized 
by a long portico facing the Sanctuary, obtained by a sequence of cross vaults of 
approximately 3.2 meters of span. Most of the vaults do not have plasterwork at 
the intrados surface, hence the brick arrangement is visible. By walking under the 
portico it is possible to notice that all vaults are built with bricks, regular in shape, 
arranged diagonal or radial pattern. The most recent vaults, 19th and 20th century, 
showcase a very regular pattern, whereas older vaults present a more irregular 
arrangement. For the scope of this study, only the vaults of the central wing are 
considered (Figure 5). For the purpose of the survey campaign, three blocks of 
four vaults each are defined, as shown in Figure 6. The vaults of block 3 were 
built in the 17th century (Beltramo 2008) and are visibly different from the vaults 
of the other two blocks. They are cross vaults, arranged with an irregular diagonal 
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Fig. 3 View of two different vaults of the portico, with radial masonry pattern (right) 
and diagonal pattern (left), both built in the XVIII century.



pattern, whose groins tend to disappear in the central area of the vaults 
(transitioning into a sail-like vault). On the contrary, the other two blocks (both 
dating 18th century) show more traditional cross vaults, qualitatively similar in 
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Fig. 4 Scheme of the Palazzata and identification of construction stages.

Fig. 5 Identification of construction stages, numbering of the vaults of the central wing 
and identification of the brick pattern of vaults.

Fig. 6 Identification of the three blocks subject of the survey campaign.



blocks 2 and 1, however arranged with a diagonal pattern in block 2 and radial 
pattern in block 1. 

6.3.2 Geometric survey 

In recent years a major challenge for researchers operating in the framework of 
built heritage documentation, conservation and valorisation is represented by the 
high complexity that characterizes the invaluable assets witnessing our history. 
This complexity requires specific user-oriented solutions in order to provide 
adequate 3D models performance in terms of accuracy and level of detail. In fact, 
nowadays, thanks to the huge technological improvement in terms of acquisition 
techniques, sensors and processing algorithms, it is possible to obtain reality-
based models characterised by very high accuracies and level of detail. However, 
such accuracy and compactness of content is not always required, but rather an 
efficient automatic or semi-automatic slimming down of huge data, points density 
in favour of automatic recognition, simplification, sub-sampling and filtering, 
reality-based parameterization (Angjeliu et al. 2019). Furthermore, although the 
impressive results achievable in high scale digitization, the complexity, the size 
and the lack of an organized topology of reality-based models could represent a 
relevant obstacle for the researchers or operators that work in the field of Cultural 
Heritage. Of course, this last aspect represents a significant open issue, especially 
considering the lack of automatic tools for this kind of operations and, 
consequently, the huge manual involvement of the operator in these time-spending 
procedures. This is true especially in interdisciplinary framework application for 
monitoring, conservation, restoration uses. In this context, the link between 3D 
models generation and structural modelling, analysis, simulation, is one of the 
longest lasting. In fact, nowadays a multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary 
approach is not only recommended, but in some cases almost essential, to deeply 
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Fig. 7 LiDAR (left) and photogrammetric survey (right).



investigate historical buildings in their constructive complexity from different 
perspectives with the aim to deepen their knowledge. In the framework of the 
many processes connected to the knowledge of the built heritage structures, the 
invaluable instruments provided from Geomatics supporting Structural 
Engineering, allow to carry out investigations and analyses aimed at 
documentation or diagnostic purposes, and the fruitful synergy between these two 
disciplines is evidenced by several interdisciplinary studies (Korumaz et al., 
2017).  

The crucial aspect of collaborations between different fieldworks is represented 
by the possibility to make use of reality-based model (usually a dense point cloud 
or a 3D mesh) as a starting data to develop structural analysis of the surveyed 
object with different ad hoc solutions. Traditionally, range-based sensors (laser 
scanning technologies) or to image-based approaches following photogrammetric 
pipelines (Structure-from-Motion algorithms) are the two most consolidated 
methodologies for acquiring 3D metric data concerning historical buildings and 
masonries. In this chapter a data fusion strategy is proposed, exploiting the very 
high spatial resolution of the 3D model derived from LiDAR data as well as the 
radiometric resolution generated from the photogrammetric approach, supporting 
preliminary analysis with valuable information about the material and the 
consistency. Following this premises, it was possible to develop a hybrid strategy 
to achieve a 3D dense surface useful as the starting point for subsequent as-built 
NURBS discrete modelling and configuration of elements for structural analyses. 
It is important to point out that the geometric starting point for the generation of 
the model corresponds to the deformed shape of the real structure (when the 
survey is performed, the structure is at least carrying its own weight, therefore it is 
deformed). This means that at the beginning of a numerical simulation the 
resulting FE model, generated from the point cloud, corresponds to a deformed 
state of the structure (even before the application of gravity).  
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Fig. 8 Photogrammetric survey.



A 3D metric survey campaign has been carried out in the Palazzata  site. A 
topographic network has been measured in order to obtain, in a common reference 
system, a set of points used as control points. 12 LiDAR scans have been 
collected using a Faro Focus3D X 330 phase shift laser scanner, and positioned in 
correspondence with the centre of the measured vault, in order to cover the higher 
number of surfaces and to facilitate the registration processes. Afterwards, a close-
range photogrammetric survey has been carried out in order to collect high-
resolution digital images of the selected cross vaults. A DSLR (Digital Single 
Lens Reflex) camera Canon EOS 5DSR, equipped with a Zeiss 25 mm lens, was 
set in nadiral configuration in relation to the vaults and mounted on a tripod. 
Then, two photogrammetric strips have been acquired from a shooting distance ≈ 
3.2 m with an estimated overlapping of 90% and an average GSD (Ground 
Sample Distance) of 0.5 mm. Then, the data have been processed with 
consolidated pipelines. The observed accuracies are millimetre-level for both 
LiDAR point clouds (after the registration processes) and photogrammetric data 
(after the Bundle Block Adjustement). 

6.3.3 Data post processing  

Starting from the obtained reality-based data (Figure 10), a very accurate NURBS 
modelling has been performed on Rhinoceros platform (Figure11). The 19 dense-
point clouds obtained during the survey campaign have been processed and 
jointed in a single model of the entire portico of the central wing. One scan for 
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Fig. 9 Point clouds of the Palazzata.

Fig. 10 From point clouds (left) to mesh (right).



each vault has been obtained and as well as 3 scans from the Piazza (Figure 9, 
left). A dense mesh has been created from the point clouds and 3 model (one for 
each block) have been isolated (Figure 10, right and Figure 11, left). This densely 
meshed model represent the intrados surface of the vaults, and the surfaces of 
walls and pillars facing the interior of the portico. The mesh dimension are sub-
millimetric, hence it is possible to recognize the mortar joints from the models 
(Figure 11, right). However, the radiometric information obtained from the 
photogrammetric survey has been projected onto the mesh, so as to have 

texturized models as a result. 

The mesh of the models is not suitable for FEM analyses, due to the fact that it is 
too irregular and extremely refined. It was necessary to undertake a simplification 
process which consisted in transforming the intrados surface of the vaults into 
NURBS. This was done by projecting lines onto the mesh derived from the point 
clouds, as shown in Figure 13. These lines would be the guides for the 
construction of the simplified nurbs. Because the lines are projected onto the 
refined mesh, they are complex polylines, therefore the resulting nurbs would be 
complex surfaces. To avoid this, each polyline has been described by a continuous 
curve, as shown in Figure 14. Surfaces generation was then performed on the 
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Fig.11 Mesh model of the three blocks (left) and of a single vault (right) in Rhinoceros. 

Fig.12 Detection of bed joints on intrados surface of two vaults of block 2 (left) and 
block 1 (right).
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Fig. 13 Workflow of the modeling process in Rhinoceros.



regularized curves (Figure 14, step 1 to 4). The aim of the modeling process is a 
micro-model, in which every unit is described as a closed three-dimensional 
volume that must be perfectly adjacent to subsequent units, in order to generate a 
zero-thickness interface between blocks. In order to take into account the brick 
arrangements, the discretization of the intrados surface with regular curves has 
been done with lines that follow the bedjoints, as shown in Figure 12. Then, these 
lines have been translated normally to the intrados surface of a distance equal to 
the thickness of one brick (which has been estimated by looking at the dimension 
of the brick used in each block, by observing the arch on the facade of the 
building). Two vaults have been modeled so has to have a micro-model: vault n 2 
in block 1 and vault number 1 in block 2. These two vaults belong to the same 
constructive stage, but present two different brick arrangements. They have been 
chosen in order to validate the consideration made on ideal vaults in chapter 5. In 
order to isolate only two vaults and perform FE analyses on them, confinement 
structures were taken into consideration. The front arch and lateral arches, as well 
as the back wall have been modeled, as can be seen in stage 8 of Figure 13. The 
thickness of the front arch as been easily measured from the survey of the facade, 
whereas the thickness of the lateral confinement arches has been estimated by 
observing the brick arrangements from the intrados: as a matter of fact it is clearly 
visible that some bricks on the lateral arches are positioned vertically, resulting in 
the arch thickness of about the length of one brick (25 cm circa).  

6.3.4 Ortho-photos and crack survey 

The textured mesh models can be used to create otho-photos of the intrados 
surface of the vaults, as shown in Figure 15. The high definition of the photos 
allow for a detailed observation of the masonry, especially with reference to 
existing cracks and damage. In order to exploit this possibility, cracks have been 
mapped on the three blocks, as shown in Figure 16. Three types of cracks have 
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Fig. 14 Simplification process of construction lines for sweep-surfaces (left) and 
creation of a 3D volume corresponding to a brick course.
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Fig. 15 Ortho-photos of the intrados surface of the three blocks.
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Fig. 16 Ortho-photos of the intrados surface of the three blocks and identification 
of existing cracks.
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Fig. 17 Identification of existing cracks, schematization.



been defined: major cracks (blue lines), minor cracks (green lines) and cracks 
developed along bricks (pink lines). It is noteworthy to point out that pink cracks 
(cracks that run through bricks) are never continuous and in almost all cases only 
split one bricks in half. On the contrary, blue and green crack (continuous major 
and minor cracks) develop only along mortar joints. This last observation is in 
agreement with one of the hypothesis used in the definition of the simplified 
micro-models employed in previous chapters: cracks develop only along mortar 
joints, hence bricks can be considered linear elastic. This allow us to use more 
confidently the micro-modeling methodology also in this case study.  

Figure 17 shows a schematized version of the crack pattern in the three analyzed 
blocks. It is visible how block 3 (the oldest one) is the most damaged, showing 
important cracks at the crowns of vaults number 1, 2 and 3. Cracks divert at a 45° 
angle in vault 4, becoming parallel to the bed joints (in this block, brick 
arrangement is diagonal, hence brick courses are perpendicular to the groins of the 
vaults). It is possible to see how cracks also developed at the interface between 
the vaults caps and the confinement arch of the facade (line 6-7 in Figure 17).  

Block 2 and 1 are coeval, however they were built with two different brick 
patterns (block 1 is radial, block 2 is diagonal). They show quite different cracks 
distribution: the incidence of pink cracks (cracks through bricks) is much greater 
in block 2, whereas block 1 shows a greater number of green lines (minor cracks 
along mortar joints). This difference could be the result of a different stress status 
in the vaults, due to the different brick arrangement.  

6.4 FE Analysis

6.4.1 Geometric model and mechanical parameters 

The two vaults  that  have been chosen as objects of the FE analyses are vault 
number 2 of block 1 (hereafter V2B1) and vault number 1 of block 2 (hereafter 
V1B2). This choice has been made because the vaults of block 1 and 2 are very 
similar  in size and shape,  whereas the vaults  of  block 3 differ  greatly from a 
geometrical point of view from the others. Therefore the main difference between 
vault V2B1 and V1B2 is the brick arrangement (Figure 18). Moreover, by looking 
at Figure 17 it is possible to notice that these two vaults show the least amount of 
existing cracks, which could mean that the shape of the intrados has not changed 
significantly over time due to supports settlement. The subsequent analyses will 
not only show the structural behavior of the two vaults under static loading, but 
will also investigate the role of this technological feature in existing vaults.
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V2B1 has a span of approximately 2.80, , whereas V1B1 measures 2.95 m circa.  
The discretization of the vault’s geometry is performed with blocks of the size of 
the bricks and half the thickness of the mortar joints (6.5 x 13 x 25 cm). 
Mechanical properties of blocks and interfaces are summarized in Table 1. Due to 
the absence of field data regarding the mechanical parameters, the adopted values 
are those suggested in Rossi et al. (2016) for historic brick-masonry, as well as in 
the Italian code NTC 2018 . The value of the normal stiffness in compression kn  

of the interfaces has been calibrated to assure quasi-rigid contact and is set at 5 · 
109 N/m3.

6.4.2 Load conditions 

The vaults are subject to their self-weight and to settlements of the abutments. 
Three kinds of settlement are applied: a horizontal settlement of two abutments in 
x  direction, resulting in an opening (O) mechanism (Figure 19 a); a horizontal 
settlement of two abutments in y  direction, resulting in a shear (S) mechanism 
(Figure 19 b); a vertical (V) settlement of two abutments (Figure 19 c). The infill 
is modelled as a mass proportional to an infill of 13 cm of thickness at the vault’s 
crown, with material density equal to 900 kg/m3, and applied as nodal forces on 
the extrados (Figure 20). Due to the lack of more precise information, the 
thickness of the infill as been estimated taking into consideration the thickness of 
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Blocks Interfaces

ρ [kg/m3] E [MPa] ν [-] µ [-] kn [N/m3]

1800 1200 0.2 0.5 5·109

Table 1 Mechanical properties of blocks and interfaces. 

Fig. 18 Geometric model for FE analyses: V2B1 (left) and V1B2 (right). 



the lateral confinement arches (25 cm), therefore it is the minimum thickness 
necessary to have a flat surface at the extrados of the confinement arches. 

6.4.3 Results

6.4.3.1 Opening settlement  

The test is performed by moving the abutments of the vault and boundary arches 
in the x-direction, so as to simulate the overturning of the external pillars of the 
portico. The abutments of the front arch, of the lateral arches and of the vault are 
moving simultaneously. Conversely, the other abutments and the confinement wall 
are kept fixed. 

Figure 21 reports the deformed shapes, which allow to observe quite similar 
collapse mechanisms in the two considered vaults. The lateral confinement arches 
develop in both cases a three-hinge mechanism, consisting in one hinge at the key 
and one hinge near each abutment. Also the two vaults show a similar collapse 
shape and crack pattern. A central hinge is formed at the crown of the vaults, 
visible at the intrados. As can be observed from the plan view of the intrados, this 
crack is not perfectly parallel to the front arch, but its formation is influenced by 
the irregularity of the masonry apparatus. In both vaults, a detachment of the caps 
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Fig. 19 Scheme of the imposed displacements and measured reaction forces at the 
abutments: opening (a), shear (b) and vertical (c) settlement. 

Fig. 20 Volume of infill (in blue).



from the front arch and confinement wall is visible, being it more evident in the 
radial vault. Both vaults also show a local failure at the key of the caps adjacent to 
the lateral arches. However, the diagonal vault experiences sliding of some bricks, 
whereas the radial vault undergoes the collapse of a larger portion of one cap. It is 
possible to notice how the lateral arches deform almost independently from the 
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Fig. 21 Deformed shapes for opening settlement: axonometric view (first row), x-z 
plane view (second row), y-z plane view (third row), extrados plan view (fourth row), 

intrados plan view (fifth row).



vaults, meaning that the tangential forces between the arches and the vaults’ head 
arches are not significant. 

Figure  22  and  23  plot  the  load-displacement  curves  in  the  case  of  opening 
settlement  for  the  two  considered  masonry  patterns.  The  curves  are  built  by 
plotting the horizontal thrusts at the abutments divided by the weight of the vault 
(W), versus the horizontal displacement of the moving supports ux divided by the 
span of the vault (L). Figure 22 reports the total horizontal reaction force (sum of 
vault + lateral arches + front arch) at the moving abutments (a) and at the vault’s 
abutments only (b), whereas Figure 23 shows the reaction force at the boundary 
arches  (a)  and  the  vertical  differential  displacement  of  two control  nodes.  By 
monitoring  these   nodes  it  is  possible  to  identify  the  imposed  displacement 
corresponding  to  the  activation  of  a  global  or  local  failure  mechanism.  The 
differential vertical displacement of two adjacent bricks has been monitored and 
identify  the  point  along  the  curve  corresponding  to  a  sudden  increase  of 
differential displacement, meaning that the bricks start sliding. These points are 
shown in all curves with a square or circle marker. They are introduced because it 
is not always possible to identify a partial collapse of the structures by looking at 
the load displacements curve. In the radial vault the collapse of one cap produces 
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Fig. 22 Total reaction forces Ry (left) and reaction forces Ry at the vault’s abutments 
(right) versus imposed displacement for Horizontal settlement.
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Fig. 23 Reaction forces Ry on Boundary Arches (left) and differential vertical 
displacement (right) versus imposed displacement for Horizontal settlement.
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an  abrupt  variation  of  the  slope  of  the  curves,  especially  in  the  case  of  the 
horizontal thrust at the vault’s abutments (Figure 22 b). This is due to the fact that 
the local collapse of one cap involves a quite large part of the structure. On the 
contrary,  in  the  diagonal  vault,  no  major  collapses  are  visible,  but  sliding  of 
several blocks takes place at the key of two caps at an earlier stage with respect to 
the radial vault. These failures do not change the trend of the load displacement 
curves, but still  represent a hazard in terms of safety of the structure. If  these 
points are considered as a measure of the vault displacement capacity, Figure 22 
evidences that the radial vault has the largest displacement capacity being 1.62 
times grater than the diagonal vault. Note that the value of horizontal thrust at the 
beginning of the curves is lower in the case of the diagonal vault: this is probably 
not entirely attributable to the block arrangements (whose role has been discussed 
in Chapter 5 in the case of ideal vault’s geometry), but also to the overall shape 
and initial deformation of the vaults. 

6.4.3.2 Shear settlement

This test is performed by imposing a horizontal settlement in the y-direction to the 
abutments  of  the  vault  and  boundary  arches,  in  order  to  simulate  the  shear 
deformation of the structure. As in the previous test, the abutments of the front 
arch, of the lateral arches and of the vault are moving simultaneously. Conversely, 
the other abutments and the confinement wall are kept fixed. This type of loading 
and boundary conditions have been also analyzed in Chapter 5, for vaults of ideal 
geometry, therefore some comparisons between the results obtained on ideal and 
real geometries can be made.

The deformed shapes  in  Figure  24  show that  the  two vaults  experience  quite 
different collapse shapes:  however in both cases only a partial  collapse of the 
structure can be observed. In the case of the radial vault, a typical diagonal crack 
along the groins can be seen, as well as a hinge at the key of one cap, parallel to 
the orientation of the bed joints. Collapse of one cap can be observed. In the case 
of the diagonal vault, damage along the groins is not visible, and cracks develop 
normally to the diagonal arches. In this case, the local collapse of the structures 
involves two caps and is mainly concentrated along one groin. It is noteworthy to 
point out that the local collapses occur in quite different regions of the vaults, 
depending on the considered case.  Looking at  the top plan view of Figure 24 
(fourth row), in the radial vault the cap that undergoes instability is the left one, 
whereas in the diagonal vault two caps collapse, the bottom one and the right one. 
The  very same qualitative collapse shapes can be observed in the shear test of the 
vaults  of  ideal  geometry,  confirming  that  the  masonry  apparatus  has  a  strong 
influence on the structural  behavior  of  cross  vaults.  Despite  the differences in 
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terms of  macro-geometry (overall  shape and dimensions)  of  the  to  considered 
cases, the two different brick patterns possibly influence cracks propagation and 
therefore the generation of a collapse mechanism. 

Figure 25 and 25  plot the load-displacement curves in the case of shear settlement 
for  the  two considered masonry patterns.  The curves  are  built  by plotting the 
horizontal thrusts in the y direction at the abutments divided by the weight of the 
vault (W), versus the horizontal displacement of the moving supports uy divided 
by the span of the vault (L). Figure 24 reports the total horizontal reaction force 
(sum of vault + lateral arches + front arch) at the moving abutments (a) and at the 
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Fig. 24 Deformed shapes for shear settlement: axonometric view (first row), x-z plane 
view (second row), y-z plane view (third row), extrados plan view (fourth row), 

intrados plan view (fifth row).



vault’s  abutments only (b),  whereas Figure 25 shows the reaction force at  the 
boundary arches (a) and the vertical differential displacement of the two control 
nodes. The two vaults show very similar values of initial stiffness and peak force, 
however  if  the  reaction  forces  of  the  vault’s  abutments  are  taken  into 
consideration (Figure 24 b) the peak force value drops in the case of the diagonal 
vault. In the radial vault the local collapse of one cap induces an abrupt variation 
of the slope of the curves, especially in the case of the horizontal thrust at the 
vault’s abutments (Figure 24 b). On the contrary, in the diagonal vault the local 
collapse begins at  an earlier  stage with respect to the radial  vault,  induced by 
sliding of few bricks (1% vs 6% of imposed displacement). These failures do not 
change the trend of the load displacement curves. If these points are considered as 
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Pattern Rmax [N] umax [m] R60 [N] u60 [m] Kel [N/m] u80 [m]
u80 / u60 

[-]

Radial 12891 0.2 7734 0.0071 1082770 0.1084 15.18

Diagonal 15913 0.1172 9548 0.0067 1413891 0.1172* 17.35

Table 2: Table of critical quantities 

*u80 = max
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Fig. 25 Total reaction forces Rx (left) and reaction forces Rx at the vault’s abutments 
(right) versus imposed displacement for Shear settlement.
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Fig. 26 Reaction forces Rx on Boundary Arches (left) and differential vertical 
displacement (right) versus imposed displacement for Shear settlement.



a  measure  of  the  vault  displacement  capacity,  the  radial  vault  has  the  largest 
displacement  capacity  being  almost  6  times  grater  than  the  diagonal  vault. 
Conversely, if the values of imposed displacement corresponding to a decrease of 
80% of the peak force value are considered as ultimate displacement,  the two 
vaults show a very similar ductile behavior.

6.4.3.3 Vertical settlement 

This test is performed by imposing a vertical settlement in the z-direction to the 
abutments of the vault and boundary arches, in order to simulate the subsidence of 
the external pillars of the portico. As in the previous test, the abutments of the 
front arch, of the lateral arches and of the vault are moving simultaneously. 
Conversely, the other abutments and the confinement wall are kept fixed. 

The deformed shapes are shown in Figure 27 and allow to observe that both vaults 
experience damage in the caps adjacent to the lateral arches. As in the case of 
opening settlement, the radial vault shows a more global mechanism, showing the 
creation of three parallel cracks in the y-direction and the collapse of the central 
part of the structure. Conversely, the diagonal vault shows partial collapse along 
the groins and a longitudinal crack develop in the y-direction along the entire 
vault, clearly visible from the intrados view. The lateral confinement arches 
develop in both cases a two-hinge mechanism, consisting in two hinges at the 
haunches. The radial vault experiences a detachment of the caps from the 
confinement wall and front arch, which remains undeformed. On the contrary, the 
diagonal vault  remains in contact with the front arch and causes its out of plane 
deformation. Both vaults also show a local failure at the key of the caps adjacent 
to the lateral arches. However, the diagonal vault undergoes the loss of only few 
bricks at an earlier stage of the test, whereas the radial vault experiences the 
collapse of a larger portion of two caps at a later stage. It is possible to notice how 
also in the case of vertical settlement the lateral arches deform independently from 
the vaults, meaning that the tangential forces between the arches and the vaults’ 
head arches are not significant.   

In Figure 28 and 29 the load-displacement curves in the case of vertical settlement 
for the two considered masonry patterns are shown. Figure 28 reports the total 
vertical reaction force (sum of vault + lateral arches + front arch) at the moving 
abutments (a) and at the vault’s abutments only (b), whereas Figure 29 shows the 
reaction force at the boundary arches (a) and the vertical differential displacement 
of two control nodes. Two adjacent bricks have been monitored and  are shown in 
all curves with a square or circle marker. In the radial vault the collapse of two 
lateral caps causes an abrupt variation of the slope of the curves, especially in the 
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case of the vertical reaction force at the vault’s abutments (Figure 28 b), which 
confirm  the  failure  of  the  vault.  Conversely,  the  diagonal  vault  does  not 
experience a major collapse, several blocks start sliding and falling at the key of 
two lateral caps at an earlier stage with respect to the radial vault. By looking at 
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Fig. 27 Deformed shapes for vertical settlement: axonometric view (first row), x-z plane 
view (second row), y-z plane view (third row), extrados plan view (fourth row), intrados 

plan view (fifth row).



Figure  29 b  it  is  visible  that  these  local  failures  occur  at  a  value of  imposed 
displacement of about 4%. However, there are no major changes of the trend of 
the load displacement curve at this point. The curve considerably varies its slope 
at a value of imposed vertical displacement uz of abut 15% (similar to the radial 
vault), possibly implying the beginning of a collapse mechanism. Nevertheless, as 
previously  stated,  the  fall  of  a  limited  number  of  blocks  can  still  represent  a 
hazard, even though the structure is still globally stable. If the values of imposed 
displacement corresponding to the markers are considered as a measure of the 
vaults’ ductility,  the radial vault shows the largest displacement capacity being 
3,5 times grater than the diagonal vault.

6.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, the consolidated micro-modeling methodology previously 
employed for ideal vaults is applied to real masonry vaults. The masonry 
apparatus is carefully modeled, so as to take into consideration its structural role. 
The two vaults that have been studied show a quite different behavior under the 
same static loading conditions. Even though this can not be entirely attributed to 
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Fig. 28 Total reaction forces Rz (left) and reaction forces Rz at the vault’s abutments 
(right) versus imposed displacement for Vertical settlement.
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Fig. 29 Reaction forces Rz on Boundary Arches (left) and differential vertical 
displacement (right) versus imposed displacement for Vertical settlement.



the different brick arrangements of the two vaults (the actual macro-geometry of 
the structures comes into play), it is noteworthy to point out that the obtained 
results are consistent with the results obtained in the study of ideal vaults in 
chapter 5. Comparison can be made only on the shear test, because the same 
boundary conditions (deformable confinements arches) are used in both studies. If 
we take into consideration two ideal vaults arranged with a diagonal and a radial 
pattern, as well as the two vaults studied in this chapter, it is possible to notice that 
in both cases the elastic stifness and peak values are almost the same for the two 
considered patterns. The displacement corresponding to the activation of a local 
collapse in ideal radial vaults is 4%, whereas in diagonal vaults is 2.5%. In the 
two vaults of Vicoforte the displacement corresponding to local collapse are 6% 
for vault V2B1 (radial pattern) and 1% for vault V1B2 (diagonal pattern). Even 
though the increase of displacement capacity is greater in the case of Vicoforte, 
the radial vaults still shows the greatest ductile behavior.  

By looking at the crack patterns resulting from the Opening test it is possible to 
see that there is a good correspondence with the crack survey of block 3 of the 
central portico of the Palazzata (Figure 17). A central hinge is formed at the crown 
of  the  vaults  and lateral  confinement  arches,  visible  at  the  intrados.  The caps 
detach from the front arch and confinement wall: this is visible in all four vaults of 
block 3 (blue lines at the head arches). The important cracks at the crowns of 
vaults number 1, 2 and 3 divert at a 45° angle in vault 4, becoming parallel to the 
bed joints (in this block, brick arrangement is diagonal, hence brick courses are 
perpendicular to the groins of the vaults). This may indicate a horizontal moment 
of the abutments of vaults 1, 2 and 3 (possibly caused by an overturning of the 
pillars) resulting in an opening mechanism for these three vaults. 

Considering  this results, the great effort in the modeling process may possibly be 
reduced by applying a discretization method that takes into consideration only the 
type of pattern (principal direction of bed joints), but doesn’t exactly replicate the 
position of each block. By doing so, it would be possible to still take into 
consideration the role of micro and macro geometry, with a simplified modeling 
phase. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

7.1 Summary of results 

This dissertation explores the structural role of constructive techniques on  
historic masonry vaults. The structural behavior of vaults has been investigated 
using a contact-based finite element numerical approach. The approach has been 
implemented through the commercial software Abaqus, by adopting a built-in 
friction interface model. The approach has been validated through the comparison 
with experimental tests on in-scale benchmarks: a circular arch, made of wood 
blocks bonded by mortar, subjected to opening of the abutments and a cross vault, 
made of plastic blocks with dry joints, subjected to opening, shear and tilting-
plane tests.  

The proposed approach has proven to be quite robust. The experimental 
results have been reproduced with a high degree of accuracy both in the case of 
planar and space structures, with both dry joints and mortar joints with low 
cohesion. The advantage of the friction interface model is that it requires the 
definition of a low number of parameters, which can be easily obtained by simple 
experimental tests, thus reducing modelling uncertainties. This approach can, 
therefore, be applied to historical masonry structures, which are usually 
characterised by extremely low tensile strength and cohesion. The extension of the 
methodology to masonry characterised by high cohesion should be demonstrated. 
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The simplified micro-modelling technique has been used for developing 
models of vaults with different brick patterns. Parametric analyses have been 
performed for evaluating the difference in their structural response under a series 
of boundary and load conditions. In particular, three significant collapse 
mechanisms have been analysed, i.e., horizontal opening, shear sliding and 
vertical differential settlement of the vault abutments. The behavior of non-
confined vaults has been compared with the response of structures endowed with 
either out-of-plane rigid lateral walls or perimeter deformable arches. Moreover, 
the effects of the presence of infilling material at the extrados have been 
investigated. 

The results of the parametric analyses have shown that the masonry 
apparatus strongly influences the static behavior of masonry vaults in terms of 
collapse mechanism, bearing capacity and ductility. Moreover, the numerical 
analyses have demonstrated that it is not possible to identify a brick pattern which 
performs best in every load condition. The analyses have proved that the pitched 
vault exhibits the worst performances under shear and vertical settlements. 
Moreover, even though it proves to achieve the best performance against the 
opening mechanism, it has to be noted that such behavior is strictly related to the 
effectiveness of the restraining lateral walls to work as confining structures for the 
vault when the opening of the abutments occurs. These findings provide a 
probable explanation of the reason why this masonry pattern was rarely adopted in 
the construction history, at least in the European building tradition. The best 
performance of diagonal and radial vaults in vertical and shear settlement, 
respectively, depends on the different interlocking between blocks in the different 
directions. The diagonal vault is the one mostly interested by local collapses, 
whichever the imposed settlement. 

As regards the influence of confinement and infill, the results showed that, 
when infill is present at the extrados of the radial vault, it provides lower 
displacement capacity to the structure, but increases the bearing capacity in the 
case of shear settlement. Moreover, the presence of rigid confinements is not 
always beneficial, causing the loss of contact between parts of the vault, thus 
resulting in local failures which reduce the displacement capacity. 

The results of the parametric analyses allowed to generate useful crack-
pattern charts for each masonry apparatus and for several boundary conditions, 
favoring the interpretation of the damage pattern on existing vaults. Such synoptic 
schemes aim at representing an efficient tool for architects and engineers involved 
in the path-to-knowledge and design of interventions on the Architectural Heritage 
of masonry constructions.  
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The consolidated micro-modeling methodology previously employed for 
ideal vaults was applied to two real masonry vaults. The masonry apparatus was 
carefully modeled, so as to take into consideration its structural role. The two 
vaults that have been studied show a quite different behavior under the same static 
loading conditions. Even though this can not be entirely attributed to the different 
brick arrangements of the two vaults (the actual macro-geometry of the structures 
comes into play), it is noteworthy to point out that the obtained results are 
consistent with the results obtained in the study of ideal vaults in chapter 5. 
Comparison can be made only on the shear test, because the same boundary 
conditions (deformable confinements arches) are used in both studies. If we take 
into consideration two ideal vaults arranged with a diagonal and a radial pattern, 
as well as the two vaults studied in this chapter, it is possible to notice that in both 
cases the elastic stifness and peak values are almost the same for the two 
considered patterns. The displacement corresponding to the activation of a local 
collapse in ideal radial vaults is 4%, whereas in diagonal vaults is 2.5%. In the 
two vaults of Vicoforte the displacement corresponding to local collapse are 6% 
for vault V2B1 (radial pattern) and 1% for vault V1B2 (diagonal pattern). Even 
though the increase of displacement capacity is greater in the case of Vicoforte, 
the radial vaults still shows the greatest ductile behavior. Considering this results, 
the great effort in the modeling process may possibly be reduced by applying a 
discretization method that takes into consideration only the type of pattern 
(principal direction of bed joints), but doesn’t exactly replicate the position of 
each block. By doing so, it would be possible to still take into consideration the 
role of micro and macro geometry, with a simplified modeling phase.  

7.1 Future works 

One of the greatest criticality in this study is the great amount of work required in 
the geometrical definition of the micro-mechanical models. For this reason, future 
work should include the investigation of simplified methods to generate 
discretized three-dimensional models, which would especially be useful in the 
case of real case-studies. As a matter of fact, the study on the vaults of Vicoforte 
demonstrated how the irregular shapes of existing structures asks for a manual 
approach in order to identify the single units (expanded blocks). Investigations on 
the effectiveness of a discretization process that takes into account the actual 
position of each bed joint vs. a more simplified discretization process that takes 
into account only the type of pattern should be performed. An automatic detection 
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system could be used to identify the position of bed joints on the textured mesh 
from point clouds, making it easier to generate the discretized model. 

In order to extend the crack pattern charts and the knowledge regarding the 
influence of brick pattern on masonry vaults, future works should include tests 
that investigate more load case scenarios. Settlements of one support should be 
analyzed in the case of cross vaults, as well as differential settlement of one 
support in the case of barrel vaults. The effects of point loads and distributed load 
should also be investigated, so as to perform a comparison with results from the 
most recents literature on the subject.  

The presented FE models could be implemented with strengthening elements 
(metal ties, composite materials, etc), and their effectiveness should be 
investigated taking into consideration the collapse modes and local failures of the 
different brick patterns analyzed in this thesis. This would allow the definition of 
useful guidelines for the intervention on existing vaults. 

The output of chapter 5 could be the starting point for an experimental campaign, 
being an evolution of the in scale-model by Rossi et al. presented in chapter 4 and 
used as validation of the micro-mechanical FE model. As a matter of fact, the 
ideal radial vault analyzed in this thesis has the same geometry of the in scale-
model, but in 1:1 scale. However, different boundary conditions had to be used 
because diagonal and pitched brick pattern require lateral confinement. For this 
reason, such experimental campaign would be of paramount importance not only 
to investigate the role of different brick patterns, but also the influence of 
boundary conditions.  

The same strategy adopted in the present thesis can be extended to other kinds of 
common masonry vaulted structures, e.g. sail vaults, pavilion vaults, as well as 
domes. Finally, the role of cohesion, which as been neglected in the studies of this 
dissertation, could be demonstrated, in order to extend the use of micro-
mechanical models to contemporary masonry assemblages.  
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